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Lecture 3: Construction and Mining of Text-Rich 
Heterogeneous Information Networks

October	  10,	  2015

q Lecture	  3:	  Construction	  and	  Mining	  of	  Text-‐Rich	  Heterogeneous	  
Information	  Networks,	  by Jiawei	  Han,	  University	  of	  Illinois	  at	  Urbana-‐
Champaign

q Lesson	  1: 09:00-‐09:50,	  Phrase	  mining	  and	  concept	  discovery	  from	  
massive	  text	  data

q Lesson	  2: 10:10-‐11:00,	  Entity	  recognition	  and	  typing	  for	  construction	  of	  
text-‐rich	  heterogeneous	  information	  networks

q Lesson	  3: 11:20-‐12:00,	  Mining	  text-‐rich	  heterogeneous	  information	  
networks
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Outline

q Why	  Construction	  and	  Mining	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks?

q Phrase	  Mining	  and	  concept	  discovery	  from	  massive	  text	  data

q Entity	  recognition	  and	  typing	  for	  construction	  of	  text-‐rich	  

heterogeneous	  information	  networks

q Mining	  Text-‐Rich	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q Conclusion:	  Data	  to	  Network	  to	  Knowledge	  (D2N2K):	  A	  Path	  for	  Data	  to	  

Knowledge
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Why Text to Networks?
q The	  major	  challenge	  for	  data	  scientists	  of	  our	  time
q The	  Data-‐to-‐Knowledge	  (D2K)	  challenge

q Big	  Data:	  	  Over	  80%	  of	  our	  data	  is	  from	  text/natural	  language/social	  media,	  
unstructured,	  noisy,	  dynamic,	  unreliable,	  …,	  but	  interconnected!

q Keys	  from	  big	  data	  to	  big	  knowledge:
q Structuring	  (i.e.,	  transforming	  unstructured	  text	  into	  structured,	  typed,	  

interconnected	  entities/relationships)
q Networking	  (take	  advantage	  of	  massive,	  structured	  connections)
q Mining/reasoning	  (e.g.,	  induction/deduction)	  effectively	  on	  massive,	  relatively	  

structured,	  interconnected	  networks
q D2K	  game	  → D2N2K (Data	  to	  Network	  to	  Knowledge)	  game

→	  Construction	  and	  mining	  of	  typed,	  heterogeneous	  information	  networks
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Heterogeneous Information Networks
q Information	  network:	  Each	  node	  represents	  an	  entity	  (e.g.,	  actor	  in	  a	  social	  network)	  

and	  each	  link	  (e.g.,	  tie)	  a	  relationship	  between	  entities
q Each	  node/link	  may	  have	  attributes,	  labels,	  and	  weights
q Link	  may	  carry	  rich	  semantic	  information

q Homogeneous	  vs.	  heterogeneous	  networks
q Homogeneous	  networks:	  	  Single	  object	  type	  and	  single	  link	  type
q Single	  model	  social	  networks	  (e.g.,	  friends)
q WWW:	  A	  collection	  of	  linked	  Web	  pages

q Heterogeneous	  networks:	  Multiple	  object	  and	  link	  types
q Medical	  network:	  Patients,	  doctors,	  diseases,	  contacts,	  treatments
q Bibliographic	  network:	  Publications,	  authors,	  venues	  (e.g.,	  DBLP	  >	  2	  million	  papers)

q Homogeneous	  networks	  are	  often	  resulted	  from	  projection	  of	  heterogeneous	  networks
q E.g.,	  coauthor	  network	  from	  its	  original	  DBLP	  network	  

CS	  Bibliographic	  Network
Venue Paper Author
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Construction: Structures Facilitate Information Mining
q Network	  construction:	  Generate	  structured	  networks	  from	  unstructured	  text	  data
q Automated	  mining	  of	  phrases,	  topics,	  entities,	  links	  and	  types	  from	  large	  corpora
q Constructing	  types,	  heterogeneous	  networks	  from	  mined	  data

Heterog.	  networks

Phrases

Typed	  entities

Text	  Corpus

Knowledge	  

General	  KB
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Knowledge Mining from Massive, Structured Networks
q A	  homogeneous	  network	  can	  be	  derived	  from	  its	  “parent”	  heterogeneous	  network
q Ex.	  	  Coauthor	  networks	  from	  the	  original	  author-‐paper-‐conference	  networks

q Heterogeneous	  networks	  carry	  richer	  info.	  than	  the	  projected	  homogeneous	  networks
q Typed	  nodes	  &	  links	  imply	  more	  structures,	  leading	  to	  richer	  discovery
q Ex.:	  	  DBLP:	  	  A	  Computer	  Science	  bibliographic	  database	  (network)

Knowledge hidden	  in DBLP	  Network Mining	  Functions
Who	  are	  the	  leading researchers	  on	  Web	  search? Ranking
Who	  are the	  peer researchers	  of	   Jure	  Leskovec? Similarity	  Search
Whom will Christos	  Faloutsos collaborate	  with? Relationship	  Prediction
Which relationships are	  most	  influential for	  an	  author	  to	  decide	  her	  topics? Relation	  Strength	  Learning
How	  was	  the	  field	  of	  Data	  Mining	   emerged or	  evolving? Network Evolution
Which authors	  are	  rather	  different	  from	  his/her	  peers	  in	  IR? Outlier/anomaly	  detection
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Why Phrase Mining?
q Unigrams	  vs.	  phrases

q Unigrams (single	  words)	  are	  ambiguous

qExample:	  “United”:	  United	  States?	  United	  Airline?	  United	  Parcel	  Service?

q Phrase:	  	  A	  natural,	  meaningful,	  unambiguous semantic	  unit

qExample:	  	  “United	  States”	  vs.	  “United	  Airline”

q Mining	  semantically	  meaningful	  phrases

q Transform	  text	  data	  from	  word	  granularity to	  phrase	  granularity

q Enhance	  the	  power	  and	  efficiency	  at	  manipulating	  unstructured	  data	  using	  
database	  technology
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q Phrase	  mining:	  	  Originated	  from	  the	  NLP	  community—“Chunking”
q Model	  it	  as	  a	  sequence	  labeling	  problem	  (B-‐NP,	  I-‐NP,	  O,	  …)

q Need	  annotation	  and	  training	  
q Annotate	  hundreds	  of	  documents	  as	  training	  data
q Train	  a	  supervised	  model	  based	  on	  part-‐of-‐speech	  features

q Recent	  trend:	  
q Use	  distributional	  features	  based	  on	  web	  n-‐grams	  (Bergsma	  et	  al.,	  2010)
q State-‐of-‐the-‐art	  performance:	  ~95%	  accuracy,	  ~88%	  phrase-‐level	  F-‐score

q Limitations
q High	  annotation	  cost,	  not	  scalable	  to	  a	  new	  language,	  a	  new	  domain	  or	  genre
q May	  not	  fit	  domain-‐specific,	  dynamic,	  emerging	  applications

q Scientific	  domains,	  query	  logs,	  or	  social	  media,	  e.g.,	  Yelp,	  Twitter

Mining Phrases: Why Not Use NLP Methods?
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Data Mining Approaches
q General	  principle:	  	  Fully	  exploit	  information	  redundancy	  and	  data-‐

driven	  criteria	  to	  determine	  phrase	  boundaries	  and	  salience

q Phrase	  Mining	  and	  Topic	  Modeling	  from	  Large	  Corpora

q Strategy	  1:	  Simultaneously	  Inferring	  Phrases	  and	  Topics

q Strategy	  2:	  Post	  Topic	  Modeling	  Phrase	  Construction

q Strategy	  3:	  First	  Phrase	  Mining	  then	  Topic	  Modeling	  (ToPMine)

q Integration	  of	  Phrase	  Mining	  with	  Document	  Segmentation



Session 1. Frequent Pattern 
Mining for Text Data
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Frequent Pattern Mining for Text Data: Phrase 
Mining and Topic Modeling

q Motivation:	  Unigrams	  (single	  words)	  can	  be	  difficult	  to	  interpret
q Ex.:	  The	  topic	  that	  represents	  the	  area	  of	  Machine	  Learning

learning
reinforcement

suppor t
machine
vector

selection
feature
random

:

versus

learning
suppor t vector machines
reinforcement learning

feature selection
conditional random fields

classification
decision trees

:
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Various Strategies: Phrase-Based Topic Modeling

q Strategy	  1:	  	  Generate	  bag-‐of-‐words	  →	  generate	  sequence	  of	  tokens
q Bigram	  topical	  model	  [Wallach’06],	  topical	  n-‐gram	  model [Wang,	  et	  al.’07],	  

phrase	  discovering	  topic	  model [Lindsey,	  et	  al.’12]
q Strategy	  2:	  	  Post	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  visualize	  topics	  with	  n-‐grams
q Label	  topic	  [Mei	  et	  al.’07],	  TurboTopic [Blei &	  Lafferty’09],	  KERT [Danilevsky,	  et	  

al.’14]
q Strategy	  3:	  	  Prior	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  mine	  phrases	  and	  impose	  on	  

the	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  
q ToPMine [El-‐kishky,	  et	  al.’15]



Session 2. Strategy 1: 
Simultaneously Inferring 
Phrases and Topics
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Strategy 1: Simultaneously Inferring Phrases and Topics
q Bigram	  Topic	  Model	  [Wallach’06]	  
q Probabilistic	  generative	  model	  that	  conditions	  on	  previous	  word	  and	  topic	  when	  

drawing	  next	  word
q Topical	  N-‐Grams	  (TNG)	  [Wang,	  et	  al.’07]	  
q Probabilistic	  model	  that	  generates	  words	  in	  textual	  order
q Create	  n-‐grams	  by	  concatenating	  successive	  bigrams	  (a	  generalization	  of	  Bigram	  

Topic	  Model)
q Phrase-‐Discovering	  LDA	  (PDLDA)	  [Lindsey,	  et	  al.’12]	  
q Viewing	  each	  sentence	  as	  a	  time-‐series	  of	  words,	  PDLDA	  posits	  that	  the	  

generative	  parameter	  (topic)	  changes	  periodically
q Each	  word	  is	  drawn	  based	  on	  previous	  m	  words	  (context)	  and	  current	  phrase	  topic

q High	  model	  complexity:	  Tends	  to	  overfitting;	  High	  inference	  cost:	  Slow
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TNG:  Experiments on Research Papers
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TNG:  Experiments on Research Papers (2)



Session 3. Strategy 2: Post 
Topic Modeling Phrase 
Construction
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Strategy 2: Post Topic Modeling Phrase Construction
q TurboTopics [Blei &	  Lafferty’09]	  – Phrase	  construction	  as	  a	  post-‐processing	  step	  

to	  Latent	  DirichletAllocation
q Perform	  Latent	  DirichletAllocation	  on	  corpus	  to	  assign	  each	  token	  a	  topic	  label
q Merge	  adjacent	  unigrams	  with	  the	  same	  topic	  label	  by	  a	  distribution-‐free	  

permutation	  test	  on	  arbitrary-‐length	  back-‐off	  model
q End	  recursive	  merging	  when	  all	  significant	  adjacent	  unigrams	  have	  been	  

merged

q KERT [Danilevsky et	  al.’14]	  – Phrase	  construction	  as	  a	  post-‐processing	  step	  
to	  Latent	  Dirichlet Allocation

q Perform	  frequent	  pattern	  mining	  on	  each	  topic
q Perform	  phrase	  ranking	  based on	  four	  different	  criteria
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Example of TurboTopics

q Perform	  LDA	  on	  corpus	  to	  assign	  each	  token	  a	  topic	  label
q E.g.,	  …	  phase11 transition11 ….	  game153 theory127 …

q Then	  merge	  adjacent	  unigrams	  with	  same	  topic	  label
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KERT: Topical Keyphrase Extraction & Ranking 
[Danilevsky, et al. 2014]

learning
support vector machines
reinforcement learning

feature selection
conditional random fields

classification
decision trees

:

Topical	  keyphrase	  
extraction	  &	  ranking

knowledge discovery using least squares support vector machine classifiers 

support vectors for reinforcement learning
a hybrid approach to feature selection

pseudo conditional random fields
automatic web page classification in a dynamic and hierarchical way

inverse time dependency in convex regularized learning
postprocessing decision trees to extract actionable knowledge

variance minimization least squares support vector machines

…

Unigram	  topic	  assignment:	  Topic	  1	  &	  Topic	  2
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Framework of KERT

1. Run	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference	  and	  assign	  topic	  label	  to	  each	  token

2. Extract	  candidate	  keyphrases within	  each	  topic

3. Rank	  the	  keyphrases in	  each	  topic
q Popularity:	  ‘information	  retrieval’ vs.	  ‘cross-‐language	  information	  retrieval’
q Discriminativeness:	  only	  frequent	  in	  documents	  about	  topic	  t

q Concordance:	  ‘active	  learning’ vs.‘learning	  classification’
q Completeness:	  ‘vector	  machine’ vs.	  ‘support	  vector	  machine’

Frequent	  pattern	  mining

Comparability	  property:	  	  directly	  compare	  phrases	  of	  mixed	  lengths
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Comparison of phrase ranking methods

The	  topic	  that	  represents	  the	  area	  of	  Machine	  Learning

kpRel
[Zhao	  et	  al.	  11]

KERT	  
(-‐popularity)

KERT	  
(-‐discriminativeness)

KERT	  
(-‐concordance)

KERT	  
[Danilevsky et	  al.	  14]

learning effective support	  vector	  machines learning learning

classification text feature	  selection classification support	  vector	  machines

selection probabilistic reinforcement	   learning selection reinforcement	   learning

models identification conditional	   random	  fields feature feature	  selection

algorithm mapping constraint	  satisfaction decision conditional random	  fields

features task decision	   trees bayesian classification
decision planning dimensionality	   reduction trees decision	   trees

: : : : :

KERT: Topical Phrases on Machine Learning
Top-Ranked Phrases by Mining Paper Titles in DBLP



Session 4. Strategy 3: First 
Phrase Mining then Topic 
Modeling 
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Strategy 3: First Phrase Mining then Topic Modeling

q ToPMine [El-‐Kishky et	  al.	  VLDB’15]

q First	  phrase	  construction,	  then	  topic	  mining
q Contrast	  with	  KERT:	  topic	  modeling,	  then	  phrase	  mining

q The	  ToPMine Framework:
q Perform	  frequent	  contiguous	  patternmining to	  extract	  candidate	  phrases	  and	  

their	  counts
q Perform	  agglomerative	  merging	  of	  adjacent	  unigrams	  as	  guided	  by	  a	  significance	  

score—This	  segments	  each	  document	  into	  a	  “bag-‐of-‐phrases”
q The	  newly	  formed	  bag-‐of-‐phrases	  are	  passed	  as	  input	  to	  PhraseLDA,	  an	  extension	  

of	  LDA,	  that	  constrains	  all	  words	  in	  a	  phrase	  to	  each	  sharing	  the	  same	  latent	  topic
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Why First Phrase Mining then Topic Modeling ?
q With	  Strategy	  2,	  tokens	  in	  the	  same	  phrase	  may	  be	  assigned	  to	  different	  topics
q Ex.	  knowledgediscovery using	  least	  squares	  support	  vector machine	  classifiers…
q Knowledge	  discovery and	  support	  vector	  machine should	  have	  coherent	  topic	  labels

q Solution:	  switch	  the	  order	  of	  phrase	  mining	  and	  topic	  model	  inference

q Techniques
q Phrase	  mining	  and	  document	  segmentation
q Topic	  model	  inference	  with	  phrase	  constraint

[knowledge	  discovery]	  using	  [least	  
squares]	  [support	  vector	  machine]	  

[classifiers]	  …

[knowledge	  discovery]	  using	  [least	  
squares]	  [support	  vector	  machine]	  

[classifiers]	  …
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Phrase Mining: Frequent Pattern Mining + 
Statistical Analysis 

[Markov	  blanket]	  [feature	  selection]	  for	  [support	  vector	  
machines]

[knowledge	  discovery]	  using	  [least	  squares]	  [support	  
vector	  machine]	  [classifiers]	  

…[support	  vector]	  for	  [machine learning]…

Phrase Raw	  
freq.

True	  
freq.

[support	  vector	  machine] 90 80

[vector	  machine]	   95 0	  

[support	  vector] 100 20

Quality	  
phrases

Based	  on	  significance	  score	  [Church	  et	  al.’91]:

α(P1,	  P2)	  ≈	  (f(P1●P2)	   	  ̶	   µ0(P1,P2))/√ f(P1●P2)	  
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Collocation Mining
q Collocation:	  A	  sequence	  of	  words	  that	  occur	  more	  frequently	  than	  expected

q Often	  “interesting”	  and	  due	  to	  their	  non-‐compositionality,	  often	  relay	  information	  
not	  portrayed	  by	  their	  constituent	  terms	  (e.g.,	  “made	  an	  exception”,	  “strong	  tea”)

q Many	  different	  measures	  used	  to	  extract	  collocations	  from	  a	  corpus	  [Dunning	  93,	  
Pederson	  96]

q E.g.,	  mutual	  information,	  t-‐test,	  z-‐test,	  chi-‐squared	  test,	  likelihood	  ratio

q Many	  of	  these	  measures	  can	  be	  used	  to	  guide	  the	  agglomerative	  phrase-‐
segmentation	  algorithm
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ToPMine: Phrase LDA (Constrained Topic Modeling)

q The	  generative	  model	  for	  PhraseLDA is	  the	  same	  as	  
LDA

q Difference:	  the	  model	  incorporates	  constraints	  
obtained	  from	  the	  “bag-‐of-‐phrases”	  input

q Chain-‐graph	  shows	  that	  all	  words	  in	  a	  phrase	  are	  
constrained	  to	  take	  on	  the	  same	  topic	  values

[knowledge discovery] using [least squares] [suppor t 
vector machine] [classifiers] …

Topic	  model	  inference	  with	  phrase	  constraints
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Example Topical Phrases: A Comparison

ToPMine	  [El-‐kishky	  et	  al.	  14]	  
Strategy	  3	  (67	  seconds)

information	  retrieval feature	  selection

social	  networks machine	  learning
web	  search semi	  supervised
search	  engine large	  scale
information	  
extraction

support	  vector	  
machines

question	  answering active	  learning

web	  pages face	  recognition
: :

Topic	  1 Topic	  2

social	  networks information	  retrieval
web	  search text	  classification
time	  series machine	  learning

search	  engine support	  vector	  machines
management	  system information	  extraction

real	  time neural	  networks
decision	  trees text	  categorization

: :
Topic	  1 Topic	  2

PDLDA	  [Lindsey	  et	  al.	  12]	  Strategy	  1	  
(3.72	  hours)
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ToPMine:  Experiments on DBLP Abstracts
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ToPMine: Topics on Associate Press News (1989)
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ToPMine:  Experiments on Yelp Reviews



Session 5. A Comparative 
Study of Three Strategies
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Efficiency: Running Time of Different Strategies

q Strategy	  1:	  Generate	  bag-‐of-‐words	  →	  generate	  sequence	  of	  tokens
q Strategy	  2:	  Post	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  visualize	  topics	  with	  n-‐grams
q Strategy	  3:	  Prior	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  mine	  phrases	  and	  impose	  to	  the	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  

Running	  time:	  strategy	  3	  >	  strategy	  2	  >	  strategy	  1	  	  (“>”	  means	  outperforms)
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Coherence of Topics: Comparison of Strategies

q Strategy	  1:	  Generate	  bag-‐of-‐words	  →	  generate	  sequence	  of	  tokens
q Strategy	  2:	  Post	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  visualize	  topics	  with	  n-‐grams
q Strategy	  3:	  Prior	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  mine	  phrases	  and	  impose	  to	  the	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  
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(c) Phrase quality

Figure 3: Results of phrase intrusion detection and domain expert evaluation of topical coherence and phrase quality.

Dataset ToPMine PD-LDA Turbo Topics TNG LDA KERT

Sampled dblp titles(k=5) 67(s) 3.72(hrs) 6.68(hrs) 146(s) 65(s) 68(s)
All dblp titles (k=30) 2.45(hrs) „20.44(days) > 30(days)* 5.57(hrs) 3.04(hrs) 3.08(hrs)
Sampled dblp abstracts (k=10) 340(s) 1.12(days) >10(days)* 853 (s) 353(s) 1215(s)
All dblp abstracts (k=50) 10.88(hrs) „95.9(days) > 50(days)* NA= 13.84(hours) NA=

Table 3: We display the run-times of our algorithm on various datasets of di↵erent sizes from di↵erent domains. We

sample 50 thousand dblp titles and 20 thousand dblp abstracts to provide datasets that the state-of-the art methods can

perform on. For instances labeled *, we estimate runtime by calculating the runtime for one topic and extrapolating

for k topics. For instances labeled „ we extrapolate by calculating runtime for a tractable number of iterations and

extrapolating across all iterations. For instances labeled =, we could not apply the algorithm to the dataset because

the algorithm exceeded memory constraints (Greater than 40GB) during runtime.

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

genetic algorithm natural language data sets programming language
optimization problem speech recognition support vector machine source code
solve this problem language model learning algorithm object oriented
optimal solution natural language processing machine learning type system
evolutionary algorithm machine translation feature selection data structure
local search recognition system paper we propose program execution
search space context free grammars clustering algorithm run time
optimization algorithm sign language decision tree code generation
search algorithm recognition rate proposed method object oriented programming
objective function character recognition training data java programs

Table 4: Four topics from a 50-topic run of our ToPMine framework on our full DBLP abstracts dataset. Phrases are

shown sorted in terms of topical frequency. Our framework was the only framework able to run on this large dataset.

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4

energy department roman catholic gaza Strip president bush
environmental protection agency pope john paul west bank white house
nuclear weapons john paul palestine liberation organization bush administration
acid rain catholic church united states house and senate
nuclear power plant anti semitism arab reports members of congress
hazardous waste baptist church prime minister defense secretary
savannah river united states yitzhak shamir capital gains tax
rocky flats lutheran church Israel radio pay raise
nuclear power episcopal church occupied territories house members
natural gas church members occupied west bank committee chairman

Table 5: Four topics from a 50-topic run of our ToPMine framework on a large collection of 106, 222 AP News

articles(1998) containing 18, 655, 600 tokens and a vocabulary of 34, 487 words. Phrases are shown sorted in

terms of topical frequency.

Coherence	  measured	  by	  z-‐score:	  strategy	  3	  >	  strategy	  2	  >	  strategy	  1
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Phrase Intrusion: Comparison of Strategies

Phrase	  intrusion	  measured	  by	  average	  number	  of	  correct	  answers:	  
strategy	  3	  >	  strategy	  2	  >	  strategy	  1
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Phrase Quality: Comparison of Strategies

Phrase	  quality	  measured	  by	  z-‐score:	  
strategy	  3	  >	  strategy	  2	  >	  strategy	  1
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Summary: Strategies on Topical Phrase Mining

q Strategy	  1:	  Generate	  bag-‐of-‐words	  →	  generate	  sequence	  of	  tokens
q Integrated	  complex	  model;	  phrase	  quality	  and	  topic	  inference	  rely	  on	  each	  

other
q Slow	  and	  overfitting

q Strategy	  2:	  Post	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  visualize	  topics	  with	  n-‐grams
q Phrase	  quality	  relies	  on	  topic	  labels	  for	  unigrams
q Can	  be	  fast;	  generally	  high-‐quality	  topics	  and	  phrases

q Strategy	  3:	  Prior	  bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  inference,	  mine	  phrases	  and	  impose	  to	  the	  
bag-‐of-‐words	  model	  

q Topic	  inference	  relies	  on	  correct	  segmentation	  of	  documents,	  but	  not	  sensitive
q Can	  be	  fast;	  generally	  high-‐quality	  topics	  and	  phrases
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Session 6. Mining Quality Phrases 
from Massive Text Corpora: A 
SegPhrase Approach
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Mining Phrases: Why Not Use Raw Frequency Based 
Methods?

q Traditional	  data-‐driven	  approaches
q Frequent	  pattern	  mining
q If	  AB	  is	  frequent,	  likely	  AB	  could	  be	  a	  phrase

q Raw	  frequency	  could	  NOT	  reflect	  the	  quality	  of	  phrases
q E.g.,	  freq(vector	  machine)	  ≥	  freq(support	  vector	  machine)	  
q Need	  to	  rectify	  the	  frequency	  based	  on	  segmentation	  results

q Phrasal	  segmentation	  will	  tell	  
q Some	  words	  should	  be	  treated	  as	  a	  whole	  phrase	  whereas	  others	  are	  still	  

unigrams
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SegPhrase: From Raw Corpus 
to Quality Phrases and Segmented Corpus

Document 1
Citation	  recommendation	  is	  an	  interesting	  but	  
challenging	  research	  problem	  in	  data	  mining	  area.	  

Document 2
In	  this	  study,	  we	  investigate	  the	  problem	  in	  the	  
context	  of	  heterogeneous	  information	  networks	  
using	  data	  mining	  technique.

PhraseMining

Document 3
Principal	  Component	  Analysis	  is	  a	  linear	  
dimensionality	  reductiontechnique commonly used
in machine learning applications.

Quality Phrases

Phrasal	  Segmentation

Raw	  Corpus Segmented	  Corpus

Input	  Raw	  Corpus Quality Phrases Segmented	  Corpus
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SegPhrase: The Overall Framework
q ClassPhrase:	  	  Frequent	  pattern	  mining,	  feature	  extraction,	  classification
q SegPhrase:	  Phrasal	  segmentation	  and	  phrase	  quality	  estimation
q SegPhrase+:	  One	  more	  round	  to	  enhance	  mined	  phrase	  quality	  

ClassPhrase SegPhrase(+)
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What Kind of Phrases Are of “High Quality”?

q Judging	  the	  quality	  of	  phrases
q Popularity
q “information	  retrieval”	  vs.	  “cross-‐language	  information	  retrieval”

q Concordance
q “powerful	  tea”	  vs.	  “strong	  tea”
q “active	  learning”	  vs. “learning	  classification”

q Informativeness
q “this	  paper”	  (frequent	  but	  not	  discriminative,	  not	  informative)

q Completeness
q “vector	  machine”	  vs.	  “support	  vector	  machine”	  
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ClassPhrase I: Pattern Mining for Candidate Set

q Build	  a	  candidate	  phrases	  set	  by	  frequent	  pattern	  mining
q Mining	  frequent	  k-‐grams
q k	  is	  typically	  small,	  e.g.	  6	  in	  our	  experiments

q Popularitymeasured	  by	  raw	  frequent	  words	  and	  phrases	  mined	  from	  the	  corpus
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ClassPhrase II: Feature Extraction: Concordance

q Partition	  a	  phrase	  into	  two	  parts	  to	  check	  whether	  the	  co-‐occurrence	  is	  
significantly	  higher	  than	  pure	  random

q support	  vector	  	  	  machine	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  this	  paper	  	  	  demonstrates

q Pointwise	  mutual	  information:

q Pointwise	  KL	  divergence:	  

q The	  additional	  p(v)	  is	  multiplied	  with	  pointwise	  mutual	  information,	  
leading	  to	  less	  bias	  towards	  rare-‐occurred	  phrases

𝑢" 𝑢"𝑢# 𝑢#
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ClassPhrase II: Feature Extraction: Informativeness

q Deriving	  Informativeness

q Quality	  phrases	  typically	  start	  and	  end	  with	  a	  non-‐stopword

q “machine	  learning	  is”	  vs.	  “machine	  learning”

q Use	  average	  IDF	  over	  words	  in	  the	  phrase	  to	  measure	  the	  semantics

q Usually,	  the	  probabilities	  of	  a	  quality	  phrase	  in	  quotes,	  brackets,	  or	  connected	  
by	  dash	  should	  be	  higher	  (punctuations	  information)

q “state-‐of-‐the-‐art”

q We	  can	  also	  incorporate	  features	  using	  some	  NLP	  techniques,	  such	  as	  POS	  
tagging,	  chunking,	  and	  semantic	  parsing
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ClassPhrase III: Classifier 

q Limited	  Training

q Labels:	  Whether	  a	  phrase	  is	  a	  quality	  one	  or	  not

q “support	  vector	  machine”:	  	  1

q “the	  experiment	  shows”:	  	  	  	  0

q For	  ~1GB	  corpus,	  only	  300	  labels

q Random	  Forest	  as	  our	  classifier

q Predicted	  phrase	  quality	  scores	  lie	  in	  [0,	  1]

q Bootstrap	  many	  different	  datasets	  from	  limited	  labels
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SegPhrase: Why Do We Need Phrasal 
Segmentation in Corpus?

q Phrasal	  segmentation	  can	  tell	  which	  phrase	  is	  more	  appropriate
q Ex:	  	  A	  standard	  [feature	  vector]	  [machine	  learning]	  setup	  is	  used	  to	  describe...

q Rectified	  phrase	  frequency	  (expected	  influence)
q Example:

Not	  counted	   towards	  the	  rectified	  frequency
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SegPhrase: Segmentation of Phrases

q Partition	  a	  sequence	  of	  word	  by	  maximizing	  the	  likelihood
q Considering

q Phrase	  quality	  score

q ClassPhrase assigns	  a	  quality	  score for	  each	  phrase

q Probability	  in	  corpus

q Length	  penalty

q length	  penalty	  𝛼: 	  when	  𝛼 > 1,	  it	  favors	  shorter	  phrases

q Filter	  out	  phrases	  with	  low	  rectified	  frequency

q Bad	  phrases	  are	  expected	  to	  rarely	  occur	  in	  the	  segmentation	  results
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SegPhrase+: Enhancing Phrasal Segmentation

q SegPhrase+:	  One	  more	  round	  for	  enhanced	  phrasal	  segmentation
q Feedback
q Using	  rectified	  frequency,	  re-‐compute	  those	  features	  previously	  computing	  

based	  on	  raw	  frequency
q Process
q Classification	  à Phrasal	  segmentation	  	  	  //	  SegPhrase

à Classification	  à Phrasal	  segmentation	  //	  SegPhrase+
q Effects	  on	  computing	  quality	  scores
q np	  hard	  in	  the	  strong	  sense
q np	  hard	  in	  the	  strong
q data	  base	  management	  system
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Performance Study:  Methods to Be Compared

q Other	  phase	  mining	  methods:	  	  Methods	  to	  be	  compared

q NLP	  chunking	  based	  methods

q Chunks	  as	  candidates

q Sorted	  by	  TF-‐IDF and	  C-‐value (K.	  Frantzi et	  al.,	  2000)

q Unsupervised	  raw	  frequency	  based	  methods

q ConExtr (A.	  Parameswaran et	  al.,	  VLDB	  2010)

q ToPMine (A.	  El-‐Kishky et	  al.,	  VLDB	  2015)

q Supervised	  method

q KEA,	  designed	  for	  single	  document	  keyphrases (O.	  Medelyan &	  I.	  H.	  Witten,	  
2006)
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Performance Study:  Experimental Setting

q Datasets

q Popular	  Wiki	  Phrases
q Based	  on	  internal	  links
q ~7K	  high	  quality	  phrases

q Pooling
q Sampled	  500	  * 7	  Wiki-‐uncovered	  phrases
q Evaluated	  by	  3	  reviewers	  independently

Dataset #docs #words #labels
DBLP 2.77M 91.6M 300
Yelp 4.75M 145.1M 300
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Performance: Precision Recall Curves on DBLP

Compare	  
with	  other	  
baselines
TF-‐IDF
C-‐Value
ConExtr
KEA

ToPMine
SegPhrase+

Compare	  with	  
our	  3	  variations

TF-‐IDF
ClassPhrase
SegPhrase
SegPhrase+

58
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Performance Study:  Processing Efficiency
q SegPhrase+	  is	  linear	  to	  the	  size	  of	  corpus!
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Experimental Results:  Interesting Phrases
Generated (From the Titles and Abstracts of SIGMOD)

Query SIGMOD

Method SegPhrase+ Chunking	   (TF-‐IDF	  &	  C-‐Value)

1 data	  base data base

2 database	  system database system

3 relational	  database query	  processing

4 query	  optimization query	  optimization

5 query	  processing relational	  database

… … …

51 sql server database	  technology

52 relational	  data database	  server

53 data	  structure large	  volume

54 join	  query performance	  study

55 web	  service web	  service

… … …

201 high	  dimensional	  data efficient	  implementation

202 location based	  service sensor	  network

203 xml	  schema large	  collection

204 two	  phase	   locking important	   issue

205 deep	  web frequent	  itemset

… … …

Only	  in	  SegPhrase+	   Only	  in	  Chunking
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Experimental Results:  Interesting Phrases
Generated (From the Titles and Abstracts of SIGKDD)

Query SIGKDD

Method SegPhrase+ Chunking	   (TF-‐IDF	  &	  C-‐Value)

1 data	  mining data	  mining

2 data	  set association rule

3 association rule knowledge discovery

4 knowledge	  discovery frequent	  itemset

5 time	  series decision	  tree

… … …

51 association	  rule	  mining search	  space

52 rule	  set domain knowledge

53 concept	  drift importnant problem

54 knowledge	  acquisition concurrency	   control

55 gene	  expression	  data conceptual	  graph

… … …

201 web content optimal	  solution

202 frequent	  subgraph semantic	  relationship

203 intrusion	  detection effective	  way

204 categorical	  attribute space	  complexity

205 user	  preference small	  set

… … …

Only	  in	  SegPhrase+	   Only	  in	  Chunking
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Experimental Results:  Similarity Search
q Find	  high-‐quality	  similar	  phrases	  based	  on	  user’s	  phrase	  query	  
q In	  response	  to	  a	  user’s	  phrase	  query,	  SegPhrase+	  generates	  high	  quality,	  

semantically	  similar	  phrases
q In	  DBLP,	  query	  on	  “data	  mining”	  and	  “OLAP”
q In	  Yelp,	  query	  on	  “blu-‐ray”,	  “noodle”,	  and	  “valet	  parking”
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Experimental Results:  High Quality Phrases
Generated (Top-Ranked Phrases From English Gigaword)
q Northrop	  Grumman,	  AshfaqKayani,	  SaniaMirza,	  Pius	  Xii,	  ShakhtarDonetsk,	  Kyaw Zaw Lwin

q Ratko Mladic,	  AbdolmalekRigi,	  Rubin	  Kazan,	  Rajon Rondo,	  Rubel Hossain,	  bluefin tuna

q Psv Eindhoven,	  Nicklas Bendtner,	  Ryo	  Ishikawa,	  Desmond	  Tutu,	  Landon	  Donovan,	  Jannie du	  Plessis

q Zinedine Zidane,	  Uttar	  Pradesh,	  Thor	  Hushovd,	  Andhra	  Pradesh,	  Jafar_Panahi,	  MarouaneChamakh

q Rahm	  Emanuel,	  YakubuAiyegbeni,	  Salva Kiir,	  Abdelhamid AbouZeid,	  Blaise Compaore,	  Rickie	  Fowler

q AndryRajoelina,	  Merck	  Kgaa,	  Js Kabylie,	  Arjun Atwal,	  Andal Ampatuan Jnr,	  Reggio	  Calabria,	  GhaniBaradar

q Mahela Jayawardene,	  Jemaah	  Islamiyah,	  quantitative	  easing,	  Nodar Kumaritashvili,	  Alviro Petersen

q Rumiana Jeleva,	  Helio Castroneves,	  Koumei Oda,	  Porfirio Lobo,	  Anastasia	  Pavlyuchenkova

q Thaksin Shinawatra,	  Evgeni_Malkin,	  Salvatore	  Sirigu,	  EdoardoMolinari,	  YoshitoSengoku

q Otago Highlanders,	  Umar	  Akmal,	  Shuaibu Amodu,	  Nadia	  Petrova,	  Jerzy	  Buzek,	  Leonid	  Kuchma,	  

q Alona Bondarenko,	  Chosun Ilbo,	  Kei	  Nishikori,	  NobunariOda,	  KumbhMela,	  Santo_Domingo

q Nicolae Ceausescu,	  Yoann Gourcuff,	  Petr Cech,	  MirlandeManigat,	  Sulieman Benn,	  Sekouba Konate
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Recent Progress

q Distant	  Training:	  	  No	  need	  of	  human	  labeling

q Training	  using	  general	  knowledge	  bases

q E.g.,	  Freebase,	  Wikipedia

q Quality	  Estimation	  for	  Unigrams

q Integration	  of	  phrases	  and	  unigrams	  in	  one	  uniform	  framework

q Demo	  based	  on	  DBLP	  abstract

q Multi-‐languages:	  	  Beyond	  English	  corpus

q Extensible	  to	  mining	  quality	  phrases	  in	  multiple	  languages

q Recent	  progress:	  	  SegPhrase+	  works	  on	  Chinese	  and	  Arabic
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Mining Quality Phrases in Multiple Languages
Rank Phrase In	  English

… … …

62 首席_执行官 CEO

63 中间_偏右 Middle-‐right

… … …

84 百度_百科 Baidu	  Pedia

85 热带_气旋 Tropical	  cyclone

86 中国科学院_院士 Fellow	  of	  Chinese	  
Academy	  of	  Sciences

… … …

1001 十大_中文_金曲 Top-‐10	  Chinese	  Songs

1002 全球_资讯网 Global	  News	  Website

1003 天一阁_藏_明代_科举_录_选刊 A	  Chinese book	  name

… … …

9934 国家_戏剧_院 National	  Theater

9935 谢谢_你 Thank	  you

… … …

q Both	  ToPMineand	  SegPhrase+	  are	  
extensible	  to	  mining	  quality	  
phrases	  in	  multiple	  languages

q SegPhrase+	  on	  Chinese	  (From	  
Chinese	  Wikipedia)

q ToPMine on	  Arabic	  (From	  Quran	  
(Fus7a	  Arabic)(no	  preprocessing)

q Experimental	  results	  of	  Arabic	  
phrases:

àااووررفك Those	  who	  disbelieve

مميیحررلااننمحررلااهللاممسب à In	  the	  name	  
of	  God	  the	  Gracious	  and	  Merciful
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Summary on SegPrhase+ and Future Work
q SegPhrase+:	  A	  new	  phrase	  mining	  framework

q Integrating	  phrase	  mining	  with	  phrasal	  segmentation

q Requires	  only	  limited	  training	  or	  distant	  training

q Generates	  high-‐quality	  phrases,	  close	  to	  human	  judgement

q Linearly	  scalable	  on	  time	  and	  space

q Looking	  forward:	  	  High-‐quality,	  scalable	  phrase	  mining	  

q Facilitate	  entity	  recognition	  and	  typing	  in	  large	  corpora

q (See	  the	  next	  part	  of	  this	  tutorial)

q Transform	  massive	  unstructured	  data	  into	  semi-‐structured	  knowledge	  
networks
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q Traditional named entity recognition systems are	  designed	  for major	  types (e.g.,	  
PER,	  LOC,	  ORG)	  and	  general	  domains	  (e.g.,	  news)

q Require	  additional	  steps	  to	  adapt	  to	  new	  domains/types
q Expensive	  human	  labor	  on	  annotation
q 500	  documents	  for	  entity	  extraction;	  20,000	  queries	  for	  entity	  linking

q Unsatisfying	  agreement	  due	  to	  various	  granularity	  levels	  and	  scopes	  of	  types
q Entities	  obtained	  by	  entity	  linking	  techniques	  have	  limited coverage and	  freshness
q >	  50%	  unlinkableentity	  mentions	  in	  Web	  corpus	  [Lin	  et	  al.,	  EMNLP’12]	  
q >	  90% in our experiment corpora:	  tweets,	  Yelp	  reviews,	  …

q A	  new	  approach:	  ClusType:	  Entity	  Recognition	  and	  Typing	  by	  Relation	  Phrase-‐Based	  
Clustering [Ren,	  et	  al.,	  KDD	  2015]

q Recognizing	  entity	  mentions	  of	  target	  types	  with	  minimal/no	  human	  supervision	  
and	  with	  no	  requirement	  that	  entities	  can	  be	  found	  in	  a	  KB	  (distant	  supervision)

Why Entity Recognition and Typing from Massive 
Corpora?
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Recognizing Typed Entities

The	  best	  BBQ	  I’ve	  tasted	  in	  
Phoenix!	  I	  had	  the	  pulled	  pork	  
sandwich	  with	  coleslaw	  and	  
baked	  beans	  for	  lunch.	  ...	  The
owner is very nice. …

The	  best	  BBQ:Food I’ve	  tasted	  in	  
Phoenix:LOC !	  I	  had	  the	  [pulled	  pork	  
sandwich]:Food with	  coleslaw:Food
and	  [baked	  beans]:Food	  for	  lunch.	  …
The owner:JOB_TITLE is very nice.	  …

FOOD
LOCATION
JOB_TITLE
EVENT
ORGANIZATION
…

Target Types

Identifying token span as entity mentions in documents and labeling their types

Enabling structured analysis of
unstructured text corpus

Plain	  text Text	  with	  typed	  entities

FOOD LOCATION EVENT
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q Typical	  Entity	  Extraction	  Features	  (Li	  et	  al.,	  2012)

q N-‐gram:	  Unigram,	  bigram	  and	  trigram	  token	  sequences	  in	  the	  context	  window	  

q Part-‐of-‐Speech:	  POS	  tags	  of	  the	  context	  words

q Gazetteers:	  person	  names,	  organizations,	  countries	  and	  cities,	  titles,	  idioms,	  etc.

q Word	  clusters:	  word	  clusters	  /	  embeddings

q Case	  and	  Shape:	  Capitalization	  and	  morphology	  analysis	  based	  features

q Chunking:	  NP	  and	  VP	  Chunking	  tags

q Global	  feature:	  Sentence	  level	  and	  document	  level	  structure/position	  features

Traditional NLP Approach: Feature Engineering
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Traditional NLP Approach: Feature Engineering

Mention/Concept	   Attribute Description
Name Spelling	   match Exact	   string	  match,	  acronym	  match,	  alias	  match,	  string	  matching…

KB	  link	  mining Name	  pairs	  mined	   from	  KB	  text	   redirect	   and	  disambiguation	   pages
Name	  
Gazetteer

Organization	  and	  geo-‐political	   entity	  abbreviation	  gazetteers

Document	  
surface

Lexical Words	  in	  KB	  facts,	  KB	  text,	  mention	  name,	  mention	   text.
Tf.idf	  of	  words	  and	  ngrams

Position Mention	  name	  appears	  early	   in	  KB	  text
Genre Genre	  of	  the	  mention	   text	   (newswire,	  blog,	  …)
Local	  Context Lexical	   and	  part-‐of-‐speech	  tags	  of	  context	  words

Entity
Context

Type Mention	  concept	   type,	  subtype
Relation/Event Concepts	  co-‐occurred,	  attributes/relations/events	   with	  mention
Coreference Co-‐reference	   links	  between	   the	  source	  document	  and	  the	  KB	  text

Profiling Slot	  fills	  of	  the	  mention,	  concept	  attributes	   stored	  in	  KB	  infobox
Concept Ontology	  extracted	   from	  KB	  text
Topic Topics	  (identity	  and	  lexical	   similarity)	   for	  the	  mention	  text	  and	  KB	  text
KB	  Link	  Mining Attributes	  extracted	   from	  hyperlink	  graphs	  of	  the	  KB	  text
Popularity Web Top	  KB	  text	  ranked	  by	  search	  engine	  and	  its	  length

Frequency Frequency	   in	  KB	  texts

q Typical	  Entity	  Linking	  Features	  (Ji et	  al.,	  2011)
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Entity Extraction

q Goal:	  recognizing	  entity	  mentions	  of	  target	  types	  with	  minimal/no	  human	  
supervision and	  with	  no	  requirement	  that	  entities	  can	  be	  found	  in	  a	  KB.

q Two	  kinds	  of	  efforts	  towards	  this	  goal:

q Weak	  supervision:	  relies	  on	  manually	  selected	  seed	  entities	  in	  applying	  
pattern-‐based	  bootstrapping	  methods	  or label	  propagation	  methods	  to	  
identify	  more	  entities

q Both	  assume	  seeds	  are	  unambiguous and	  sufficiently	  frequent	  à requires	  
careful	  seed	  selection	  by	  human

q Distant	  supervision:	  leverages	  entity	  information	  in	  KBs	  to	  reduce	  human	  
supervision	  (cont.)
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ClusType: A Distant Supervision Framework
Problem:Distantly-‐supervised	  entity	  
recognition	  in	  a	  domain-‐specific	  corpus
q Given:	  (1)	  a domain-‐specific	  

corpus	  D,	  (2) a	  knowledge	  base	  
(e.g.,	  Freebase),	  (3)	  a set	  of	  
target	  types	  (T)	  from	  a	  KB

q Detect candidate entity	  mentions
in	  D,	  and	  categorize	  each	  
candidate	  mention	  by	  target	  
types	  or Not-‐Of-‐Interest	  (NOI)

ClusType: Effective Entity Recognition and Typing by

Relation Phrase-Based Clustering

Xiang Ren† Ahmed El-Kishky† Chi Wang‡ Fangbo Tao† Clare R. Voss ? Heng Ji ] Jiawei Han†

† University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA
‡ Microsoft Research, Redmond, WA, USA

] Computer Science Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, USA
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ABSTRACT
Entity recognition is an important but challenging research
problem. In reality, many text collections are from spe-
cific, dynamic, or emerging domains, which poses significant
new challenges for entity recognition with increase in name
ambiguity and context sparsity, requiring entity detection
without domain restriction. In this paper, we investigate
entity recognition (ER) with distant-supervision and pro-
pose a novel relation phrase-based ER framework, called
ClusType, that runs data-driven phrase mining to gen-
erate entity mention candidates and relation phrases, and
enforces the principle that relation phrases should be softly
clustered when propagating type information between their
argument entities. Then we predict the type of each entity
mention based on the type signatures of its co-occurring re-
lation phrases and the type indicators of its surface name,
as computed over the corpus. Specifically, we formulate a
joint optimization problem for two tasks, type propagation
with relation phrases and multi-view relation phrase clus-
tering. Our experiments on multiple genres—news, Yelp
reviews and tweets—demonstrate the e↵ectiveness and ro-
bustness of ClusType, with an average of 37% improvement
in F1 score over the best compared method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Entity recognition is an important task in text analysis.

Identifying token spans as entity mentions in documents and
labeling their types (e.g., people, product or company) en-
ables e↵ective structured analysis of unstructured text cor-
pus. The extracted entity information can be used in a va-
riety of ways (e.g., to serve as primitives for information ex-
traction [26] and knowledge base (KB) population [2], and
to assist question answering [5]). Traditional named entity
recognition systems [24, 21] are usually designed for several
major types (e.g., person, organization, location) and gen-
eral domains (e.g., news), and so require additional steps for
adaptation to a new domain and new types.

Entity linking techniques [28] map from given entity men-
tions detected in text to entities in KBs like Freebase [1],
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Figure 1: An example of distant supervision.

where type information can be collected. But most of such
information is manually curated, and thus the set of enti-
ties so obtained is of limited coverage and freshness (e.g.,
over 50% entities mentioned in Web documents are unlink-
able [15]). The rapid emergence of large, domain-specific
text corpora (e.g., product reviews) poses significant chal-
lenges to traditional entity recognition and entity linking
techniques and calls for methods of recognizing entity men-
tions of target types with minimal or no human supervision,
and with no requirement that entities can be found in a KB.
There are broadly two kinds of e↵orts towards that goal:

weak supervision and distant supervision. Weak supervi-
sion relies on manually-specified seed entity names in ap-
plying pattern-based bootstrapping methods [9, 11, 12] or
label propagation methods [14, 31] to identify more entities
of each type. Both methods assume the seed entities are
unambiguous and su�ciently frequent in the corpus, which
requires careful seed entity selection by human [13]. Dis-
tant supervision is a more recent trend, aiming to reduce
expensive human labor by utilizing entity information in
KBs [22, 20, 15] (see Fig. 1). The typical workflow is: i)
detect entity mentions from a corpus, ii) map candidate
mentions to KB entities of target types, and iii) use those
confidently mapped {mention, type} pairs as labeled data
to infer the types of remaining candidate mentions.
In this paper, we study the problem of distantly-supervised

entity recognition in a domain-specific corpus: Given a domain-
specific corpus and a set of target entity types from a KB,
we aim to e↵ectively and e�ciently detect entity mentions
from that corpus, and categorize each by target types or
Not-Of-Interest (NOI), with distant supervision. Existing
distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are

Solution:
q Detect	  entity	  mentions	  from	  text
q Map	  candidate	  mentions	  to	  KB	  entities	  of	  target	  types
q Use	  confidently	  mapped	  {mention,	  type}	  to	  infer	  types	  of	  remaining	  candidate	  mentions
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Challenge I: Domain Restriction

q Most	  existing	  work	  assume	  entity	  mentions	  are	  already	  extracted	  by	  existing	  
entity	  detection	  tools,	  e.g.,	  noun	  phrase	  chunkers

q Usually	  trained	  on	  general-‐domain	  corpora	  like	  news	  articles	  (clean,	  
grammatical)	  

q Make	  use	  of	  various	  linguistics	  features	  (e.g.,	  semantic	  parsing	  structures)
q Do	  not	  work	  well	  on	  specific,	  dynamic or	  emerging	  domains	  (e.g.,	  tweets,	  

Yelp	  reviews)
q E.g, “in-‐and-‐out” from Yelp reviewmay not be properly detected
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Challenge II: Name Ambiguity
q Multiple	  entities	  may	  share	  the	  same	  surface	  name

q Previous	  methods	  simply	  output	  a	  single	  type/type	  distribution for	  each	  
surface	  name,	  instead	  of	  an	  exact	  type	  for	  each	  entity	  mention

While	  Griffin is	  not	  the	  part	  of	  Washington’s	  plan	  on	  Sunday’s	  game,	  … Sport team

…has	  concern	  that	  Kabul	  is	  an	  ally	  of	  Washington. U.S.	  government

He	  has	  office in	  Washington,	  Boston	  and	  San	  Francisco	   U.S.	  capital city

Washington State or Washington
Sport	  
team

Govern
-‐ment

State
…

While	  Griffin is	  not	  the	  part	  of	  
Washington’s	   plan	  on	  Sunday’s	  

game,	  …

…	  news	  fromWashington indicates	  
that	  the	  congress	  is	  going	  to…

It is	  one	  of	  the	  best	  state	  parks	  in	  
Washington.
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Challenge III: Context Sparsity
q A	  variety	  of	  contextual	  clues	  are	  leveraged	  to	  find	  sources	  of	  shared	  semantics	  

across	  different	  entities

q Keywords,	  Wiki	  concepts,	  linguistic	  patterns,	  textual	  relations,	  …

q There	  are	  often	  many	  ways	  to	  describe	  even	  the	  same	  relation	  between	  two	  
entities

q Previous	  methods	  have	  difficulties	  in	  handling	  entity	  mention	  with	  sparse	  
(infrequent)	  context

ID Sentence Freq

1 The magnitude	  9.0	  quake	  caused	  widespread	  devastation	  in [Kesennuma city] 12

2 …	  tsunami	  that	  ravaged [northeastern	  Japan]	   last	  Friday 31

3 The	  resulting	  tsunami	  devastate [Japan]’s	  northeast 244
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Our Solution
Domain-‐agnostic	  phrase	  mining	  algorithm:	  Extracts	  candidate	  entity	  mentions	  with
minimal	  linguistic	  assumption à address domain restriction
q E.g., part-‐of-‐speech (POS) tagging << semantic parsing

Do	  not	  simply	  merge	  entity	  mentions	  with	  identical	  surface	  names
q Model	  each mention	  based	  on	  its surface	  name	  and	  context, in a scalable way

à address	  name	  ambiguity

Mine	  relation	  phrase	  co-‐occurring	  with	  entity	  mentions;	  infer	  synonymous	  relation	  
phrases
q Helps	  form	  connecting	  bridges	  among	  entities	  that	  do	  not	  share	  identical	  context,	  

but	  share	  synonymous	  relation	  phrases	  à address	  context	  sparsity
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The ClusType Framework: Phrase Segmentation and 
Heterogeneous Graph Construction

q POS-‐constrained phrase segmentation for mining candidate entitymentions and
relation phrases, simultaneously

q Construct	  a	  heterogeneous	  graph	  to	  represent	  available	  information	  in	  a	  unified	  
form

Entity mentions are kept
as individual objects to be
disambiguated

Linked to entity surface
names & relation phrases

distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are
already extracted by existing entity detection tools such as
noun phrase chunkers. These tools are usually trained on
general-domain corpora like news articles (clean, grammat-
ical) and make use of various linguistic features, but do not
work well on specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g.,
tweets or restaurant reviews).
• Name Ambiguity: Entity names are often ambiguous—
multiple entities may share the same surface name. In Fig. 1,
for example, the surface name “Washington” can refer to
either the U.S. government, a sport team, or the U.S. capital
city. However, most existing studies [29, 12] simply output a
type distribution for each surface name, instead of an exact
type for each mention of the entity.
• Context Sparsity: Previous methods have di�culties in
handling entity mentions with sparse context. They lever-
age a variety of contextual clues to find sources of shared
semantics across di↵erent entities, including keywords [31],
Wikipedia concepts [29], linguistic patterns [22] and tex-
tual relations [15]. However, there are often many ways to
describe even the same relation between two entities (e.g.,
“beat” and “won the game 34-28 over” in Fig. 1). This poses
challenges on typing entity mentions when they are isolated
from other entities or only share infrequent (sparse) context.
We address these challenges with several intuitive ideas.

First, to address the domain restriction, we consider a domain-
agnostic phrase mining algorithm to extract entity mention
candidates with minimal dependence of linguistic assump-
tion (e.g., part-of-speech (POS) tagging requires fewer as-
sumptions of the linguistic characteristics of a domain than
semantic parsing). Second, to address the name ambiguity,
we do not simply merge the entity mention candidates with
identical surface names but model each of them based on
its surface name and contexts. Third, to address the con-
text sparsity, we mine relation phrases co-occurring with the
mention candidates, and infer synonymous relation phrases
which share similar type signatures (i.e., express similar
types of entities as arguments). This helps form connecting
bridges among entities that do not share identical context,
but share synonymous relation phrases.

To systematically integrate these ideas, we develop a novel
solution called ClusType. First, it mines both entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases by POS-constrained
phrase segmentation; this demonstrates great cross-domain
performance (Sec. 3.1). Second, it constructs a heteroge-
neous graph to faithfully represent candidate entity men-
tions, entity surface names, and relation phrases and their
relationship types in a unified form (see Fig. 2). The en-
tity mentions are kept as individual objects to be disam-
biguated, and linked to surface names and relation phrases
(Sec. 3.2-3.4). With the heterogeneous graph, we formulate
a graph-based semi-supervised learning of two tasks jointly:
(1) type propagation on graph, and (2) relation phrase clus-
tering. By clustering synonymous relation phrases, we can
propagate types among entities bridged via these synony-
mous relation phrases. Conversely, derived entity argument
types serve as good features for clustering relation phrases.
These two tasks mutually enhance each other and lead to
quality recognition of unlinkable entity mentions. In this
paper, we present an alternating minimization algorithm to
e�ciently solve the joint optimization problem, which iter-
ates between type propagation and relation phrase clustering
(Sec. 4). To our knowledge, this is the first work to integrate
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Figure 2: The constructed heterogeneous graph.

entity recognition with textual relation clustering.
The major novel contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) we develop an e�cient, domain-independent phrase min-
ing algorithm for entity mention candidate and relation phrase
extraction; (2) we propose a relation phrase-based entity
recognition approach which models the type of each en-
tity mention in a scalable way and softly clusters relation
phrases, to resolve name ambiguity and context sparsity
issues; (3) we formulate a joint optimization problem for
clustering-integrated type propagation; and (4) our experi-
ments on three datasets of di↵erent genres—news, Yelp re-
views and tweets— demonstrate that the proposed method
achieves significant improvement over the state-of-the-art
(e.g., 58.3% enhancement in F1 on the Yelp dataset over
the best competitor from existing work).

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The input to our proposed ER framework is a document

collection D, a knowledge base  with type schema T , and a
target type set T ⇢ T . In this work, we use the type schema
of Freebase [1] and assume T is covered by Freebase.
An entity mention, m, is a token span in the text docu-

ment which refers to a real-world entity e. Let c
m

denote
the surface name of m. In practice, people may use mul-
tiple surface names to refer to the same entity (e.g., “black
mamba” and “KB” for Kobe Bryant). On the other hand, a
surface name c could refer to di↵erent entities (e.g., “Wash-
ington” in Fig. 1). Moreover, even though an entity e can
have multiple types (e.g., J.F.K. airport is both a location
and an organization), the type of its specific mention m is
usually unambiguous [8]. We use a type indicator vector
y

m

2 {0, 1}T to denote the entity type for each mention m,
where T = |T | + 1, i.e., m has type t 2 T or is Not-of-
Interest (NOI). By estimating y

m

, one can predict type of
m as type (m) = argmax1iT

ym,i .
Extracting textual relations from documents has been pre-

viously studied [4] and applied to entity typing [22, 15]. A
relation phrase is a phrase that denotes a unary or binary re-
lation in a sentence [4] (see Fig. 3 for example). We leverage
the rich semantics embedded in relation phrases to provide
type cues for their entity arguments. Specifically, we define
the type signature of a relation phrase p as two indicator vec-
tors pL ,pR 2 RT . They measure how likely the left/right
entity arguments of p belong to di↵erent types (T or NOI). A
large positive value on pL,t (pR,t ) indicates that the left/right
argument of p is likely of type t.
Let M = {m1, ...,m

M

} denote the set of M candidate en-
tity mentions extracted from D. Suppose a subset of entity
mentions M

L

⇢ M can be confidently mapped to entities in
 . The type of a linked candidate m 2 M

L

can be obtained
based on its mapping entity 

e

(m) (see Sec. 4.1). This work
focuses on predicting the types of unlinkable candidate men-

Weight	  assignment:	  The	  more	  
two	  objects	  are	  likely	  to	  share	  
the	  same label,	  the	  larger	  the	  
weight	  will	  be	  associated	  with	  
their	  connecting	  edge
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The ClusType Framework: Mutual Enhancement of Type 
Propagation and Relation Phrase Clustering

q With the constructed graph, formulate a graph-‐based semi-‐supervised learning of
two tasks jointly:

Type propagation on heterogeneous graph

Multi-‐view relation phrase clustering
Propagate type information
among entities bridges via

synonymousrelation phrases

Derived entity argument types serve
as good feature for clustering

relation phrases

Mutually enhancing each other; leads to quality
recognition of unlinkableentity mentions
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ClusType: A General Framework Overview

q Candidate	  Generation
q Perform phrase mining on a POS-‐tagged corpus to extract candidate entity

mentions and relation phrases
q Construction of Heterogeneous Graphs

q Construct a heterogeneous graph to encode our insights onmodeling the
type for each entitymention

q Collect seed entitymentions as labels by linking extracted mentions to the KB
q Relation Phrase Clustering

q Estimate type indicator for unlinkablecandidatementionswith the proposed
type propagation integrated with relation phrase clustering on the
constructed graph
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Step 1:  Candidate Generation
q An efficient phrase mining algorithm incorporating both corpus-‐level statistics and

syntactic constraints
q Global significance score: Filter low-‐quality candidates; generic POS tag patterns:

remove phrases with improper syntactic structure
q By extending TopMine, the algorithmpartitions corpus into segments which

meet both significance threshold and POS patternsà candidate entitymentions
& relation phrases

Algorithmworkflow:
1. Mine frequent contiguous patterns
2. Performs greedy-‐agglomerative merging

while enforcing our syntactic constraints
• Entitymention: consecutive nouns
• Relation phrases: shown in the table

3. Terminates when	  the	  next	  highest-‐score	  
merging	  does	  not	  meet	  a	  pre-‐defined	  
significance	  threshold

Relation phrase: Phrase that denotes a unary
or binary relation in a sentence
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EP: entity mention candidate; RP: relation phrase.

Figure 3: Example output of candidate generation.

tions M
U

= M\M
L

, where M
U

may consist of (1) mentions
of the emerging entities which are not in  ; (2) new names
of the existing entities in  ; and (3) invalid entity mentions.
Formally, we define the problem of distantly-supervised
entity recognition as follows

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a docu-
ment collection D, a target type set T and a knowledge base
 , our task aims to: (1) extract candidate entity mentions
M from D; (2) generate seed mentions M

L

with  ; and (3)
for each unlinkable candidate mention m 2 M

U

, estimate its
type indicator vector y

m

to predict its type.

In our study, we assume each mention within a sentence is
only associated with a single type t 2 T . We also assume
the target type set T is given (It is outside the scope of this
study to generate T ). Finally, while our work is independent
of entity linking techniques [28], our ER framework output
may be useful to entity linking.

Framework Overview. Our overall framework is as follows:

1. Perform phrase mining on a POS-tagged corpus to ex-
tract candidate entity mentions and relation phrases, and
construct a heterogeneous graph G to represent available
information in a unified form, which encodes our insights
on modeling the type for each entity mention (Sec. 3).

2. Collect seed entity mentions M
L

as labels by linking ex-
tracted candidate mentions M to the KB  (Sec. 4.1).

3. Estimate type indicator y for unlinkable candidate men-
tion m 2 M

U

with the proposed type propagation inte-
grated with relation phrase clustering on G (Sec. 4).

3. CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS
We first introduce candidate generation in Sec. 3.1, which

leads to three kinds of objects, namely candidate entity men-
tions M, their surface names C and surrounding relation
phrases P. We then build a heterogeneous graph G, which
consists of multiple types of objects and multiple types of
links, to model their relationship. The basic idea for con-
structing the graph is that: the more two objects are likely
to share the same label (i.e., t 2 T or NOI), the larger the
weight will be associated with their connecting edge.
Specifically, the constructed graph G unifies three types

of links: mention-name link which represents the mapping
between entity mentions and their surface names, entity
name-relation phrase link which captures corpus-level co-
occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrase,
and mention-mention link which models distributional sim-
ilarity between entity mentions. This leads to three sub-
graphs GM,C , GC,P and GM, respectively. We introduce
the construction of them in Secs. 3.2–3.4.

3.1 Candidate Generation
To ensure the extraction of informative and coherent en-

tity mentions and relation phrases, we introduce a scal-
able, data-driven phrase mining method by incorporating
both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints. Our
method adopts a global significance score to guide the filter-
ing of low-quality phrases and relies on a set of generic POS

Table 1: Performance on entity detection.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall
Our method 0.469 0.956 0.306 0.849 0.226 0.751
NP chunker 0.220 0.609 0.296 0.247 0.287 0.181

patterns to remove phrases with improper syntactic struc-
ture [4]. By extending the methodology used in [3], we can
partition sentences in the corpus into non-overlapping seg-
ments which meet a significance threshold and satisfy our
syntactic constraints. In doing so, entity candidates and
relation phrases can be jointly extracted in an e↵ective way.
First, we mine frequent contiguous patterns (i.e., sequences

of tokens with no gap) up to a fixed length and aggregate
their counts. A greedy agglomerative merging is then per-
formed to form longer phrases while enforcing our syntactic
constraints. Suppose the size of corpus D is N and the
frequency of a phrase S is denoted by �(S). The phrase-
merging step selects the most significant merging, by com-
paring the frequency of a potential merging of two consecu-
tive phrases, �(S1�S2), to the expected frequency assuming
independence, N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
N

. Additionally, we conduct syn-
tactic constraint check on every potential merging by ap-
plying an entity check function I

e

(·) and a relation check
function I

p

(·). I
e

(S) returns one if S is consecutive nouns
and zero otherwise; and I

p

(S) return one if S (partially)
matches one of the patterns in Table 2. Similar to Student’s
t-test, we define a score function ⇢

X

(·) to measure the sig-
nificance and syntactic correctness of a merging [3], where
X can be e (entity mention) or p (relation phrase).

⇢
X

(S1, S2) =
�(S1 � S2)�N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
Np

�(S1 � S2)
· I

X

(S1 � S2) (1)

At each iteration, the greedy agglomerative algorithm per-
forms the merging which has highest scores (⇢

e

or ⇢
p

), and
terminates when the next highest-score merging does not
meet a pre-defined significance threshold. Relation phrases
without matched POS patterns are discarded and their valid
sub-phrases are recovered. As all merged phrases are fre-
quent, we have fast access to their aggregate counts and thus
it is e�cient to compute the score of a potential merging.
Fig. 3 provides an example output of the candidate gener-

ation on New York Times (NYT) corpus. We further com-
pare our method with a popular noun phrase chunker1 in
terms of entity detection performance, using the extracted
entity mentions. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results
on three datasets from di↵erent domains (see Sec. 5 for de-
tails). Recall is most critical for this step, since we can rec-
ognize false positives in later stages of our framework, but
no chance to later detect the misses, i.e., false negatives.

Table 2: POS tag patterns for relation phrases.
Pattern Example

V disperse; hit; struck; knock;
P in; at; of; from; to;

V P locate in; come from; talk to;
VW⇤(P) caused major damage on; come lately
V-verb; P-prep; W-{adv | adj | noun | det | pron}

W

⇤
denotes multiple W; (P) denotes optional.

3.2 Mention-Name Subgraph
In practice, directly modeling the type indicator for each

candidate mention may be infeasible due to the large num-
ber of candidate mentions (e.g., |M| > 1 million in our ex-
periments). This results in an intractable size of parameter
space, i.e., O(|M |T ). Intuitively, both the entity name and
the surrounding relation phrases provide strong cues on the
type of a candidate entity mention. In Fig. 1, for exam-
ple, the relation phrase “beat” suggests “Golden Bears” can
1TextBlob: http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/
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Candidate Generation: Example and Performance
q Example output of candidate generation on NYT news articles

q Entity detectionperformance comparison with an NP chunker
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EP: entity mention candidate; RP: relation phrase.

Figure 3: Example output of candidate generation.

tions M
U

= M\M
L

, where M
U

may consist of (1) mentions
of the emerging entities which are not in  ; (2) new names
of the existing entities in  ; and (3) invalid entity mentions.
Formally, we define the problem of distantly-supervised
entity recognition as follows

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a docu-
ment collection D, a target type set T and a knowledge base
 , our task aims to: (1) extract candidate entity mentions
M from D; (2) generate seed mentions M

L

with  ; and (3)
for each unlinkable candidate mention m 2 M

U

, estimate its
type indicator vector y

m

to predict its type.

In our study, we assume each mention within a sentence is
only associated with a single type t 2 T . We also assume
the target type set T is given (It is outside the scope of this
study to generate T ). Finally, while our work is independent
of entity linking techniques [28], our ER framework output
may be useful to entity linking.

Framework Overview. Our overall framework is as follows:

1. Perform phrase mining on a POS-tagged corpus to ex-
tract candidate entity mentions and relation phrases, and
construct a heterogeneous graph G to represent available
information in a unified form, which encodes our insights
on modeling the type for each entity mention (Sec. 3).

2. Collect seed entity mentions M
L

as labels by linking ex-
tracted candidate mentions M to the KB  (Sec. 4.1).

3. Estimate type indicator y for unlinkable candidate men-
tion m 2 M

U

with the proposed type propagation inte-
grated with relation phrase clustering on G (Sec. 4).

3. CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS
We first introduce candidate generation in Sec. 3.1, which

leads to three kinds of objects, namely candidate entity men-
tions M, their surface names C and surrounding relation
phrases P. We then build a heterogeneous graph G, which
consists of multiple types of objects and multiple types of
links, to model their relationship. The basic idea for con-
structing the graph is that: the more two objects are likely
to share the same label (i.e., t 2 T or NOI), the larger the
weight will be associated with their connecting edge.
Specifically, the constructed graph G unifies three types

of links: mention-name link which represents the mapping
between entity mentions and their surface names, entity
name-relation phrase link which captures corpus-level co-
occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrase,
and mention-mention link which models distributional sim-
ilarity between entity mentions. This leads to three sub-
graphs GM,C , GC,P and GM, respectively. We introduce
the construction of them in Secs. 3.2–3.4.

3.1 Candidate Generation
To ensure the extraction of informative and coherent en-

tity mentions and relation phrases, we introduce a scal-
able, data-driven phrase mining method by incorporating
both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints. Our
method adopts a global significance score to guide the filter-
ing of low-quality phrases and relies on a set of generic POS

Table 1: Performance on entity detection.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall
Our method 0.469 0.956 0.306 0.849 0.226 0.751
NP chunker 0.220 0.609 0.296 0.247 0.287 0.181

patterns to remove phrases with improper syntactic struc-
ture [4]. By extending the methodology used in [3], we can
partition sentences in the corpus into non-overlapping seg-
ments which meet a significance threshold and satisfy our
syntactic constraints. In doing so, entity candidates and
relation phrases can be jointly extracted in an e↵ective way.
First, we mine frequent contiguous patterns (i.e., sequences

of tokens with no gap) up to a fixed length and aggregate
their counts. A greedy agglomerative merging is then per-
formed to form longer phrases while enforcing our syntactic
constraints. Suppose the size of corpus D is N and the
frequency of a phrase S is denoted by �(S). The phrase-
merging step selects the most significant merging, by com-
paring the frequency of a potential merging of two consecu-
tive phrases, �(S1�S2), to the expected frequency assuming
independence, N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
N

. Additionally, we conduct syn-
tactic constraint check on every potential merging by ap-
plying an entity check function I

e

(·) and a relation check
function I

p

(·). I
e

(S) returns one if S is consecutive nouns
and zero otherwise; and I

p

(S) return one if S (partially)
matches one of the patterns in Table 2. Similar to Student’s
t-test, we define a score function ⇢

X

(·) to measure the sig-
nificance and syntactic correctness of a merging [3], where
X can be e (entity mention) or p (relation phrase).

⇢
X

(S1, S2) =
�(S1 � S2)�N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
Np

�(S1 � S2)
· I

X

(S1 � S2) (1)

At each iteration, the greedy agglomerative algorithm per-
forms the merging which has highest scores (⇢

e

or ⇢
p

), and
terminates when the next highest-score merging does not
meet a pre-defined significance threshold. Relation phrases
without matched POS patterns are discarded and their valid
sub-phrases are recovered. As all merged phrases are fre-
quent, we have fast access to their aggregate counts and thus
it is e�cient to compute the score of a potential merging.
Fig. 3 provides an example output of the candidate gener-

ation on New York Times (NYT) corpus. We further com-
pare our method with a popular noun phrase chunker1 in
terms of entity detection performance, using the extracted
entity mentions. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results
on three datasets from di↵erent domains (see Sec. 5 for de-
tails). Recall is most critical for this step, since we can rec-
ognize false positives in later stages of our framework, but
no chance to later detect the misses, i.e., false negatives.

Table 2: POS tag patterns for relation phrases.
Pattern Example

V disperse; hit; struck; knock;
P in; at; of; from; to;

V P locate in; come from; talk to;
VW⇤(P) caused major damage on; come lately
V-verb; P-prep; W-{adv | adj | noun | det | pron}

W

⇤
denotes multiple W; (P) denotes optional.

3.2 Mention-Name Subgraph
In practice, directly modeling the type indicator for each

candidate mention may be infeasible due to the large num-
ber of candidate mentions (e.g., |M| > 1 million in our ex-
periments). This results in an intractable size of parameter
space, i.e., O(|M |T ). Intuitively, both the entity name and
the surrounding relation phrases provide strong cues on the
type of a candidate entity mention. In Fig. 1, for exam-
ple, the relation phrase “beat” suggests “Golden Bears” can
1TextBlob: http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/
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EP: entity mention candidate; RP: relation phrase.

Figure 3: Example output of candidate generation.

tions M
U

= M\M
L

, where M
U

may consist of (1) mentions
of the emerging entities which are not in  ; (2) new names
of the existing entities in  ; and (3) invalid entity mentions.
Formally, we define the problem of distantly-supervised
entity recognition as follows

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a docu-
ment collection D, a target type set T and a knowledge base
 , our task aims to: (1) extract candidate entity mentions
M from D; (2) generate seed mentions M

L

with  ; and (3)
for each unlinkable candidate mention m 2 M

U

, estimate its
type indicator vector y

m

to predict its type.

In our study, we assume each mention within a sentence is
only associated with a single type t 2 T . We also assume
the target type set T is given (It is outside the scope of this
study to generate T ). Finally, while our work is independent
of entity linking techniques [28], our ER framework output
may be useful to entity linking.

Framework Overview. Our overall framework is as follows:

1. Perform phrase mining on a POS-tagged corpus to ex-
tract candidate entity mentions and relation phrases, and
construct a heterogeneous graph G to represent available
information in a unified form, which encodes our insights
on modeling the type for each entity mention (Sec. 3).

2. Collect seed entity mentions M
L

as labels by linking ex-
tracted candidate mentions M to the KB  (Sec. 4.1).

3. Estimate type indicator y for unlinkable candidate men-
tion m 2 M

U

with the proposed type propagation inte-
grated with relation phrase clustering on G (Sec. 4).

3. CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS
We first introduce candidate generation in Sec. 3.1, which

leads to three kinds of objects, namely candidate entity men-
tions M, their surface names C and surrounding relation
phrases P. We then build a heterogeneous graph G, which
consists of multiple types of objects and multiple types of
links, to model their relationship. The basic idea for con-
structing the graph is that: the more two objects are likely
to share the same label (i.e., t 2 T or NOI), the larger the
weight will be associated with their connecting edge.
Specifically, the constructed graph G unifies three types

of links: mention-name link which represents the mapping
between entity mentions and their surface names, entity
name-relation phrase link which captures corpus-level co-
occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrase,
and mention-mention link which models distributional sim-
ilarity between entity mentions. This leads to three sub-
graphs GM,C , GC,P and GM, respectively. We introduce
the construction of them in Secs. 3.2–3.4.

3.1 Candidate Generation
To ensure the extraction of informative and coherent en-

tity mentions and relation phrases, we introduce a scal-
able, data-driven phrase mining method by incorporating
both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints. Our
method adopts a global significance score to guide the filter-
ing of low-quality phrases and relies on a set of generic POS

Table 1: Performance on entity detection.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall
Our method 0.469 0.956 0.306 0.849 0.226 0.751
NP chunker 0.220 0.609 0.296 0.247 0.287 0.181

patterns to remove phrases with improper syntactic struc-
ture [4]. By extending the methodology used in [3], we can
partition sentences in the corpus into non-overlapping seg-
ments which meet a significance threshold and satisfy our
syntactic constraints. In doing so, entity candidates and
relation phrases can be jointly extracted in an e↵ective way.
First, we mine frequent contiguous patterns (i.e., sequences

of tokens with no gap) up to a fixed length and aggregate
their counts. A greedy agglomerative merging is then per-
formed to form longer phrases while enforcing our syntactic
constraints. Suppose the size of corpus D is N and the
frequency of a phrase S is denoted by �(S). The phrase-
merging step selects the most significant merging, by com-
paring the frequency of a potential merging of two consecu-
tive phrases, �(S1�S2), to the expected frequency assuming
independence, N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
N

. Additionally, we conduct syn-
tactic constraint check on every potential merging by ap-
plying an entity check function I

e

(·) and a relation check
function I

p

(·). I
e

(S) returns one if S is consecutive nouns
and zero otherwise; and I

p

(S) return one if S (partially)
matches one of the patterns in Table 2. Similar to Student’s
t-test, we define a score function ⇢

X

(·) to measure the sig-
nificance and syntactic correctness of a merging [3], where
X can be e (entity mention) or p (relation phrase).

⇢
X

(S1, S2) =
�(S1 � S2)�N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
Np

�(S1 � S2)
· I

X

(S1 � S2) (1)

At each iteration, the greedy agglomerative algorithm per-
forms the merging which has highest scores (⇢

e

or ⇢
p

), and
terminates when the next highest-score merging does not
meet a pre-defined significance threshold. Relation phrases
without matched POS patterns are discarded and their valid
sub-phrases are recovered. As all merged phrases are fre-
quent, we have fast access to their aggregate counts and thus
it is e�cient to compute the score of a potential merging.
Fig. 3 provides an example output of the candidate gener-

ation on New York Times (NYT) corpus. We further com-
pare our method with a popular noun phrase chunker1 in
terms of entity detection performance, using the extracted
entity mentions. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results
on three datasets from di↵erent domains (see Sec. 5 for de-
tails). Recall is most critical for this step, since we can rec-
ognize false positives in later stages of our framework, but
no chance to later detect the misses, i.e., false negatives.

Table 2: POS tag patterns for relation phrases.
Pattern Example

V disperse; hit; struck; knock;
P in; at; of; from; to;

V P locate in; come from; talk to;
VW⇤(P) caused major damage on; come lately
V-verb; P-prep; W-{adv | adj | noun | det | pron}

W

⇤
denotes multiple W; (P) denotes optional.

3.2 Mention-Name Subgraph
In practice, directly modeling the type indicator for each

candidate mention may be infeasible due to the large num-
ber of candidate mentions (e.g., |M| > 1 million in our ex-
periments). This results in an intractable size of parameter
space, i.e., O(|M |T ). Intuitively, both the entity name and
the surrounding relation phrases provide strong cues on the
type of a candidate entity mention. In Fig. 1, for exam-
ple, the relation phrase “beat” suggests “Golden Bears” can
1TextBlob: http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/

Recall is most critical for this step since later we cannot detect the misses (i.e.,
false negatives)
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Step 2: Construction of Heterogeneous Graphs
q With	  three types of objects extracted from corpus: candidate entity	  mentions,	  

entity surface names, and relation phrases
q We can construct a heterogeneous graph to enforceseveral hypotheses for

modeling type of each entity mention (introduced in the followingslides)
Basic idea for constructing the graph:
the	  more	  two	  objects	  are	  likely	  to	  share	  
the	  same label,	  the	  larger	  the	  weight	  will	  
be	  associated	  with	  their	  connecting	  edge

Three types of links:
1.Mention-‐name link: (many-‐to-‐one)mappings
between entity mention and surface names
2. Name-‐relationphrase links: corpus-‐level co-‐
occurrencebetween surface names and relation
phrases
3.Mention correlation links:distributional
similarity between entity mentions

distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are
already extracted by existing entity detection tools such as
noun phrase chunkers. These tools are usually trained on
general-domain corpora like news articles (clean, grammat-
ical) and make use of various linguistic features, but do not
work well on specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g.,
tweets or restaurant reviews).
• Name Ambiguity: Entity names are often ambiguous—
multiple entities may share the same surface name. In Fig. 1,
for example, the surface name “Washington” can refer to
either the U.S. government, a sport team, or the U.S. capital
city. However, most existing studies [29, 12] simply output a
type distribution for each surface name, instead of an exact
type for each mention of the entity.
• Context Sparsity: Previous methods have di�culties in
handling entity mentions with sparse context. They lever-
age a variety of contextual clues to find sources of shared
semantics across di↵erent entities, including keywords [31],
Wikipedia concepts [29], linguistic patterns [22] and tex-
tual relations [15]. However, there are often many ways to
describe even the same relation between two entities (e.g.,
“beat” and “won the game 34-28 over” in Fig. 1). This poses
challenges on typing entity mentions when they are isolated
from other entities or only share infrequent (sparse) context.
We address these challenges with several intuitive ideas.

First, to address the domain restriction, we consider a domain-
agnostic phrase mining algorithm to extract entity mention
candidates with minimal dependence of linguistic assump-
tion (e.g., part-of-speech (POS) tagging requires fewer as-
sumptions of the linguistic characteristics of a domain than
semantic parsing). Second, to address the name ambiguity,
we do not simply merge the entity mention candidates with
identical surface names but model each of them based on
its surface name and contexts. Third, to address the con-
text sparsity, we mine relation phrases co-occurring with the
mention candidates, and infer synonymous relation phrases
which share similar type signatures (i.e., express similar
types of entities as arguments). This helps form connecting
bridges among entities that do not share identical context,
but share synonymous relation phrases.

To systematically integrate these ideas, we develop a novel
solution called ClusType. First, it mines both entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases by POS-constrained
phrase segmentation; this demonstrates great cross-domain
performance (Sec. 3.1). Second, it constructs a heteroge-
neous graph to faithfully represent candidate entity men-
tions, entity surface names, and relation phrases and their
relationship types in a unified form (see Fig. 2). The en-
tity mentions are kept as individual objects to be disam-
biguated, and linked to surface names and relation phrases
(Sec. 3.2-3.4). With the heterogeneous graph, we formulate
a graph-based semi-supervised learning of two tasks jointly:
(1) type propagation on graph, and (2) relation phrase clus-
tering. By clustering synonymous relation phrases, we can
propagate types among entities bridged via these synony-
mous relation phrases. Conversely, derived entity argument
types serve as good features for clustering relation phrases.
These two tasks mutually enhance each other and lead to
quality recognition of unlinkable entity mentions. In this
paper, we present an alternating minimization algorithm to
e�ciently solve the joint optimization problem, which iter-
ates between type propagation and relation phrase clustering
(Sec. 4). To our knowledge, this is the first work to integrate
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Figure 2: The constructed heterogeneous graph.

entity recognition with textual relation clustering.
The major novel contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) we develop an e�cient, domain-independent phrase min-
ing algorithm for entity mention candidate and relation phrase
extraction; (2) we propose a relation phrase-based entity
recognition approach which models the type of each en-
tity mention in a scalable way and softly clusters relation
phrases, to resolve name ambiguity and context sparsity
issues; (3) we formulate a joint optimization problem for
clustering-integrated type propagation; and (4) our experi-
ments on three datasets of di↵erent genres—news, Yelp re-
views and tweets— demonstrate that the proposed method
achieves significant improvement over the state-of-the-art
(e.g., 58.3% enhancement in F1 on the Yelp dataset over
the best competitor from existing work).

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The input to our proposed ER framework is a document

collection D, a knowledge base  with type schema T , and a
target type set T ⇢ T . In this work, we use the type schema
of Freebase [1] and assume T is covered by Freebase.
An entity mention, m, is a token span in the text docu-

ment which refers to a real-world entity e. Let c
m

denote
the surface name of m. In practice, people may use mul-
tiple surface names to refer to the same entity (e.g., “black
mamba” and “KB” for Kobe Bryant). On the other hand, a
surface name c could refer to di↵erent entities (e.g., “Wash-
ington” in Fig. 1). Moreover, even though an entity e can
have multiple types (e.g., J.F.K. airport is both a location
and an organization), the type of its specific mention m is
usually unambiguous [8]. We use a type indicator vector
y

m

2 {0, 1}T to denote the entity type for each mention m,
where T = |T | + 1, i.e., m has type t 2 T or is Not-of-
Interest (NOI). By estimating y

m

, one can predict type of
m as type (m) = argmax1iT

ym,i .
Extracting textual relations from documents has been pre-

viously studied [4] and applied to entity typing [22, 15]. A
relation phrase is a phrase that denotes a unary or binary re-
lation in a sentence [4] (see Fig. 3 for example). We leverage
the rich semantics embedded in relation phrases to provide
type cues for their entity arguments. Specifically, we define
the type signature of a relation phrase p as two indicator vec-
tors pL ,pR 2 RT . They measure how likely the left/right
entity arguments of p belong to di↵erent types (T or NOI). A
large positive value on pL,t (pR,t ) indicates that the left/right
argument of p is likely of type t.
Let M = {m1, ...,m

M

} denote the set of M candidate en-
tity mentions extracted from D. Suppose a subset of entity
mentions M

L

⇢ M can be confidently mapped to entities in
 . The type of a linked candidate m 2 M

L

can be obtained
based on its mapping entity 

e

(m) (see Sec. 4.1). This work
focuses on predicting the types of unlinkable candidate men-
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Entity Mention-Surface Name Subgraph
q Directlymodeling type indicatorof each entitymention in label propagation

à Intractable size of parameter space
q Both the entity name and the surroundingrelation phrases providestrong cues on

the types of a candidate entitymention
àModel the type of each entity mention by (1) type indicator of its surfacename;	  (2) the
type signatures of its surrounding relation phrases (moredetails in the followingslides)

…has concerns whether Kabul is an ally of Washington

Washington
Gover-‐
nment

State
is an ally of

…has concerns whether Kabul is an ally of Washington:GOVERNMENT
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.

W

L

= ⇧T

C ⇧
L

and W

R

= ⇧T

C ⇧
R

;

S

L

= D

(C)�
1
2

L

W

L

D

(P )
� 1

2

L

and S

R

= D

(C)� 1
2

R

W

R

D

(P )� 1
2

R

,

where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
(C)
L,ii

=
P

l

j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D

(P)
L

2 Rl⇥l as D
(P)
L,jj

=
P

n

i=1 WL,ij

. Likewise, we define D

(C)
R

2 Rn⇥n and D

(P)
R

2
Rl⇥l based on W

R

for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
s

(c
j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m

i

) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.

M candidatementions;
n surface names

Use a bi-‐adjacencymatrix to
represent themapping
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Entity Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
q Aggregated co-‐occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrases

across corpusà weight importance of different relation phrases for surface names
à use connectededges as bridges to propagate type information
q Left/right entity argument of relation phrase: for each mention,assign it as the

left (right) argument to the closest relation phrase on its right (left) in a sentence
q Type signature of relation phrase: Two type indicators for its left and right

arguments
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
(C)
L,ii

=
P

l

j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D

(P)
L

2 Rl⇥l as D
(P)
L,jj

=
P

n

i=1 WL,ij

. Likewise, we define D

(C)
R

2 Rn⇥n and D

(P)
R

2
Rl⇥l based on W

R

for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form
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where f
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with term frequency in the sentence �
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) and document
frequency �D(c
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) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .
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where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N
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(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we
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.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
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are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
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2 Rn⇥n as D
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j=1 WL,ij

and
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for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
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j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m
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0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D
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M WMD
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M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii
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.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
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from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
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are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D
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3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form
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frequency �D(c
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) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .
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where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N
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(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D
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M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
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.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.

Two bi-‐adjacency matrices for the subgraph

Hypothesis	  1	  (Entity-‐Relation	  Co-‐occurrences):	  
If	  surface	  name	  c	  often	  appears	  as	  the	  left	  (right)	  
argument	  of	  relation	  phrase	  p,	  then	  c's	  type	  
indicator	  tends	  to	  be	  similar	  to	  the	  corresponding	  
type	  indicator	  in	  p's	  type	  signature.
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mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
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L,ii

=
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j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D
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2 Rl⇥l as D
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. Likewise, we define D
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Rl⇥l based on W
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for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
s

(c
j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
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(f (i))
and c(m
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) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
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L,ii

=
P

l

j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D
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. Likewise, we define D
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for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
s

(c
j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m

i

) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.

Construct KNN graph based on the feature vector f-‐surface
names of co-‐occurring entity mentions
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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where S
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and S
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are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D
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3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form
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where f
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with term frequency in the sentence �
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) and document
frequency �D(c
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) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m

i

) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.

→	  Propagate type
informationbetween
candidatementions of each
surfacename, based on
followinghypothesis:

If	  there	  exists	  a	  strong	  correlation	  (i.e.,	  within	  
sentence,	  common	  neighbor	  mentions)	  between	  two	  
candidate	  mentions	  that	  share	  the	  same	  name,	  then	  
their	  type	  indicators	  tend	  to	  be	  similar.

Hypothesis	  2	  (Mention	  correlation):
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Step 3: Relation Phrase Clustering
q The	  type	  signatures	  of	  frequent	  relation	  phrases can	  help	  infer	  the	  type	  signatures	  

of	  infrequent	  (sparse)	  ones that	  have similar	  cluster	  memberships
q Existingwork on relation phrase clustering utilizes strings; contextwords; entity

argument to cluster synonymousrelation phrases
q String	  similarity	  and	  distribution	  similarity	  may	  be	  insufficient	  to	  resolve	  two	  

relation	  phrases;	  type	  information	  is	  particular	  helpful	  in	  such	  case
q We	  propose	  to	  leverage type signature of relation phrase,and propose a general

relation phrase clustering method to incorporatedifferent features
q Two	  relation	  phrases	  tend	  to	  have	  similar	  cluster	  memberships,	  if they	  have	  

similar	  (1)	  strings;	  (2)	  context	  words;	  and	  (3)	  left	  and	  right	  argument	  type	  
indicators

q Relation	  phrase	  clustering	  is	  further integrated with the graph-‐based type
propagation in a mutually enhancing framework, based on followinghypothesis
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RP Clustering: Type Signature Consistency
q Observation: many relation phrases have very few occurrences in the corpus
q ~37%	  relation	  phrases	  have	  	  <	  3 unique entity surface names (in right or left arguments)

à Hard to model their type signature based on aggregated co-‐occurrences with
entity surface names (i.e., Hypothesis 1)

q Softly	  clustering	  synonymous	  relation	  phrases:
à the	  type	  signatures	  of	  frequent	  relation	  phrases can	  help	  infer	  the	  type	  
signatures	  of	  infrequent	  (sparse)	  ones that	  have similar	  cluster	  memberships

Hypothesis	  3	  (Type	  signature	  consistency):	  	  
If	  two	  relation	  phrases	  have	  similar	  cluster	  memberships,	   the	  type	  indicators	  of	  
their	  left	  and	  right	  arguments	   (type	  signature)	   tend	  to	  be	  similar,	  respectively.
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RP Clustering: Relation Phrase Similarity
q Existingwork on relation phrase clusteringutilizes strings; contextwords; entity argument

to cluster synonymous relation phrases
q String	  similarity	  and	  distribution	  similarity	  may	  be	  insufficient	  to	  resolve	  two	  relation	  

phrases;	  type	  information	  is	  particular	  helpful	  in	  such	  case
q We propose to leverage type signatureof relation phrase,	  and proposed a general relation

phrase clusteringmethod to incorporatedifferent features
à further integratedwith the graph-‐basedtype propagation in a mutually enhancing
framework,based on followinghypothesis

Type signatures
String features
Context features

A straightforward solution is to first perform hard clus-
tering on the extracted relation phrases and then conduct
type propagation between entity names and relation phrase
clusters. Such a solution encounters several problems. One
relation phrase may belong to multiple clusters, and the clus-
ters so derived do not incorporate the type information of
entity arguments. As such, the type prediction performance
may not be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization problem
to minimize both a graph-based semi-supervised learning
error and a multi-view relation phrase clustering objective.

4.1 Seed Mention Generation
We first collect type information for the extracted mention

candidates M by linking them to the KB. This yields a set
of type-labeled mentions M

L

. Our goal is then to type the
remaining unlinkable mention candidates M

U

= M/M
L

.
We utilize a state-of-the-art entity name disambiguation

tool2 [18] to map each candidate mention to Freebase enti-
ties. Only the mention candidates which are mapped with
high confidence scores (i.e., ⌘ � 0.8) are considered as valid
output. We denote the mapping entity of a linked men-
tion m as 

e

(m), and the set of types of 
e

(m) in Free-
base as T (m). The linked mentions which associate with
multiple target types (i.e., |T (m) \ T | > 1) are discarded
to avoid type ambiguity. This finally leads to a set of la-
beled (seed) mentions M

L

. In our experiments, we found
that only a very limited amount of extracted candidate en-
tity mentions can be confidently mapped to Freebase entities
(i.e., |M

L

|/|M| < 7%). We define the type indicator y
m

for
a linked mention m 2 M

L

as y

m,t

= 1 if T (m) \ T = {t}
and 0 otherwise, for t 2 T . Meanwhile, y

m,NOI is assigned
with 1 if T (m)\ T = ; and 0 otherwise. Note that while our
proposed method is orthogonal to entity linking and name
disambiguation techniques, a better linking method might
generate more seed mentions M

L

with higher quality.

4.2 Relation Phrase Clustering
In practice, we observe that many extracted relation phrases

have very few occurrences in the corpus. This makes it hard
to model their type signature based on the aggregated co-
occurrences with entity names (i.e., Hypothesis 1). In our
experiment datasets, about 37% relation phrases have less
than 3 unique entity surface name (in right or left argu-
ments) in GC,P . Intuitively, by softly clustering synony-
mous relation phrases, the type signatures of frequent rela-
tion phrases can help infer the type signatures of infrequent
(sparse) ones that have similar cluster memberships, based
on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 (Type signature consistency). If two
relation phrases have similar cluster memberships, the type
indicators of their left and right arguments (type signature)
tend to be similar, respectively.

There has been some studies [7, 19] on clustering synony-
mous relation phrases based on di↵erent kinds of signals and
clustering methods (see Sec. 6). We propose a general rela-
tion phrase clustering method to incorporate di↵erent fea-
tures for clustering, which can be integrated with the graph-
based type propagation in a mutually enhancing framework,
based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 (Relation phrase similarity). Two
relation phrases tend to have similar cluster memberships, if
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they have similar (1) strings; (2) context words; and (3) left
and right argument type indicators.

In particular, type signatures of relation phrases have proven
very useful in clustering of relation phrases which have in-
frequent or ambiguous strings and contexts [7]. In contrast
to previous approaches, our method leverages the type in-
formation derived by the type propagation and thus does
not rely strictly on external sources to determine the type
information for all the entity arguments.
Formally, suppose there are n

s

(n
c

) unique words {w1, ..., wns}
({w0

1, ..., w
0
nc

}) in all the relation phrase strings (contexts).
We represent the strings and contexts of the extracted re-
lation phrases P by two feature matrices F

s

2 Rl⇥ns and
F

c

2 Rl⇥nc , respectively. We set F
s,ij

= 1 if p
i

contains
the word w

j

and 0 otherwise. We use a text window of
10 words to extract the context for a relation phrase from
each sentence it appears in, and construct context features
F

c

based on TF-IDF weighting. Let P

L

,P
R

2 Rl⇥T de-
note the type signatures of P. Our solution uses the derived
features (i.e., {F

s

,F
c

,P
L

,P
R

}) for multi-view clustering of
relation phrases based on joint non-negative matrix factor-
ization, which will be elaborated in the next section.

4.3 The Joint Optimization Problem
Our goal is to infer the label (type t 2 T or NOI) for each

unlinkable entity mention candidate m 2 M
U

, i.e., estimat-
ing Y. We propose an optimization problem to unify two
di↵erent tasks to achieve this gold: (i) type propagation over
both the type indicators of entity names C and the type sig-
natures of relation phrases {P

L

,P
R

} on the heterogeneous
graph G by way of graph-based semi-supervised learning,
and (ii) multi-view relation phrase clustering. The seed men-
tions M

L

are used as initial labels for the type propagation.
We formulate the objective function as follows.

O
↵,�,µ

= F(C,P
L

,P
R

) + L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤�

+ ⌦
�,µ

(Y,C,P
L

,P
R

). (2)

The first term F follows from Hypothesis 1 to model type
propagation between entity names and relation phrases. By
extending local and global consistency idea [10], it ensures
that the type indicator of an entity name is similar to the
type indicator of the left (or right) argument of a relation
phrase, if their corresponding association is strong.

F(C,P
L

,P
R

) =
X

Z2{L,R}

nX

i=1

lX

j=1

W
Z,ij

�����
C

iq
D(C)

Z,ii

� P
Z,jq

D(P)
Z,jj

�����

2

2

,

(3)

The second term L
↵

in Eq. (2) follows Hypotheses 3 and 4
to model the multi-view relation phrase clustering by joint
non-negative matrix factorization. In this study, we con-
sider each derived feature as one view in the clustering, i.e.,
{F(0),F(1),F(2),F(3)} = {P

L

,P
R

,F
s

,F
c

} and derive a four-
view clustering objective as follows.

L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤� (4)

=
dX

v=0

�(v)�kF(v) �U(v)V(v)T k2
F

+ ↵kU(v)Q(v) �U⇤k2
F

�
.

The first part of Eq. (4) performs matrix factorization on
each feature matrix. Suppose there exists K relation phrase
clusters. For each view v, we factorize the feature matrix
F

(v) into a cluster membership matrix U

(v) 2 Rl⇥K

�0 for all

relation phrases P and a type indicator matrix V

(v) 2 RT⇥K

�0

for the K derived clusters. The second part of Eq. (4) en-
forces the consistency between the four derived cluster mem-
bership matrices through a consensus matrix U

⇤ 2 Rl⇥K

�0 ,

A straightforward solution is to first perform hard clus-
tering on the extracted relation phrases and then conduct
type propagation between entity names and relation phrase
clusters. Such a solution encounters several problems. One
relation phrase may belong to multiple clusters, and the clus-
ters so derived do not incorporate the type information of
entity arguments. As such, the type prediction performance
may not be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization problem
to minimize both a graph-based semi-supervised learning
error and a multi-view relation phrase clustering objective.

4.1 Seed Mention Generation
We first collect type information for the extracted mention

candidates M by linking them to the KB. This yields a set
of type-labeled mentions M

L

. Our goal is then to type the
remaining unlinkable mention candidates M

U

= M/M
L

.
We utilize a state-of-the-art entity name disambiguation

tool2 [18] to map each candidate mention to Freebase enti-
ties. Only the mention candidates which are mapped with
high confidence scores (i.e., ⌘ � 0.8) are considered as valid
output. We denote the mapping entity of a linked men-
tion m as 

e

(m), and the set of types of 
e

(m) in Free-
base as T (m). The linked mentions which associate with
multiple target types (i.e., |T (m) \ T | > 1) are discarded
to avoid type ambiguity. This finally leads to a set of la-
beled (seed) mentions M

L

. In our experiments, we found
that only a very limited amount of extracted candidate en-
tity mentions can be confidently mapped to Freebase entities
(i.e., |M

L

|/|M| < 7%). We define the type indicator y
m

for
a linked mention m 2 M

L

as y

m,t

= 1 if T (m) \ T = {t}
and 0 otherwise, for t 2 T . Meanwhile, y

m,NOI is assigned
with 1 if T (m)\ T = ; and 0 otherwise. Note that while our
proposed method is orthogonal to entity linking and name
disambiguation techniques, a better linking method might
generate more seed mentions M

L

with higher quality.

4.2 Relation Phrase Clustering
In practice, we observe that many extracted relation phrases

have very few occurrences in the corpus. This makes it hard
to model their type signature based on the aggregated co-
occurrences with entity names (i.e., Hypothesis 1). In our
experiment datasets, about 37% relation phrases have less
than 3 unique entity surface name (in right or left argu-
ments) in GC,P . Intuitively, by softly clustering synony-
mous relation phrases, the type signatures of frequent rela-
tion phrases can help infer the type signatures of infrequent
(sparse) ones that have similar cluster memberships, based
on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 (Type signature consistency). If two
relation phrases have similar cluster memberships, the type
indicators of their left and right arguments (type signature)
tend to be similar, respectively.

There has been some studies [7, 19] on clustering synony-
mous relation phrases based on di↵erent kinds of signals and
clustering methods (see Sec. 6). We propose a general rela-
tion phrase clustering method to incorporate di↵erent fea-
tures for clustering, which can be integrated with the graph-
based type propagation in a mutually enhancing framework,
based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 (Relation phrase similarity). Two
relation phrases tend to have similar cluster memberships, if
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they have similar (1) strings; (2) context words; and (3) left
and right argument type indicators.

In particular, type signatures of relation phrases have proven
very useful in clustering of relation phrases which have in-
frequent or ambiguous strings and contexts [7]. In contrast
to previous approaches, our method leverages the type in-
formation derived by the type propagation and thus does
not rely strictly on external sources to determine the type
information for all the entity arguments.
Formally, suppose there are n

s

(n
c

) unique words {w1, ..., wns}
({w0

1, ..., w
0
nc

}) in all the relation phrase strings (contexts).
We represent the strings and contexts of the extracted re-
lation phrases P by two feature matrices F

s

2 Rl⇥ns and
F

c

2 Rl⇥nc , respectively. We set F
s,ij

= 1 if p
i

contains
the word w

j

and 0 otherwise. We use a text window of
10 words to extract the context for a relation phrase from
each sentence it appears in, and construct context features
F

c

based on TF-IDF weighting. Let P

L

,P
R

2 Rl⇥T de-
note the type signatures of P. Our solution uses the derived
features (i.e., {F

s

,F
c

,P
L

,P
R

}) for multi-view clustering of
relation phrases based on joint non-negative matrix factor-
ization, which will be elaborated in the next section.

4.3 The Joint Optimization Problem
Our goal is to infer the label (type t 2 T or NOI) for each

unlinkable entity mention candidate m 2 M
U

, i.e., estimat-
ing Y. We propose an optimization problem to unify two
di↵erent tasks to achieve this gold: (i) type propagation over
both the type indicators of entity names C and the type sig-
natures of relation phrases {P

L

,P
R

} on the heterogeneous
graph G by way of graph-based semi-supervised learning,
and (ii) multi-view relation phrase clustering. The seed men-
tions M

L

are used as initial labels for the type propagation.
We formulate the objective function as follows.

O
↵,�,µ

= F(C,P
L

,P
R

) + L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤�

+ ⌦
�,µ

(Y,C,P
L

,P
R

). (2)

The first term F follows from Hypothesis 1 to model type
propagation between entity names and relation phrases. By
extending local and global consistency idea [10], it ensures
that the type indicator of an entity name is similar to the
type indicator of the left (or right) argument of a relation
phrase, if their corresponding association is strong.
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The second term L
↵

in Eq. (2) follows Hypotheses 3 and 4
to model the multi-view relation phrase clustering by joint
non-negative matrix factorization. In this study, we con-
sider each derived feature as one view in the clustering, i.e.,
{F(0),F(1),F(2),F(3)} = {P

L

,P
R

,F
s

,F
c

} and derive a four-
view clustering objective as follows.

L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤� (4)

=
dX

v=0

�(v)�kF(v) �U(v)V(v)T k2
F

+ ↵kU(v)Q(v) �U⇤k2
F

�
.

The first part of Eq. (4) performs matrix factorization on
each feature matrix. Suppose there exists K relation phrase
clusters. For each view v, we factorize the feature matrix
F

(v) into a cluster membership matrix U

(v) 2 Rl⇥K

�0 for all

relation phrases P and a type indicator matrix V

(v) 2 RT⇥K

�0

for the K derived clusters. The second part of Eq. (4) en-
forces the consistency between the four derived cluster mem-
bership matrices through a consensus matrix U

⇤ 2 Rl⇥K

�0 ,

A straightforward solution is to first perform hard clus-
tering on the extracted relation phrases and then conduct
type propagation between entity names and relation phrase
clusters. Such a solution encounters several problems. One
relation phrase may belong to multiple clusters, and the clus-
ters so derived do not incorporate the type information of
entity arguments. As such, the type prediction performance
may not be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization problem
to minimize both a graph-based semi-supervised learning
error and a multi-view relation phrase clustering objective.

4.1 Seed Mention Generation
We first collect type information for the extracted mention

candidates M by linking them to the KB. This yields a set
of type-labeled mentions M

L

. Our goal is then to type the
remaining unlinkable mention candidates M

U

= M/M
L

.
We utilize a state-of-the-art entity name disambiguation

tool2 [18] to map each candidate mention to Freebase enti-
ties. Only the mention candidates which are mapped with
high confidence scores (i.e., ⌘ � 0.8) are considered as valid
output. We denote the mapping entity of a linked men-
tion m as 

e

(m), and the set of types of 
e

(m) in Free-
base as T (m). The linked mentions which associate with
multiple target types (i.e., |T (m) \ T | > 1) are discarded
to avoid type ambiguity. This finally leads to a set of la-
beled (seed) mentions M

L

. In our experiments, we found
that only a very limited amount of extracted candidate en-
tity mentions can be confidently mapped to Freebase entities
(i.e., |M

L

|/|M| < 7%). We define the type indicator y
m

for
a linked mention m 2 M

L

as y

m,t

= 1 if T (m) \ T = {t}
and 0 otherwise, for t 2 T . Meanwhile, y

m,NOI is assigned
with 1 if T (m)\ T = ; and 0 otherwise. Note that while our
proposed method is orthogonal to entity linking and name
disambiguation techniques, a better linking method might
generate more seed mentions M

L

with higher quality.

4.2 Relation Phrase Clustering
In practice, we observe that many extracted relation phrases

have very few occurrences in the corpus. This makes it hard
to model their type signature based on the aggregated co-
occurrences with entity names (i.e., Hypothesis 1). In our
experiment datasets, about 37% relation phrases have less
than 3 unique entity surface name (in right or left argu-
ments) in GC,P . Intuitively, by softly clustering synony-
mous relation phrases, the type signatures of frequent rela-
tion phrases can help infer the type signatures of infrequent
(sparse) ones that have similar cluster memberships, based
on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 (Type signature consistency). If two
relation phrases have similar cluster memberships, the type
indicators of their left and right arguments (type signature)
tend to be similar, respectively.

There has been some studies [7, 19] on clustering synony-
mous relation phrases based on di↵erent kinds of signals and
clustering methods (see Sec. 6). We propose a general rela-
tion phrase clustering method to incorporate di↵erent fea-
tures for clustering, which can be integrated with the graph-
based type propagation in a mutually enhancing framework,
based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 (Relation phrase similarity). Two
relation phrases tend to have similar cluster memberships, if
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they have similar (1) strings; (2) context words; and (3) left
and right argument type indicators.

In particular, type signatures of relation phrases have proven
very useful in clustering of relation phrases which have in-
frequent or ambiguous strings and contexts [7]. In contrast
to previous approaches, our method leverages the type in-
formation derived by the type propagation and thus does
not rely strictly on external sources to determine the type
information for all the entity arguments.
Formally, suppose there are n

s

(n
c

) unique words {w1, ..., wns}
({w0

1, ..., w
0
nc

}) in all the relation phrase strings (contexts).
We represent the strings and contexts of the extracted re-
lation phrases P by two feature matrices F

s

2 Rl⇥ns and
F

c

2 Rl⇥nc , respectively. We set F
s,ij

= 1 if p
i

contains
the word w

j

and 0 otherwise. We use a text window of
10 words to extract the context for a relation phrase from
each sentence it appears in, and construct context features
F

c

based on TF-IDF weighting. Let P

L

,P
R

2 Rl⇥T de-
note the type signatures of P. Our solution uses the derived
features (i.e., {F

s

,F
c

,P
L

,P
R

}) for multi-view clustering of
relation phrases based on joint non-negative matrix factor-
ization, which will be elaborated in the next section.

4.3 The Joint Optimization Problem
Our goal is to infer the label (type t 2 T or NOI) for each

unlinkable entity mention candidate m 2 M
U

, i.e., estimat-
ing Y. We propose an optimization problem to unify two
di↵erent tasks to achieve this gold: (i) type propagation over
both the type indicators of entity names C and the type sig-
natures of relation phrases {P

L

,P
R

} on the heterogeneous
graph G by way of graph-based semi-supervised learning,
and (ii) multi-view relation phrase clustering. The seed men-
tions M

L

are used as initial labels for the type propagation.
We formulate the objective function as follows.

O
↵,�,µ

= F(C,P
L

,P
R

) + L
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P

L
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, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤�
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(Y,C,P
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The first term F follows from Hypothesis 1 to model type
propagation between entity names and relation phrases. By
extending local and global consistency idea [10], it ensures
that the type indicator of an entity name is similar to the
type indicator of the left (or right) argument of a relation
phrase, if their corresponding association is strong.
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The second term L
↵

in Eq. (2) follows Hypotheses 3 and 4
to model the multi-view relation phrase clustering by joint
non-negative matrix factorization. In this study, we con-
sider each derived feature as one view in the clustering, i.e.,
{F(0),F(1),F(2),F(3)} = {P

L

,P
R

,F
s

,F
c

} and derive a four-
view clustering objective as follows.

L
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, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤� (4)

=
dX

v=0

�(v)�kF(v) �U(v)V(v)T k2
F

+ ↵kU(v)Q(v) �U⇤k2
F

�
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The first part of Eq. (4) performs matrix factorization on
each feature matrix. Suppose there exists K relation phrase
clusters. For each view v, we factorize the feature matrix
F

(v) into a cluster membership matrix U

(v) 2 Rl⇥K

�0 for all

relation phrases P and a type indicator matrix V

(v) 2 RT⇥K

�0

for the K derived clusters. The second part of Eq. (4) en-
forces the consistency between the four derived cluster mem-
bership matrices through a consensus matrix U

⇤ 2 Rl⇥K

�0 ,

Hypothesis	  4	  (Relation	  phrase	  similarity):
Two	  relation	  phrases	  tend	  to	  have	  similar	  cluster	  
memberships,	  if they	  have	  similar	  (1)	  strings;	  (2)	  
context	  words;	  and	  (3)	  left	  and	  right	  argument	  type	  
indicators.
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Table 5: Statistics on generated seeds.

feature vector f (i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance
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, where dimensions of f (i) correspond to entity name
strings C. f
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, with term frequency n
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and document frequency nD(c
j

) in D. We further follow the
construction of K-nearest neighbor (KNN) graph [9] to build
a mention a�nity subgraph, denoted by adjacency matrix
WM 2 RM⇥M . In particular, each mention is linked to its
K most similar mentions which share the same entity name,
in terms of their mention features f as follows:

WM,ij
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sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N
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(f (j)) or f
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0, otherwise.

where sim(f (i), f (j)) is defined as heat kernel function, i.e.,
sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

�
�kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t
�
with t = 5. We N

K

(f)
to denoteK nearest neighbors of f , and c(m) to denote name
string of mention m.

3.3 Seed Mention Generation
As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, we leverage existing entities in

KB to provide type information for part of our extracted
candidate entity mentions M. This leads to a set of labeled
mentions M

L

. Our goal is then on typing M
U

= M/M
L

.
Specifically, we utilize state-of-the-art entity name disam-

biguation tool1 [20] to map each candidate mention m to
Freebase entities. Each linked mentions is associated with a
confidence score ⌘. We select those which have high confi-
dence scores (⌘ � 0.8) to ensure good accuracy on the entity
mapping process. Suppose the mapped entity for a linked
mention m is denoted as e(m). Entity types for e(m), de-
noted as T (m), can be retrieved from Freebase. We filter
mentions which correspond to multiple types in our target
type set (i.e., |T (m) \ T | > 1), leading to a set of confi-
dently labeled mentions M

L

. Entities with multiple target
types are not considered here since assigning their types to
candidate mentions may cause ambiguity. Table 5 shows
the statistics of our seed generation.[Give statistics table for
one dataset; explain somehow]. We assign the value for type
indicator y of linked mention c 2 M

L

as follows

y

t

=

⇢

1, if T (m) \ T = {t};
0, otherwise.

for t 2 T . Meanwhile, y
None

is assigned with 1 if T (m)\T =

;; and 0 otherwise. Note that our proposed framework is
orthogonal to entity linking and name disambiguation tech-
niques. A better linking method could help us generate seed
mentions M

U

with higher quality.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This sections introduces our unified framework for jointly
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
A straightforward solution is to first conduct hard cluster-

ing on relation phrases based on multiple available features,
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and then derive type signature for each relation phrase clus-
ters. Such a solution encounter several problems: (1) one re-
lation phrase may carry multiple type signatures; (2) mined
phrase clusters may not properly capture the type semantic
we wantl and (3) type propagation performance may not be
optimized by the derived clusters.
In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization prob-

lem which minimizes the semi-supervised classification er-
ror, and the multi-view relation phrase clustering objective
simultaneously. By doing so, we can learn type indicator to
preserve structure of the constructed graph as well as type
consistency with labeled mentions, and softly cluster rela-
tion phrases in terms of various features.
Sec. 4.1 introduces the features for multi-view relation

phrase clustering. We explain the joint optimization prob-
lem in Sec. 4.2 and design an e�cient iterative algorithm to
solve it in Sec. 4.3 along with its computational complexity
analysis in Sec. 4.4.

4.1 Relation Phrase Clustering Features

Hypothesis 3 (Type coherence in relation cluster).
Relation phrases which have similar cluster memberships tend
to have similar type signatures for both left and right argu-
ments jointly.

Hypothesis 4 (Relation phrases similarity). Two
relation phrases are similar, i.e., tend to have similar cluster
membership, if (1) their string are similar; (2) their context
words are similar; and (3) their argument types are similar.

4.2 The Joint Optimization Problem
The end goal of the problem is to infer the exact type (or

NIL) for each unlinkable entity mention candidate m 2 M
U

in text. Directly modeling the type for each entity mention
candidate is challenging. This is because inscalability and
di�culty in generalization of the resulting method.
In order to estimate type for each entity mention, we pro-

pose an optimization problem which initializes the type sig-
natures of some relation phrases {p} ⇢ P with the types of
seed linked mentions. The objective function is as follows:
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are the terms to model local and global consistency by en-
suring that objects with large edge weights tend to have
similar type indicators, for their left and right arguments.
This models Hypothesis 1. D
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niques. A better linking method could help us generate seed
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This sections introduces our unified framework for jointly
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
A straightforward solution is to first conduct hard cluster-

ing on relation phrases based on multiple available features,
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and then derive type signature for each relation phrase clus-
ters. Such a solution encounter several problems: (1) one re-
lation phrase may carry multiple type signatures; (2) mined
phrase clusters may not properly capture the type semantic
we wantl and (3) type propagation performance may not be
optimized by the derived clusters.
In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization prob-

lem which minimizes the semi-supervised classification er-
ror, and the multi-view relation phrase clustering objective
simultaneously. By doing so, we can learn type indicator to
preserve structure of the constructed graph as well as type
consistency with labeled mentions, and softly cluster rela-
tion phrases in terms of various features.
Sec. 4.1 introduces the features for multi-view relation

phrase clustering. We explain the joint optimization prob-
lem in Sec. 4.2 and design an e�cient iterative algorithm to
solve it in Sec. 4.3 along with its computational complexity
analysis in Sec. 4.4.
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ments jointly.
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In particular, we have F(0) = P
L

and F(1) = P
R

. Here,
we define diagonal matrices {Q(v)} as Q

(v)

kk

=
P

T

i=1

V
(v)

ik

. It

normalizes the cluster indicators {U(v)} to proper scale (i.e.,
kX(v)k

1

= kU(v)Q(v)k
1

), so that they are comparable under
the same consensus matrix U⇤ [19].

In particular, the latent matrix factorization on matrices
P

L

⇡ U
L

VT

L

and P
R

⇡ U
R

VT

R

models Hypothesis 3. It
approximates the type signature (for the left and right ar-
guments) of a relation phrase, by weighted combination of
each cluster’s type signature {V

L

,V
R

} with respect to each
relation phrase’s cluster membership {U⇤}. Note that by
imposing the consensus constraint on {U(v)}, they are ap-
proximately sharing the same cluster information as U⇤.

The L
↵

term in Eq. (2) models multi-view clustering us-
ing di↵erent kinds of features by matrix factorization, which
encodes Hypothesis 4. In particular, the type signatures for
relation phrase’s left and right arguments are a newly intro-
duced features, which will be validated in experiment study.
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where f(·) is a aggregation function which combines type
signatures from left and right arguments of relation phrases,
and entity candidates, respectively. In this study, we choose
the equally weighted linear function, i.e., f(X,Y,Z) = X+
Y + Z. Other choices includes element-wise product.

Function ⌦
�,µ

models the type for each mention candidate
by the first term, the correlation between mentions in terms
of their context by the second term, (Hypothesis 2), and the
prior knowledge from linked entity mentions by the third
term (Hypothesis ??).

To model the semantic meaning of clustering, we impose
non-negativity constraints on cluster membership matrices
{U(v),V(v)} and U

⇤. Since we want to derive for each men-
tion candidate its exact entity type, the 0-1 integer con-
straint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and Y1 = 1 make sure each mention
takes one type. Finally, we require

P
d

v=0

exp(��(v)) = 1
to avoid trivial solution which completely favors a certain
view with least reconstruction error. With the objective O
in Eq. (2), we define the joint optimization problem as fol-
lows.

min
Y,C,P,PR,U⇤

{U(v),V(v), �(v)}

O
↵,�,µ,�L,�⌦ (5)

s.t. Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T

, Y1 = 1;

U⇤ � 0, U(v) � 0, V(v) � 0;
d

X

v=0

exp(��

(v)) = 1, 80  v  d.

There are five tuning parameters 0  {↵, �, µ,�
L

,�

⌦

}  1.
↵ controls the degree of consistency between cluster mem-
berships under di↵erent views. � controls the guidance from
mention correlation when deriving entity type for the men-
tions. µ controls the prior knowledge from linked entity
mentions. {�

L

,�

⌦

} trade-o↵s the information from rela-
tion phrase clustering and knowledge on entity mentions,
when deriving type indicator (signatures) for entity candi-
dates and relation phrases.

4.3 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (5) is a mix-integer pro-

gramming which is NP-hard. To e�ciently solve it, we pro-
pose a two-step approximate solution, which first solves its
continuous relaxation and then imposes the constraints back
by selecting the most likely type for each mention based on
the estimated bY.
More precisely, by relaxing constraints onY toY 2 RM⇥T ,

we can transform the problem in Eq. (5) into a non-convex
optimization problem as follows
n
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With the estimated variables b
Y, we could impose the con-

straints back to obtain the final estimation Y⇤ as follows

Y

⇤
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= I
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b

Y

ij

= max bY
i
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(7)

where I(·) is an indicator function which returns 1 if b

Y

ij

is
the maximal element in its row Y

i

or 0 otherwise.
Directly solving Eq. (6) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusType, which alternatively
optimized the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two tasks
simultaneously and iteratively: multi-view clustering of re-
lation phrases, and type propagation between entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases. During an iteration,
di↵erent learning components will mutually enhance each
other (see Fig. ??): type signatures of relation phrases can
more accurately derived with high quality clusters of relation
phrases, while in turn they serve a good feature for learning
high quality relation phrase clusters.

First, to learn type indicator for mention candidates M,
we can learn the variables for each entity candidate c 2
C separately, since the target function can be decomposed
accordingly. Specifically, we take derivative of the objective
function in Eq. (2) with respect to Y

c

= (Y)Mc while fixing
the other variables, which leads to the closed-from update
rule as follows

Y
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+⇧
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P

R

. One can easily prove that
[(1+�+µ)I

c

��S(c)] is positive definite given µ > 0 and thus
is invertible.

Second, to learn type indicators for entity candidates and
type signatures for relation phrases , we take derivative on
Eq. (2) with respect to {C,P

L

,P
R

} while fixing other vari-
ables. This directly leads a closed-form update rule which
require inversion operation on a very large matrix. As an
e�cient alternative [], we derive iterative update rules for
these three variables as follows.
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where we define X
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�(v)

U

(v)

V

(v)T , �
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⌦

, �
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=

1 + �
⌦

+ �
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⌦
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Mentionmodeling&mention
correlation	  (Hypo 2)

Multi-‐viewrelation phrases clustering)	  (Hypo 3 & 4)

Type propagationbetween
entity surface names &
relation phrases	  (Hypo 1)

A straightforward solution is to first perform hard clus-
tering on the extracted relation phrases and then conduct
type propagation between entity names and relation phrase
clusters. Such a solution encounters several problems. One
relation phrase may belong to multiple clusters, and the clus-
ters so derived do not incorporate the type information of
entity arguments. As such, the type prediction performance
may not be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization problem
to minimize both a graph-based semi-supervised learning
error and a multi-view relation phrase clustering objective.

4.1 Seed Mention Generation
We first collect type information for the extracted mention

candidates M by linking them to the KB. This yields a set
of type-labeled mentions M

L

. Our goal is then to type the
remaining unlinkable mention candidates M

U

= M/M
L

.
We utilize a state-of-the-art entity name disambiguation

tool2 [18] to map each candidate mention to Freebase enti-
ties. Only the mention candidates which are mapped with
high confidence scores (i.e., ⌘ � 0.8) are considered as valid
output. We denote the mapping entity of a linked men-
tion m as 

e

(m), and the set of types of 
e

(m) in Free-
base as T (m). The linked mentions which associate with
multiple target types (i.e., |T (m) \ T | > 1) are discarded
to avoid type ambiguity. This finally leads to a set of la-
beled (seed) mentions M

L

. In our experiments, we found
that only a very limited amount of extracted candidate en-
tity mentions can be confidently mapped to Freebase entities
(i.e., |M

L

|/|M| < 7%). We define the type indicator y
m

for
a linked mention m 2 M

L

as y

m,t

= 1 if T (m) \ T = {t}
and 0 otherwise, for t 2 T . Meanwhile, y

m,NOI is assigned
with 1 if T (m)\ T = ; and 0 otherwise. Note that while our
proposed method is orthogonal to entity linking and name
disambiguation techniques, a better linking method might
generate more seed mentions M

L

with higher quality.

4.2 Relation Phrase Clustering
In practice, we observe that many extracted relation phrases

have very few occurrences in the corpus. This makes it hard
to model their type signature based on the aggregated co-
occurrences with entity names (i.e., Hypothesis 1). In our
experiment datasets, about 37% relation phrases have less
than 3 unique entity surface name (in right or left argu-
ments) in GC,P . Intuitively, by softly clustering synony-
mous relation phrases, the type signatures of frequent rela-
tion phrases can help infer the type signatures of infrequent
(sparse) ones that have similar cluster memberships, based
on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 (Type signature consistency). If two
relation phrases have similar cluster memberships, the type
indicators of their left and right arguments (type signature)
tend to be similar, respectively.

There has been some studies [7, 19] on clustering synony-
mous relation phrases based on di↵erent kinds of signals and
clustering methods (see Sec. 6). We propose a general rela-
tion phrase clustering method to incorporate di↵erent fea-
tures for clustering, which can be integrated with the graph-
based type propagation in a mutually enhancing framework,
based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 (Relation phrase similarity). Two
relation phrases tend to have similar cluster memberships, if
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they have similar (1) strings; (2) context words; and (3) left
and right argument type indicators.

In particular, type signatures of relation phrases have proven
very useful in clustering of relation phrases which have in-
frequent or ambiguous strings and contexts [7]. In contrast
to previous approaches, our method leverages the type in-
formation derived by the type propagation and thus does
not rely strictly on external sources to determine the type
information for all the entity arguments.
Formally, suppose there are n

s

(n
c

) unique words {w1, ..., wns}
({w0

1, ..., w
0
nc

}) in all the relation phrase strings (contexts).
We represent the strings and contexts of the extracted re-
lation phrases P by two feature matrices F

s

2 Rl⇥ns and
F

c

2 Rl⇥nc , respectively. We set F
s,ij

= 1 if p
i

contains
the word w

j

and 0 otherwise. We use a text window of
10 words to extract the context for a relation phrase from
each sentence it appears in, and construct context features
F

c

based on TF-IDF weighting. Let P

L

,P
R

2 Rl⇥T de-
note the type signatures of P. Our solution uses the derived
features (i.e., {F

s

,F
c

,P
L

,P
R

}) for multi-view clustering of
relation phrases based on joint non-negative matrix factor-
ization, which will be elaborated in the next section.

4.3 The Joint Optimization Problem
Our goal is to infer the label (type t 2 T or NOI) for each

unlinkable entity mention candidate m 2 M
U

, i.e., estimat-
ing Y. We propose an optimization problem to unify two
di↵erent tasks to achieve this gold: (i) type propagation over
both the type indicators of entity names C and the type sig-
natures of relation phrases {P

L

,P
R

} on the heterogeneous
graph G by way of graph-based semi-supervised learning,
and (ii) multi-view relation phrase clustering. The seed men-
tions M

L

are used as initial labels for the type propagation.
We formulate the objective function as follows.

O
↵,�,µ

= F(C,P
L

,P
R

) + L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤�

+ ⌦
�,µ

(Y,C,P
L

,P
R

). (2)

The first term F follows from Hypothesis 1 to model type
propagation between entity names and relation phrases. By
extending local and global consistency idea [10], it ensures
that the type indicator of an entity name is similar to the
type indicator of the left (or right) argument of a relation
phrase, if their corresponding association is strong.

F(C,P
L

,P
R

) =
X

Z2{L,R}
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,

(3)

The second term L
↵

in Eq. (2) follows Hypotheses 3 and 4
to model the multi-view relation phrase clustering by joint
non-negative matrix factorization. In this study, we con-
sider each derived feature as one view in the clustering, i.e.,
{F(0),F(1),F(2),F(3)} = {P

L

,P
R

,F
s

,F
c

} and derive a four-
view clustering objective as follows.

L
↵

�
P

L

,P
R

, {U(v),V(v)},U⇤� (4)

=
dX

v=0

�(v)�kF(v) �U(v)V(v)T k2
F

+ ↵kU(v)Q(v) �U⇤k2
F

�
.

The first part of Eq. (4) performs matrix factorization on
each feature matrix. Suppose there exists K relation phrase
clusters. For each view v, we factorize the feature matrix
F

(v) into a cluster membership matrix U

(v) 2 Rl⇥K

�0 for all

relation phrases P and a type indicator matrix V

(v) 2 RT⇥K

�0

for the K derived clusters. The second part of Eq. (4) en-
forces the consistency between the four derived cluster mem-
bership matrices through a consensus matrix U

⇤ 2 Rl⇥K

�0 ,
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q Can be efficiently solved by alternate
minimizationbased on block coordinate
descent algorithm

q Algorithm complexity is linear to #entity
mentions, #relation phrases, #cluster,
#clustering features and #target types

In particular, we have F(0) = P
L

and F(1) = P
R

. Here,
we define diagonal matrices {Q(v)} as Q

(v)

kk

=
P

T

i=1

V
(v)

ik

. It

normalizes the cluster indicators {U(v)} to proper scale (i.e.,
kX(v)k

1

= kU(v)Q(v)k
1

), so that they are comparable under
the same consensus matrix U⇤ [19].

In particular, the latent matrix factorization on matrices
P

L

⇡ U
L

VT

L

and P
R

⇡ U
R

VT

R

models Hypothesis 3. It
approximates the type signature (for the left and right ar-
guments) of a relation phrase, by weighted combination of
each cluster’s type signature {V

L

,V
R

} with respect to each
relation phrase’s cluster membership {U⇤}. Note that by
imposing the consensus constraint on {U(v)}, they are ap-
proximately sharing the same cluster information as U⇤.

The L
↵

term in Eq. (2) models multi-view clustering us-
ing di↵erent kinds of features by matrix factorization, which
encodes Hypothesis 4. In particular, the type signatures for
relation phrase’s left and right arguments are a newly intro-
duced features, which will be validated in experiment study.
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where f(·) is a aggregation function which combines type
signatures from left and right arguments of relation phrases,
and entity candidates, respectively. In this study, we choose
the equally weighted linear function, i.e., f(X,Y,Z) = X+
Y + Z. Other choices includes element-wise product.

Function ⌦
�,µ

models the type for each mention candidate
by the first term, the correlation between mentions in terms
of their context by the second term, (Hypothesis 2), and the
prior knowledge from linked entity mentions by the third
term (Hypothesis ??).

To model the semantic meaning of clustering, we impose
non-negativity constraints on cluster membership matrices
{U(v),V(v)} and U

⇤. Since we want to derive for each men-
tion candidate its exact entity type, the 0-1 integer con-
straint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and Y1 = 1 make sure each mention
takes one type. Finally, we require

P
d

v=0

exp(��(v)) = 1
to avoid trivial solution which completely favors a certain
view with least reconstruction error. With the objective O
in Eq. (2), we define the joint optimization problem as fol-
lows.

min
Y,C,P,PR,U⇤

{U(v),V(v), �(v)}

O
↵,�,µ,�L,�⌦ (5)

s.t. Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T

, Y1 = 1;

U⇤ � 0, U(v) � 0, V(v) � 0;
d

X

v=0

exp(��

(v)) = 1, 80  v  d.

There are five tuning parameters 0  {↵, �, µ,�
L

,�

⌦

}  1.
↵ controls the degree of consistency between cluster mem-
berships under di↵erent views. � controls the guidance from
mention correlation when deriving entity type for the men-
tions. µ controls the prior knowledge from linked entity
mentions. {�

L

,�

⌦

} trade-o↵s the information from rela-
tion phrase clustering and knowledge on entity mentions,
when deriving type indicator (signatures) for entity candi-
dates and relation phrases.

4.3 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (5) is a mix-integer pro-

gramming which is NP-hard. To e�ciently solve it, we pro-
pose a two-step approximate solution, which first solves its
continuous relaxation and then imposes the constraints back
by selecting the most likely type for each mention based on
the estimated bY.
More precisely, by relaxing constraints onY toY 2 RM⇥T ,

we can transform the problem in Eq. (5) into a non-convex
optimization problem as follows
n

bC,

bP
L

,

bP
R

,

bY,

bU⇤

{bU(v)

,

bV(v)

,

b

�

(v)}
v

o

= argmin O
↵,�,µ,�L,�⌦ (6)

s.t. U⇤ � 0, U(v) � 0, V(v) � 0;
d

X

v=0

exp(��

(v)) = 1, 80  v  d.

With the estimated variables b
Y, we could impose the con-

straints back to obtain the final estimation Y⇤ as follows

Y

⇤
ij

= I

�

b

Y

ij

= max bY
i

�

(7)

where I(·) is an indicator function which returns 1 if b

Y

ij

is
the maximal element in its row Y

i

or 0 otherwise.
Directly solving Eq. (6) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusType, which alternatively
optimized the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two tasks
simultaneously and iteratively: multi-view clustering of re-
lation phrases, and type propagation between entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases. During an iteration,
di↵erent learning components will mutually enhance each
other (see Fig. ??): type signatures of relation phrases can
more accurately derived with high quality clusters of relation
phrases, while in turn they serve a good feature for learning
high quality relation phrase clusters.

First, to learn type indicator for mention candidates M,
we can learn the variables for each entity candidate c 2
C separately, since the target function can be decomposed
accordingly. Specifically, we take derivative of the objective
function in Eq. (2) with respect to Y

c

= (Y)Mc while fixing
the other variables, which leads to the closed-from update
rule as follows

Y
c

=
⇥

(1 + � + µ)I
c

� �S(c)

⇤�1

(⇥+ µY
0,c

), 8c 2 C, (8)

where ⇥ = ⇧CC+⇧
L

P

L

+⇧
R

P

R

. One can easily prove that
[(1+�+µ)I

c

��S(c)] is positive definite given µ > 0 and thus
is invertible.

Second, to learn type indicators for entity candidates and
type signatures for relation phrases , we take derivative on
Eq. (2) with respect to {C,P

L

,P
R

} while fixing other vari-
ables. This directly leads a closed-form update rule which
require inversion operation on a very large matrix. As an
e�cient alternative [], we derive iterative update rules for
these three variables as follows.
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where we define X

(v) = �
L

�(v)

U

(v)

V

(v)T , �
1

= 2 + �
⌦

, �
2

=

1 + �
⌦

+ �
L

�(0) and �
3

= 1 + �
⌦

+ �
L

�(1).

which applies Hypothesis 4 to incorporate multiple similarity
measures to cluster relation phrases. As in [17], we normal-
ize {U(v)} to the same scale (i.e., kU(v)

Q

(v)k
F

⇡ 1) with the

diagonal matrices {Q(v)}, where Q
(v)
kk

=
P

T

i=1 V
(v)
ik

/kF(v)k
F

,
so that they are comparable under the same consensus ma-
trix. A tuning parameter ↵ 2 [0, 1] is used to control the de-
gree of consistency between the cluster membership of each
view and the consensus matrix. {�(v)} are used to weight
the information among di↵erent views, which will be auto-
matically estimated. As the first part of Eq. (4) enforces
{U(0),U(1)} ⇡ U

⇤ and the second part of Eq. (4) imposes
P

L

⇡ U

(0)
V

(0)T and P

R

⇡ U

(1)
V

(1)T , it can be checked
that U⇤

i

⇡ U⇤
j

implies both P
L,i

⇡ P
L,j

and P
R,i

⇡ P
R,j

for
any two relation phrases, which captures Hypothesis 3.

The last term ⌦
�,µ

in Eq. (2) models the type indicator
for each entity mention candidate, the mention-mention link
and the supervision from seed mentions.
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. (5)

In the first part of Eq. (5), the type of each entity men-
tion candidate is modeled by a function f(·) based on the
the type indicator of its surface name as well as the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases. Di↵erent func-
tions can be used to combine the information from surface
names and relation phrases. In this study, we use an equal-
weight linear combination, i.e., f(X1,X2,X3) = X1+X2+X3.
The second part follows Hypothesis 2 to model the mention-
mention correlation by graph regularization, which ensures
the consistency between the type indicators of two candi-
date mentions if they are highly correlated. The third part
enforces the estimated Y to be similar to the initial labels
from seed mentions, denoted by a matrix Y0 2 RM⇥T (see
Sec. 4.1). Two tuning parameters �, µ 2 [0, 1] are used to
control the degree of guidance from mention correlation in
GM and the degree of supervision from Y0, respectively.

To derive the exact type of each candidate entity mention,
we impose the 0-1 integer constraint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and
Y1 = 1. To model clustering, we further require the cluster
membership matrices {U(v)}, the type indicator matrices of

the derived clusters {V(v)} and the consensus matrix U

⇤ to
be non-negative. With the definition of O, we define the
joint optimization problem as follows.

min Y,C,PL,PR,U⇤

{U(v),V(v), �(v)}
O

↵,�,µ

s.t. Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T

,Y1 = 1; (6)

U(v) � 0, V(v) � 0, 80  v  d; U⇤ � 0;
dX

v=0

e��

(v)

= 1,

where
P

d

v=0 e
��

(v)
= 1 is used for avoiding trivial solution,

i.e., solution which completely favors a certain view.

4.4 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (6) is mix-integer pro-

gramming and thus is NP-hard. We propose a two-step ap-
proximate solution: first solve the real-valued relaxation of
Eq. (6) which is a non-convex problem with Y 2 RM⇥T ; then
impose back the constraints to predict the exact type of each
candidate mention m

i

2 M
U

by type (m
i

) = argmax Y
i

.
Directly solving the real-valued relaxation of Eq. (6) is

not easy because it is non-convex. We develop an alternat-
ing minimization algorithm to optimize the problem with
respect to each variable alternatively, which accomplishes

two tasks iteratively: type propagation on the heterogeneous
graph, and multi-view clustering of relation phrases.
First, to learn the type indicators of candidate entity men-

tions, we take derivative on O with respect to Y while fixing
other variables. As links only exist between entity mentions
sharing the same surface name in WM, we can e�ciently
estimate Y with respect to each entity name c 2 C. Let
Y

(c) and S

(c)
M denote the sub-matrices of Y and SM, which

correspond to the candidate entity mentions with the name
c, respectively. We have the update rule for Y

(c) as follows:

Y

(c) =
⇥
(1 + � + µ)I

c

� �S
(c)
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⇤�1�
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(c) + µY
(c)
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, 8c 2 C, (7)

where ⇥ = ⇧CC+⇧
L

P

L

+⇧
R

P

R

. Similarly, we denote ⇥(c)

and Y

(c)
0 as sub-matrices of ⇥ and Y0 which correspond to

the candidate mentions with name c, respectively. It can be
shown that [(1+�+µ)I

c

��S
(c)
M ] is positive definite given µ > 0

and thus is invertible. Eq. (7) can be e�ciently computed
since the average number of mentions of an entity name
is small (e.g., < 10 in our experiments). One can further
parallelize this step to reduce the computational time.
Second, to learn the type indicators of entity names and

the type signatures of relation phrases, we take derivative on
O with respect to C, P

L

and P

R

while fixing other variables,
leading to the following closed-form update rules.
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where we define X0 = [(1 + �(0))I
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] and X1 = [(1 +
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] respectively. Note that the matrix inversions
in Eq. (8) can be e�ciently calculated with linear complexity
since both ⇧T

L

⇧
L

and ⇧T

R

⇧
R

are diagonal matrices.
Finally, to perform multi-view clustering, we first optimize

Eq. (2) with respect to {U(v),V(v)} while fixing other vari-
ables, and then update U

⇤ and {�(v)} by fixing {U(v),V(v)}
and other variables, which follows the procedure in [17].

We first take the derivative of O with respect to V

(v)

and apply Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition
to impose the non-negativity constraint on it, leading to the
multiplicative update rules as follows:
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(v).
It is easy to check that {V(v)} remains non-negative after
each update based on Eq. (9).
We then normalize the column vectors of V(v) and U

(v) by
V

(v) = V
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(v)�1 and U
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(v). Following similar
procedure for updating V

(v), the update rule for U
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in order to preserve the non-negativity of {U(v)}.
The proposed algorithm optimizes {U(v),V(v)} for each

view v, by iterating between Eqs. (9) and (10) until the
following reconstruction error converges.
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which applies Hypothesis 4 to incorporate multiple similarity
measures to cluster relation phrases. As in [17], we normal-
ize {U(v)} to the same scale (i.e., kU(v)
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⇡ 1) with the
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,
so that they are comparable under the same consensus ma-
trix. A tuning parameter ↵ 2 [0, 1] is used to control the de-
gree of consistency between the cluster membership of each
view and the consensus matrix. {�(v)} are used to weight
the information among di↵erent views, which will be auto-
matically estimated. As the first part of Eq. (4) enforces
{U(0),U(1)} ⇡ U

⇤ and the second part of Eq. (4) imposes
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implies both P
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and P
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for
any two relation phrases, which captures Hypothesis 3.

The last term ⌦
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in Eq. (2) models the type indicator
for each entity mention candidate, the mention-mention link
and the supervision from seed mentions.
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In the first part of Eq. (5), the type of each entity men-
tion candidate is modeled by a function f(·) based on the
the type indicator of its surface name as well as the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases. Di↵erent func-
tions can be used to combine the information from surface
names and relation phrases. In this study, we use an equal-
weight linear combination, i.e., f(X1,X2,X3) = X1+X2+X3.
The second part follows Hypothesis 2 to model the mention-
mention correlation by graph regularization, which ensures
the consistency between the type indicators of two candi-
date mentions if they are highly correlated. The third part
enforces the estimated Y to be similar to the initial labels
from seed mentions, denoted by a matrix Y0 2 RM⇥T (see
Sec. 4.1). Two tuning parameters �, µ 2 [0, 1] are used to
control the degree of guidance from mention correlation in
GM and the degree of supervision from Y0, respectively.

To derive the exact type of each candidate entity mention,
we impose the 0-1 integer constraint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and
Y1 = 1. To model clustering, we further require the cluster
membership matrices {U(v)}, the type indicator matrices of

the derived clusters {V(v)} and the consensus matrix U

⇤ to
be non-negative. With the definition of O, we define the
joint optimization problem as follows.

min Y,C,PL,PR,U⇤

{U(v),V(v), �(v)}
O

↵,�,µ

s.t. Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T

,Y1 = 1; (6)

U(v) � 0, V(v) � 0, 80  v  d; U⇤ � 0;
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= 1,

where
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= 1 is used for avoiding trivial solution,

i.e., solution which completely favors a certain view.

4.4 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (6) is mix-integer pro-

gramming and thus is NP-hard. We propose a two-step ap-
proximate solution: first solve the real-valued relaxation of
Eq. (6) which is a non-convex problem with Y 2 RM⇥T ; then
impose back the constraints to predict the exact type of each
candidate mention m

i

2 M
U

by type (m
i

) = argmax Y
i

.
Directly solving the real-valued relaxation of Eq. (6) is

not easy because it is non-convex. We develop an alternat-
ing minimization algorithm to optimize the problem with
respect to each variable alternatively, which accomplishes

two tasks iteratively: type propagation on the heterogeneous
graph, and multi-view clustering of relation phrases.
First, to learn the type indicators of candidate entity men-

tions, we take derivative on O with respect to Y while fixing
other variables. As links only exist between entity mentions
sharing the same surface name in WM, we can e�ciently
estimate Y with respect to each entity name c 2 C. Let
Y

(c) and S

(c)
M denote the sub-matrices of Y and SM, which

correspond to the candidate entity mentions with the name
c, respectively. We have the update rule for Y

(c) as follows:
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the candidate mentions with name c, respectively. It can be
shown that [(1+�+µ)I
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M ] is positive definite given µ > 0

and thus is invertible. Eq. (7) can be e�ciently computed
since the average number of mentions of an entity name
is small (e.g., < 10 in our experiments). One can further
parallelize this step to reduce the computational time.
Second, to learn the type indicators of entity names and

the type signatures of relation phrases, we take derivative on
O with respect to C, P

L

and P

R

while fixing other variables,
leading to the following closed-form update rules.
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Finally, to perform multi-view clustering, we first optimize

Eq. (2) with respect to {U(v),V(v)} while fixing other vari-
ables, and then update U

⇤ and {�(v)} by fixing {U(v),V(v)}
and other variables, which follows the procedure in [17].
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in order to preserve the non-negativity of {U(v)}.
The proposed algorithm optimizes {U(v),V(v)} for each

view v, by iterating between Eqs. (9) and (10) until the
following reconstruction error converges.
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which applies Hypothesis 4 to incorporate multiple similarity
measures to cluster relation phrases. As in [17], we normal-
ize {U(v)} to the same scale (i.e., kU(v)
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so that they are comparable under the same consensus ma-
trix. A tuning parameter ↵ 2 [0, 1] is used to control the de-
gree of consistency between the cluster membership of each
view and the consensus matrix. {�(v)} are used to weight
the information among di↵erent views, which will be auto-
matically estimated. As the first part of Eq. (4) enforces
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⇤ and the second part of Eq. (4) imposes
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any two relation phrases, which captures Hypothesis 3.

The last term ⌦
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in Eq. (2) models the type indicator
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and the supervision from seed mentions.
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In the first part of Eq. (5), the type of each entity men-
tion candidate is modeled by a function f(·) based on the
the type indicator of its surface name as well as the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases. Di↵erent func-
tions can be used to combine the information from surface
names and relation phrases. In this study, we use an equal-
weight linear combination, i.e., f(X1,X2,X3) = X1+X2+X3.
The second part follows Hypothesis 2 to model the mention-
mention correlation by graph regularization, which ensures
the consistency between the type indicators of two candi-
date mentions if they are highly correlated. The third part
enforces the estimated Y to be similar to the initial labels
from seed mentions, denoted by a matrix Y0 2 RM⇥T (see
Sec. 4.1). Two tuning parameters �, µ 2 [0, 1] are used to
control the degree of guidance from mention correlation in
GM and the degree of supervision from Y0, respectively.

To derive the exact type of each candidate entity mention,
we impose the 0-1 integer constraint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and
Y1 = 1. To model clustering, we further require the cluster
membership matrices {U(v)}, the type indicator matrices of

the derived clusters {V(v)} and the consensus matrix U

⇤ to
be non-negative. With the definition of O, we define the
joint optimization problem as follows.
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i.e., solution which completely favors a certain view.

4.4 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (6) is mix-integer pro-

gramming and thus is NP-hard. We propose a two-step ap-
proximate solution: first solve the real-valued relaxation of
Eq. (6) which is a non-convex problem with Y 2 RM⇥T ; then
impose back the constraints to predict the exact type of each
candidate mention m
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.
Directly solving the real-valued relaxation of Eq. (6) is

not easy because it is non-convex. We develop an alternat-
ing minimization algorithm to optimize the problem with
respect to each variable alternatively, which accomplishes

two tasks iteratively: type propagation on the heterogeneous
graph, and multi-view clustering of relation phrases.
First, to learn the type indicators of candidate entity men-

tions, we take derivative on O with respect to Y while fixing
other variables. As links only exist between entity mentions
sharing the same surface name in WM, we can e�ciently
estimate Y with respect to each entity name c 2 C. Let
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(c) and S
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Second, to learn the type indicators of entity names and
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and other variables, which follows the procedure in [17].
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In the first part of Eq. (5), the type of each entity men-
tion candidate is modeled by a function f(·) based on the
the type indicator of its surface name as well as the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases. Di↵erent func-
tions can be used to combine the information from surface
names and relation phrases. In this study, we use an equal-
weight linear combination, i.e., f(X1,X2,X3) = X1+X2+X3.
The second part follows Hypothesis 2 to model the mention-
mention correlation by graph regularization, which ensures
the consistency between the type indicators of two candi-
date mentions if they are highly correlated. The third part
enforces the estimated Y to be similar to the initial labels
from seed mentions, denoted by a matrix Y0 2 RM⇥T (see
Sec. 4.1). Two tuning parameters �, µ 2 [0, 1] are used to
control the degree of guidance from mention correlation in
GM and the degree of supervision from Y0, respectively.

To derive the exact type of each candidate entity mention,
we impose the 0-1 integer constraint Y 2 {0, 1}M⇥T and
Y1 = 1. To model clustering, we further require the cluster
membership matrices {U(v)}, the type indicator matrices of

the derived clusters {V(v)} and the consensus matrix U

⇤ to
be non-negative. With the definition of O, we define the
joint optimization problem as follows.
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4.4 The ClusType Algorithm
The optimization problem in Eq. (6) is mix-integer pro-

gramming and thus is NP-hard. We propose a two-step ap-
proximate solution: first solve the real-valued relaxation of
Eq. (6) which is a non-convex problem with Y 2 RM⇥T ; then
impose back the constraints to predict the exact type of each
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Directly solving the real-valued relaxation of Eq. (6) is

not easy because it is non-convex. We develop an alternat-
ing minimization algorithm to optimize the problem with
respect to each variable alternatively, which accomplishes

two tasks iteratively: type propagation on the heterogeneous
graph, and multi-view clustering of relation phrases.
First, to learn the type indicators of candidate entity men-

tions, we take derivative on O with respect to Y while fixing
other variables. As links only exist between entity mentions
sharing the same surface name in WM, we can e�ciently
estimate Y with respect to each entity name c 2 C. Let
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and thus is invertible. Eq. (7) can be e�ciently computed
since the average number of mentions of an entity name
is small (e.g., < 10 in our experiments). One can further
parallelize this step to reduce the computational time.
Second, to learn the type indicators of entity names and
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and other variables, which follows the procedure in [17].
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Algorithm 1 The ClusType algorithm

Input: biadjacency matrices {⇧C ,⇧L

,⇧
R

,W
L

,W
R

,WM},
clustering features {F

s

,F
c

}, seed labels Y0, number of clusters
K, parameters {↵, �, µ}
1: Initialize {Y,C,P

L

,P
R

} with {Y0,⇧T

C Y0,⇧T

L

Y0,⇧T

R

Y0},
{U(v),V(v),�(v)} and U

⇤ with positive values.
2: repeat

3: Update candidate mention type indicator Y by Eq. (7)
4: Update entity name type indicator C and relation phrase

type signature {P
L

,P
R

} by Eq. (8)
5: for v = 0 to 3 do

6: repeat

7: Update V

(v) with Eq. (9)

8: Normalize U

(v) = U

(v)
Q

(v), V(v) = V

(v)
Q

(v)�1

9: Update U

(v) by Eq. (10)
10: until Eq. (11) converges
11: end for

12: Update consensus matrix U

⇤ and relative feature weights
{�(v)} using Eq. (12)

13: until the objective O in Eq. (6) converges
14: Predict the type of m

i

2 M
U

by type(m
i

) = argmax Y
i

.

With optimized {U(v),V(v)}, we update U

⇤ and {�(v)} by
taking the derivative on O with respect to each of them
while fixing all other variables. This leads to the closed-
form update rules as follows:

U

⇤ =

P
d

v=0 �
(v)

U

(v)
Q

(v)

P
d

v=0 �
(v)

; �(v) = � log
⇣ �(v)
P

d

i=0 �
(i)

⌘
. (12)

Algorithm 1 summarizes our algorithm. For convergence
analysis, ClusType applies block coordinate descent on the
real-valued relaxation of Eq. (6). The proof procedure in [33]
(not included for lack of space) can be adopted to prove
convergence for ClusType (to the local minimum).

4.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
Given a corpus D with ND words, the time complexity for

our candidate generation and generation of {⇧C ,⇧L

,⇧
R

,F
s

,F
c

}
is O(ND). For construction of the heterogeneous graph G,
the costs for computing GC,P and GM are O(nl) and O(MMCdC),
respectively, where MC denotes average number of mentions
each name has and dC denotes average size of feature di-
mensions (MC < 10, dC < 5000 in our experiments). It takes
O(MT ) and O(MM2

C + l2) time to initialize all the variables
and pre-compute the constants in update rules, respectively.
We then study the computational complexity of ClusType

in Algorithm 1 with the pre-computed matrices. In each it-
eration of the outer loop, ClusType costs O(MMCT ) to up-
date Y, O(nlT ) to update C and O�

nT (K + l)
�
to update

{P
L

,P
R

}. The cost for inner loop is O�
t
in

lK(T + n
s

+ n
c

)
�

supposing it stops after t
in

iterations (t
in

< 100 in our exper-
iments). Update of U⇤ and {�(v)} takes O(lK) time. Overall,
the computational complexity of ClusType is O�

t
out

nlT +

t
out

t
in

lK(T + n
s

+ n
c

)
�
, supposing that the outer loop stops

in t
out

iterations (t
out

< 10 in our experiments).

5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Data Preparation
Our experiments use three real-world datasets3: (1)NYT:

constructed by crawling 2013 news articles from New York
Times. The dataset contains 118,664 articles (57M tokens

3Our code and datasets used in this paper can be downloaded at:
http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~xren7/clustype.zip.

Table 3: Statistics of the heterogeneous graphs.

Data sets NYT Yelp Tweet

#Entity mention candidates (M) 4.88M 1.32M 703k
#Entity surface names (n) 832k 195k 67k
#Relation phrases (l) 743k 271k 57k
#Links 29.32M 8.64M 3.59M
Avg#mentions per string name 5.86 6.78 10.56

Table 4: Target type sets T for the datasets.
NYT person, organization, location, time event
Yelp food, time event, job title, location, organization
Tweet time event, business consumer product, person, loca-

tion, organization, business job title, time year of day

and 480k unique words) covering various topics such as Pol-
itics, Business and Sports; (2) Yelp: We collected 230,610
reviews (25M tokens and 418k unique words) from the 2014
Yelp dataset challenge; and (3) Tweet: We randomly se-
lected 10,000 users in Twitter and crawled at most 100
tweets for each user in May 2011. This yields a collection of
302,875 tweets (4.2M tokens and 157k unique words).

1. Heterogeneous Graphs. We first performed lemmatiza-
tion on the tokens using NLTK WordNet Lemmatizer4 to re-
duce variant forms of words (e.g., eat, ate, eating) into their
lemma form (e.g., eat), and then applied Stanford POS tag-
ger [32] on the corpus. In candidate generation (see Sec. 3.1),
we set maximal pattern length as 5, minimum support as 30
and significance threshold as 2, to extract candidate entity
mentions and relation phrases from the corpus. We then
followed the introduction in Sec. 3 to construct the hetero-
geneous graph for each dataset. We used 5-nearest neighbor
graphs when constructing the mention correlation subgraph.
Table 3 summarizes the statistics of the constructed hetero-
geneous graphs for all three datasets.

2. Clustering Feature Generation. Following the procedure
introduced in Sec. 4.2, we used a text window of 10 words
to extract the context features for each relation phrase (5
words on the left and the right of a relation phrase), where
stop-words are removed. We obtained 56k string terms (n

s

)
and 129k context terms (n

c

) for the NYT dataset, 58k string
terms and 37k context terms for the Yelp dataset and 18k
string terms and 38k context terms for the Tweet dataset,
respectively all unique term counts. Each row of the feature
matrices were then normalized by its `-2 norm.

3. Seed and Evaluation Sets. For evaluation purposes, we
selected entity types which are popular in the dataset from
Freebase, to construct the target type set T . Table 4 shows
the target types used in the three datasets. To generate
the set of seed mentions M

L

, we followed the process intro-
duced in Sec. 4.1 by setting the confidence score threshold
as ⌘ = 0.8. To generate the evaluation sets, we randomly
selected a subset of documents from each dataset and anno-
tated them using the target type set T (each entity mention
is tagged by one type). 1k documents are annotated for the
NYT dataset (25,451 annotated mentions). 2.5k reviews are
annotated for the Yelp dataset (21,252 annotated mentions).
3k tweets are annotated for the Tweet dataset (5,192 anno-
tated mentions). We removed the mentions from the seed
mention sets if they were in the evaluation sets.

5.2 Experimental Settings
In our testing of ClusType and its variants, we set the

number of clusters K = {4000, 1500, 300} for NYT, Yelp and
Tweet datasets, respectively, based on the analyses in Sec. 5.3.

4
http://www.nltk.org/

Update type indicators and type signatures

For each view, performs single-‐view NMF until converges

The ClusType algorithm:

Update consensus matrix and relative weights of different views

Until the objective converges
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ClusType: Experiment Setting
q Datasets: 2013 New York Times news (~110k docs) [event, PER, LOC, ORG]; Yelp

Reviews (~230k) [Food, Job, …]; 2011 Tweets (~300k) [event, product, PER, LOC, …]
q Seed mention sets: < 7% extracted mentions are mapped to Freebase entities
q Evaluation sets: manually annotate mentions of target types for subsets of the corpora
q Evaluation metrics: Follows named entity recognition evaluation (Precision, Recall, F1)
q Compared methods
q Pattern: Stanford pattern-‐based learning;	  SemTagger:bootstrapping method which

trains contextual classifier based on seed mentions;	  FIGER: distantly-‐supervised
sequence labeling method trained on Wiki corpus; NNPLB: label propagation using
ReVerb assertion and seed mention; APOLLO:mention-‐level label propagation using
Wiki concepts and KB entities;

q ClusType-‐NoWm: ignore mention correlation; ClusType-‐NoClus: conducts only type
propagation; ClusType-‐TwpStep: first performs hard clustering then type
propagation
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Comparing ClusType with Other Methods

q vs. FIGER: Effectiveness of our candidate generation and type propagation
q vs. NNPLB and APOLLO: ClusType utilizes not only semantic-‐rich relation phrase as type

cues, but also cluster synonymous relation phrases to tackle context sparsity
q vs. our	  own	  variants: (i) models mention correlation for name disambiguation; and	  (ii)

integrates clustering in a mutually enhancing way

Table 5: Performance comparisons on three datasets in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 score.
Data sets NYT Yelp Tweet
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Pattern [9] 0.4576 0.2247 0.3014 0.3790 0.1354 0.1996 0.2107 0.2368 0.2230
FIGER [16] 0.8668 0.8964 0.8814 0.5010 0.1237 0.1983 0.7354 0.1951 0.3084

SemTagger [12] 0.8667 0.2658 0.4069 0.3769 0.2440 0.2963 0.4225 0.1632 0.2355
APOLLO [29] 0.9257 0.6972 0.7954 0.3534 0.2366 0.2834 0.1471 0.2635 0.1883
NNPLB [15] 0.7487 0.5538 0.6367 0.4248 0.6397 0.5106 0.3327 0.1951 0.2459

ClusType-NoClus 0.9130 0.8685 0.8902 0.7629 0.7581 0.7605 0.3466 0.4920 0.4067
ClusType-NoWm 0.9244 0.9015 0.9128 0.7812 0.7634 0.7722 0.3539 0.5434 0.4286
ClusType-TwoStep 0.9257 0.9033 0.9143 0.8025 0.7629 0.7821 0.3748 0.5230 0.4367

ClusType 0.9550 0.9243 0.9394 0.8333 0.7849 0.8084 0.3956 0.5230 0.4505

We set {↵, �, µ} = {0.4, 0.7, 0.5} by five-fold cross validation
on the seed mention sets. For convergence criterion, we stop
the outer (inner) loop in Algorithm 1 if the relative change
of O �

reconstruction error in Eq. (11)
�
is smaller than 10�4.

Compared Methods: We compared the proposed method
(ClusType) with its variants which only model part of the
proposed hypotheses. Several state-of-the-art entity recogni-
tion approaches were also implemented (or tested using their
published codes): (1) Stanford NER [6]: a CRF classifier
trained on classic corpora for several major entity types; (2)
Pattern [9]: a state-of-the-art pattern-based bootstrapping
method which uses the seed mention sets M

L

; (3) SemTag-
ger [12]: a bootstrapping method which trains contextual
classifiers using the seed mention set M

L

in a self-training
manner; (4) FIGER [16]: FIGER trains sequence labeling
models using automatically annotated Wikipeida corpora;
(5) NNPLB [15]: It uses ReVerb assertions [4] to construct
graphs and performs entity name-level label propagation;
and (6) APOLLO [29]: APOLLO constructs heterogeneous
graphs on entity mentions, Wikipedia concepts and KB en-
tities, and then performs label propagation.
All compared methods were first tuned on our seed men-

tion sets using five-fold cross validation. For ClusType, be-
sides the proposed full-fledged model, ClusType, we com-
pare (1)ClusType-NoWm: This variant does not consider
mention correlation subgraph, i.e., set � = 0 in ClusType;
(2) ClusType-NoClus: It performs only type propagation
on the heterogeneous graph, i.e., Eq. (4) is removed from O;
and (3) ClusType-TwoStep: It first conducts multi-view
clustering to assign each relation phrase to a single cluster,
and then performs ClusType-NoClus between entity names,
candidate entity mentions and relation phrase clusters.

Evaluation Metrics: We use F1 score computed from Pre-
cision and Recall to evaluate the entity recognition per-
formance. We denote the #system-recognized entity men-
tions as Z and the # ground truth annotated mentions in
the evaluation set as A. Precision is calculated by Prec =P

m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|Z| and Recall is calculated by Rec =P
m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|A|. Here, t
m

and t0
m

denote the true
type and the predicted type for m, respectively. Function
!(·) returns 1 if the predicted type is correct and 0 oth-
erwise. Only mentions which have correct boundaries and
predicted types are considered correct. For cross validation
on the seed mention sets, we use classification accuracy to
evaluate the performance.

5.3 Experiments and Performance Study
1. Comparing ClusType with the other methods on entity
recognition. Table 5 summarizes the comparison results on
the three datasets. Overall, ClusType and its three vari-
ants outperform others on all metrics on NYT and Yelp and
achieve superior Recall and F1 scores on Tweet. In particu-
lar, ClusType obtains a 46.08% improvement in F1 score and
168% improvement in Recall compared to the best baseline
FIGER on the Tweet dataset and improves F1 by 48.94%
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Figure 6: Performance breakdown by types.

compared to the best baseline, NNPLB, on the Yelp dataset.
FIGER utilizes a rich set of linguistic features to train se-

quence labeling models but su↵ers from low recall moving
from a general domain (e.g., NYT) to a noisy new domain
(e.g., Tweet) where feature generation is not guaranteed to
work well (e.g., 65% drop in F1 score). Superior performance
of ClusType demonstrates the e↵ectiveness of our candidate
generation and of the proposed hypotheses on type propa-
gation over domain-specific corpora. NNPLB also utilizes
textual relation for type propagation, but it does not con-
sider entity surface name ambiguity. APOLLO propagates
type information between entity mentions but encounters se-
vere context sparsity issue when using Wikipedia concepts.
ClusType obtains superior performance because it not only
uses semantic-rich relation phrases as type cues for each
entity mention, but also clusters the synonymous relation
phrases to tackle the context sparsity issues.

2. Comparing ClusType with its variants. Comparing with
ClusType-NoClus and ClusType-TwoStep, ClusType gains
performance from integrating relation phrase clustering with
type propagation in a mutually enhancing way. It always
outperforms ClusType-NoWm on Precision and F1 on all
three datasets. The enhancement mainly comes from model-
ing the mention correlation links, which helps disambiguate
entity mentions sharing the same surface names.

3. Comparing on di↵erent entity types. Fig. 6 shows the
performance on di↵erent types on Yelp and Tweet. ClusType
outperforms all the others on each type. It obtains larger
gain on organization and person, which have more entities
with ambiguous surface names. This indicates that model-
ing types on entity mention level is critical for name disam-
biguation. Superior performance on product and food mainly
comes from the domain independence of our method because
both NNPLB and SemTagger require sophisticated linguis-
tic feature generation which is hard to adapt to new types.

4. Comparing with trained NER. Table 6 compares ours
with a traditional NER method, Stanford NER, trained us-
ing classic corpora like ACE corpus, on three major types—
person, location and organization. ClusType and its vari-
ants outperform Stanford NER on the corpora which are
dynamic (e.g., NYT) or domain-specific (e.g., Yelp). On the
Tweet dataset, ClusType has lower Precision but achieves
a 63.59% improvement in Recall and 7.62% improvement in
F1 score. The superior Recall of ClusType mainly comes
from the domain-independent candidate generation.

Performance	  comparison	  on	  three	  datasets	  in	  terms	  of	  Precision,	  Recall	  and	  F1	  score
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Comparing on Different Entity Types

Table 5: Performance comparisons on three datasets in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 score.
Data sets NYT Yelp Tweet
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Pattern [9] 0.4576 0.2247 0.3014 0.3790 0.1354 0.1996 0.2107 0.2368 0.2230
FIGER [16] 0.8668 0.8964 0.8814 0.5010 0.1237 0.1983 0.7354 0.1951 0.3084

SemTagger [12] 0.8667 0.2658 0.4069 0.3769 0.2440 0.2963 0.4225 0.1632 0.2355
APOLLO [29] 0.9257 0.6972 0.7954 0.3534 0.2366 0.2834 0.1471 0.2635 0.1883
NNPLB [15] 0.7487 0.5538 0.6367 0.4248 0.6397 0.5106 0.3327 0.1951 0.2459

ClusType-NoClus 0.9130 0.8685 0.8902 0.7629 0.7581 0.7605 0.3466 0.4920 0.4067
ClusType-NoWm 0.9244 0.9015 0.9128 0.7812 0.7634 0.7722 0.3539 0.5434 0.4286
ClusType-TwoStep 0.9257 0.9033 0.9143 0.8025 0.7629 0.7821 0.3748 0.5230 0.4367

ClusType 0.9550 0.9243 0.9394 0.8333 0.7849 0.8084 0.3956 0.5230 0.4505

We set {↵, �, µ} = {0.4, 0.7, 0.5} by five-fold cross validation
on the seed mention sets. For convergence criterion, we stop
the outer (inner) loop in Algorithm 1 if the relative change
of O �

reconstruction error in Eq. (11)
�
is smaller than 10�4.

Compared Methods: We compared the proposed method
(ClusType) with its variants which only model part of the
proposed hypotheses. Several state-of-the-art entity recogni-
tion approaches were also implemented (or tested using their
published codes): (1) Stanford NER [6]: a CRF classifier
trained on classic corpora for several major entity types; (2)
Pattern [9]: a state-of-the-art pattern-based bootstrapping
method which uses the seed mention sets M

L

; (3) SemTag-
ger [12]: a bootstrapping method which trains contextual
classifiers using the seed mention set M

L

in a self-training
manner; (4) FIGER [16]: FIGER trains sequence labeling
models using automatically annotated Wikipeida corpora;
(5) NNPLB [15]: It uses ReVerb assertions [4] to construct
graphs and performs entity name-level label propagation;
and (6) APOLLO [29]: APOLLO constructs heterogeneous
graphs on entity mentions, Wikipedia concepts and KB en-
tities, and then performs label propagation.
All compared methods were first tuned on our seed men-

tion sets using five-fold cross validation. For ClusType, be-
sides the proposed full-fledged model, ClusType, we com-
pare (1)ClusType-NoWm: This variant does not consider
mention correlation subgraph, i.e., set � = 0 in ClusType;
(2) ClusType-NoClus: It performs only type propagation
on the heterogeneous graph, i.e., Eq. (4) is removed from O;
and (3) ClusType-TwoStep: It first conducts multi-view
clustering to assign each relation phrase to a single cluster,
and then performs ClusType-NoClus between entity names,
candidate entity mentions and relation phrase clusters.

Evaluation Metrics: We use F1 score computed from Pre-
cision and Recall to evaluate the entity recognition per-
formance. We denote the #system-recognized entity men-
tions as Z and the # ground truth annotated mentions in
the evaluation set as A. Precision is calculated by Prec =P

m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|Z| and Recall is calculated by Rec =P
m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|A|. Here, t
m

and t0
m

denote the true
type and the predicted type for m, respectively. Function
!(·) returns 1 if the predicted type is correct and 0 oth-
erwise. Only mentions which have correct boundaries and
predicted types are considered correct. For cross validation
on the seed mention sets, we use classification accuracy to
evaluate the performance.

5.3 Experiments and Performance Study
1. Comparing ClusType with the other methods on entity
recognition. Table 5 summarizes the comparison results on
the three datasets. Overall, ClusType and its three vari-
ants outperform others on all metrics on NYT and Yelp and
achieve superior Recall and F1 scores on Tweet. In particu-
lar, ClusType obtains a 46.08% improvement in F1 score and
168% improvement in Recall compared to the best baseline
FIGER on the Tweet dataset and improves F1 by 48.94%
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Figure 6: Performance breakdown by types.

compared to the best baseline, NNPLB, on the Yelp dataset.
FIGER utilizes a rich set of linguistic features to train se-

quence labeling models but su↵ers from low recall moving
from a general domain (e.g., NYT) to a noisy new domain
(e.g., Tweet) where feature generation is not guaranteed to
work well (e.g., 65% drop in F1 score). Superior performance
of ClusType demonstrates the e↵ectiveness of our candidate
generation and of the proposed hypotheses on type propa-
gation over domain-specific corpora. NNPLB also utilizes
textual relation for type propagation, but it does not con-
sider entity surface name ambiguity. APOLLO propagates
type information between entity mentions but encounters se-
vere context sparsity issue when using Wikipedia concepts.
ClusType obtains superior performance because it not only
uses semantic-rich relation phrases as type cues for each
entity mention, but also clusters the synonymous relation
phrases to tackle the context sparsity issues.

2. Comparing ClusType with its variants. Comparing with
ClusType-NoClus and ClusType-TwoStep, ClusType gains
performance from integrating relation phrase clustering with
type propagation in a mutually enhancing way. It always
outperforms ClusType-NoWm on Precision and F1 on all
three datasets. The enhancement mainly comes from model-
ing the mention correlation links, which helps disambiguate
entity mentions sharing the same surface names.

3. Comparing on di↵erent entity types. Fig. 6 shows the
performance on di↵erent types on Yelp and Tweet. ClusType
outperforms all the others on each type. It obtains larger
gain on organization and person, which have more entities
with ambiguous surface names. This indicates that model-
ing types on entity mention level is critical for name disam-
biguation. Superior performance on product and food mainly
comes from the domain independence of our method because
both NNPLB and SemTagger require sophisticated linguis-
tic feature generation which is hard to adapt to new types.

4. Comparing with trained NER. Table 6 compares ours
with a traditional NER method, Stanford NER, trained us-
ing classic corpora like ACE corpus, on three major types—
person, location and organization. ClusType and its vari-
ants outperform Stanford NER on the corpora which are
dynamic (e.g., NYT) or domain-specific (e.g., Yelp). On the
Tweet dataset, ClusType has lower Precision but achieves
a 63.59% improvement in Recall and 7.62% improvement in
F1 score. The superior Recall of ClusType mainly comes
from the domain-independent candidate generation.

Obtains	  larger	  gain	  on	  organization and	  
person (more	  entities	  with	  ambiguous	  
surface	  names)

Modeling	  types	  on	  entity	  mention	  level	  
is	  critical	  for	  name	  disambiguation

Superior	  performance	   on	  product	  and	  food	  mainly	  
comes	  from	  the	  domain	  independence	   of	  our	  method	  

Both	  NNPLB	  and	  SemTagger require	  sophisticated	   linguistic	  

feature	   generation	  which	  is	  hard	  to	  adapt	  to	  new	  types
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Comparing on Trained NER System
q Compare with Stanford NER,which is trained on general-‐domain corpora including

ACE corpus and MUC corpus, on three types: PER, LOC, ORG

Table 6: F1 score comparison with trained NER.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER [6] 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383
ClusType-NoClus 0.9031 0.4522 0.4167

ClusType 0.9419 0.5943 0.4717
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Figure 7: Performance changes in F1 score with
#clusters, #seeds and corpus size on Tweets.

5. Testing on sensitivity over the number of relation phrase
clusters, K. Fig. 7(a), ClusType was less sensitive to K com-
pared with its variants. We found on the Tweet dataset,
ClusType achieved the best performance when K=300 while
its variants peaked at K=500, which indicates that better
performance can be achieved with fewer clusters if type prop-
agation is integrated with clustering in a mutually enhancing
way. On the NYT and the Yelp datasets (not shown here),
ClusType peaked at K=4000 and K=1500, respectively.

6. Testing on the size of seed mention set. Seed mentions
are used as labels (distant supervision) for typing other men-
tions. By randomly selecting a subset of seed mentions as
labeled data (sampling ratio from 0.1 to 1.0), Fig. 7(b) shows
ClusType and its variants are not very sensitive to the size
of seed mention set. Interestingly, using all the seed men-
tions does not lead to the best performance, likely caused
by the type ambiguity among the mentions.

7. Testing on the e↵ect of corpus size. Experimenting
on the same parameters for candidate generation and graph
construction, Fig. 7(c) shows the performance trend when
varying the sampling ratio (subset of documents randomly
sampled to form the input corpus). ClusType and its vari-
ants are not very sensitive to the changes of corpus size, but
NNPLB had over 17% drop in F1 score when sampling ratio
changed from 1.0 to 0.1 (while ClusType had only 5.5%).
In particular, they always outperform FIGER, which uses a
trained classifier and thus does not depend on corpus size.

5.4 Case Studies
1. Example output on two Yelp reviews. Table 7 shows the
output of ClusType, SemTagger and NNPLB on two Yelp
reviews: ClusType extracts more entity mention candidates
(e.g., “BBQ”, “ihop”) and predicts their types with better
accuracy (e.g., “baked beans”, “pulled pork sandwich”).

2. Testing on context sparsity. The type indicator of each
entity mention candidate is modeled in ClusType based on
the type indicator of its surface name and the type signa-
tures of its co-occurring relation phrases. To test the han-
dling of di↵erent relation phrase sparsity, two groups of 500
mentions are selected from Yelp: mentions in Group A co-
occur with frequent relation phrases (⇠4.6k occurrences in
the corpus) and those in Group B co-occur with sparse re-
lation phrases (⇠3.4 occurrences in the corpus). Fig. 8(a)
compares their F1 scores on the Tweet dataset. In general,
all methods obtained better performance when mentions co-
occurring with frequent relation phrases than with sparse
relation phrases. In particular, we found that ClusType and
its variants had comparable performance in Group A but
ClusType obtained superior performance in Group B. Also,
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Figure 8: Case studies on context sparsity and sur-
face name popularity on the Tweet dataset.

ClusType-TwoStep obtained larger performance gain over
ClusType-NoClus in Group B. This indicates that cluster-
ing relation phrases is critical for performance enhancement
when dealing with sparse relation phrases, as expected.

3. Testing on surface name popularity. We generated the
mentions in Group A with high frequency surface names
(⇠2.7k occurrences) and those in Group B with infrequent
surface names (⇠1.5). Fig. 8(b) shows the degraded perfor-
mance of all methods in both cases—likely due to ambigu-
ity in popular mentions and sparsity in infrequent mentions.
ClusType outperforms its variants in Group B, showing it
handles well mentions with insu�cient corpus statistics.

4. Example relation phrase clusters. Table 8 shows relation
phrases along with their corpus frequency from three exam-
ple relation phrase clusters for the NYT dataset (K = 4000).
We found that not only synonymous relation phrases, but
also both sparse and frequent relation phrases can be clus-
tered together e↵ectively (e.g., “want hire by” and “recruited
by”). This shows that ClusType can boost sparse relation
phrases with type information from the frequent relation
phrases with similar group memberships.

Table 8: Example relation phrase clusters and their
corpus frequency from the NYT dataset.
ID Relation phrase
1 recruited by (5.1k); employed by (3.4k); want hire by (264)
2 go against (2.4k); struggling so much against (54); run for

re-election against (112); campaigned against (1.3k)
3 looking at ways around (105); pitched around (1.9k); echo

around (844); present at (5.5k);

6. RELATED WORK
1. Entity Recognition: Existing work leverages various lev-
els of human supervision to recognize entities, from fully
annotated documents (supervised), seed entities (weakly su-
pervised), to knowledge bases (distantly supervised).
Traditional supervised methods [24, 21] use fully anno-

tated documents and di↵erent linguistic features to train
sequence labeling model. To obtain an e↵ective model, the
amount of labeled data is significant [24], despite of semi-
supervised sequence labeling [25].
Weakly-supervised methods utilize a small set of typed

entities as seeds and extract more entities of target types,
which can largely reduce the amount of required labeled
data. Pattern-based bootstrapping [9, 30] derives patterns
from contexts of seed entities and uses them to incremen-
tally extract new entities and new patterns unrestricted by
specific domains, but often su↵ers low recall [14] and seman-
tic drift [16]. Iterative bootstrapping, such as probabilistic
method [23] and label propagation [14, 31] softly assign mul-
tiple types to an entity name and iteratively update its type
distribution, yet cannot decide the exact type for each entity
mention based on its local context.

q ClusType and its variants outperformStanford NER on both dynamic corpus (NYT)
and domain-‐specific corpus (Yelp)

q ClusType has lower precision but higher Recall and F1 score on Tweetà Superior
recall of ClusTypemainly come from domain-‐independentcandidategeneration

F1	  score	  comparison	  with	  trained	  NER

*	  J.	  R.	  Finkel,	  T.	  Grenager and	  C.	  Manning.	  Incorporating	  non-‐local	  information	  into	  
information	  extraction	  systems	  by	  Gibbs	  sampling.	  In	  ACL’05.

*
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Example Output and Relation Phrase Clusters

q Extracts more mentions and predicts types with higher accuracy

Table 7: Example output of ClusType and the compared methods on the Yelp dataset.
ClusType SemTagger NNPLB

The best BBQ:Food I’ve tasted in
Phoenix:LOC ! I had the [pulled pork
sandwich]:Food with coleslaw:Food and
[baked beans]:Food for lunch. ...

The best BBQ I’ve tasted in Phoenix:LOC !
I had the pulled [pork sandwich]:LOC with
coleslaw:Food and [baked beans]:LOC for
lunch. ...

The best BBQ:Loc I’ve tasted in
Phoenix:LOC ! I had the pulled pork
sandwich:Food with coleslaw and baked
beans:Food for lunch:Food. ...

I only go to ihop:LOC for pancakes:Food
because I don’t really like anything else on
the menu. Ordered [chocolate chip pan-
cakes]:Food and a [hot chocolate]:Food.

I only go to ihop for pancakes because I don’t
really like anything else on the menu. Or-
dered [chocolate chip pancakes]:LOC and
a [hot chocolate]:LOC.

I only go to ihop for pancakes because I
don’t really like anything else on the menu.
Ordered chocolate chip pancakes and a hot
chocolate.

Distantly supervised methods [22, 15, 16] avoid expen-
sive human labels by leveraging type information of entity
mentions which are confidently mapped to entries in KBs.
Linked mentions are used to type those unlinkable ones in
di↵erent ways, including training a contextual classifier [22],
learning a sequence labeling model [16] and serving as labels
in graph-based semi-supervised learning [15].

Knowledge base population methods [29] study entity link-
ing and fine-grained categorization of unlinkable mentions in
a unified framework, which shares the similar idea of model-
ing each entity mention individually to resolve name ambi-
guity. Our work is also related to noun phrase chunking [27]
and keyphrase extraction [3] in terms of extracting noun
phrase or significant phrases from corpus, but we focus on
extracting candidate entity mentions and relation phrases
that satisfy POS constraints in a joint manner.

2. Open Relation Mining: Extracting textual relation be-
tween subjective and objective from text has been exten-
sively studied [4] and applied to entity typing [15]. Fader et
al. [4] utilize POS patterns to extract verb phrases between
detected noun phrases to form relation assertion. Schmitz et
al. [26] further extend the textual relation by leveraging de-
pendency tree patterns. These methods rely on linguistic
parsers that may not generalize across domains. They also
do not consider significance of the detected entity mentions
in the corpus (see comparison with NNPLB [15]).

There have been some studies on clustering and and canon-
icalizing synonymous relations generated by open informa-
tion extraction [7, 19]. These methods either ignore entity
type information when resolving relations, or assume types
of relation arguments are already given.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied distantly-supervised entity recognition

and proposed a novel relation phrase-based entity recog-
nition framework. A domain-agnostic phrase mining algo-
rithm is developed for generating candidate entity mentions
and relation phrases. By integrating relation phrase cluster-
ing with type propagation, the proposed method is e↵ective
in minimizing name ambiguity and context problems, and
thus predicts each mention’s type based on type distribution
of its string name and type signatures of its surrounding re-
lation phrases. We formulate a joint optimization problem
to learn object type indicators/signatures and cluster mem-
berships simultaneously. Our performance comparison and
case studies show a significant improvement over state-of-
the-art methods and demonstrate its e↵ectiveness.
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Table 6: F1 score comparison with trained NER.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER [6] 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383
ClusType-NoClus 0.9031 0.4522 0.4167

ClusType 0.9419 0.5943 0.4717
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Figure 7: Performance changes in F1 score with
#clusters, #seeds and corpus size on Tweets.

5. Testing on sensitivity over the number of relation phrase
clusters, K. Fig. 7(a), ClusType was less sensitive to K com-
pared with its variants. We found on the Tweet dataset,
ClusType achieved the best performance when K=300 while
its variants peaked at K=500, which indicates that better
performance can be achieved with fewer clusters if type prop-
agation is integrated with clustering in a mutually enhancing
way. On the NYT and the Yelp datasets (not shown here),
ClusType peaked at K=4000 and K=1500, respectively.

6. Testing on the size of seed mention set. Seed mentions
are used as labels (distant supervision) for typing other men-
tions. By randomly selecting a subset of seed mentions as
labeled data (sampling ratio from 0.1 to 1.0), Fig. 7(b) shows
ClusType and its variants are not very sensitive to the size
of seed mention set. Interestingly, using all the seed men-
tions does not lead to the best performance, likely caused
by the type ambiguity among the mentions.

7. Testing on the e↵ect of corpus size. Experimenting
on the same parameters for candidate generation and graph
construction, Fig. 7(c) shows the performance trend when
varying the sampling ratio (subset of documents randomly
sampled to form the input corpus). ClusType and its vari-
ants are not very sensitive to the changes of corpus size, but
NNPLB had over 17% drop in F1 score when sampling ratio
changed from 1.0 to 0.1 (while ClusType had only 5.5%).
In particular, they always outperform FIGER, which uses a
trained classifier and thus does not depend on corpus size.

5.4 Case Studies
1. Example output on two Yelp reviews. Table 7 shows the
output of ClusType, SemTagger and NNPLB on two Yelp
reviews: ClusType extracts more entity mention candidates
(e.g., “BBQ”, “ihop”) and predicts their types with better
accuracy (e.g., “baked beans”, “pulled pork sandwich”).

2. Testing on context sparsity. The type indicator of each
entity mention candidate is modeled in ClusType based on
the type indicator of its surface name and the type signa-
tures of its co-occurring relation phrases. To test the han-
dling of di↵erent relation phrase sparsity, two groups of 500
mentions are selected from Yelp: mentions in Group A co-
occur with frequent relation phrases (⇠4.6k occurrences in
the corpus) and those in Group B co-occur with sparse re-
lation phrases (⇠3.4 occurrences in the corpus). Fig. 8(a)
compares their F1 scores on the Tweet dataset. In general,
all methods obtained better performance when mentions co-
occurring with frequent relation phrases than with sparse
relation phrases. In particular, we found that ClusType and
its variants had comparable performance in Group A but
ClusType obtained superior performance in Group B. Also,
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Figure 8: Case studies on context sparsity and sur-
face name popularity on the Tweet dataset.

ClusType-TwoStep obtained larger performance gain over
ClusType-NoClus in Group B. This indicates that cluster-
ing relation phrases is critical for performance enhancement
when dealing with sparse relation phrases, as expected.

3. Testing on surface name popularity. We generated the
mentions in Group A with high frequency surface names
(⇠2.7k occurrences) and those in Group B with infrequent
surface names (⇠1.5). Fig. 8(b) shows the degraded perfor-
mance of all methods in both cases—likely due to ambigu-
ity in popular mentions and sparsity in infrequent mentions.
ClusType outperforms its variants in Group B, showing it
handles well mentions with insu�cient corpus statistics.

4. Example relation phrase clusters. Table 8 shows relation
phrases along with their corpus frequency from three exam-
ple relation phrase clusters for the NYT dataset (K = 4000).
We found that not only synonymous relation phrases, but
also both sparse and frequent relation phrases can be clus-
tered together e↵ectively (e.g., “want hire by” and “recruited
by”). This shows that ClusType can boost sparse relation
phrases with type information from the frequent relation
phrases with similar group memberships.

Table 8: Example relation phrase clusters and their
corpus frequency from the NYT dataset.
ID Relation phrase
1 recruited by (5.1k); employed by (3.4k); want hire by (264)
2 go against (2.4k); struggling so much against (54); run for

re-election against (112); campaigned against (1.3k)
3 looking at ways around (105); pitched around (1.9k); echo

around (844); present at (5.5k);

6. RELATED WORK
1. Entity Recognition: Existing work leverages various lev-
els of human supervision to recognize entities, from fully
annotated documents (supervised), seed entities (weakly su-
pervised), to knowledge bases (distantly supervised).
Traditional supervised methods [24, 21] use fully anno-

tated documents and di↵erent linguistic features to train
sequence labeling model. To obtain an e↵ective model, the
amount of labeled data is significant [24], despite of semi-
supervised sequence labeling [25].
Weakly-supervised methods utilize a small set of typed

entities as seeds and extract more entities of target types,
which can largely reduce the amount of required labeled
data. Pattern-based bootstrapping [9, 30] derives patterns
from contexts of seed entities and uses them to incremen-
tally extract new entities and new patterns unrestricted by
specific domains, but often su↵ers low recall [14] and seman-
tic drift [16]. Iterative bootstrapping, such as probabilistic
method [23] and label propagation [14, 31] softly assign mul-
tiple types to an entity name and iteratively update its type
distribution, yet cannot decide the exact type for each entity
mention based on its local context.

q Not only synonymousrelation
phrases, but also both sparse
and frequent relation phrase
can be clustered together

q à boosts sparse relation
phrases with type information
of frequent relation phrases

Example	  relation	  phrase	  clusters	  and	  corpus-‐wide	  
frequency	  from	  the	  NYT	  dataset	  

Example	  output	  of	  ClusType and	  the	  compared	  methods	  on	  the	  Yelp	  dataset
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Testing on Context Sparsity and Surface Name popularity

Table 6: F1 score comparison with trained NER.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER [6] 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383
ClusType-NoClus 0.9031 0.4522 0.4167

ClusType 0.9419 0.5943 0.4717
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Figure 7: Performance changes in F1 score with
#clusters, #seeds and corpus size on Tweets.

5. Testing on sensitivity over the number of relation phrase
clusters, K. Fig. 7(a), ClusType was less sensitive to K com-
pared with its variants. We found on the Tweet dataset,
ClusType achieved the best performance when K=300 while
its variants peaked at K=500, which indicates that better
performance can be achieved with fewer clusters if type prop-
agation is integrated with clustering in a mutually enhancing
way. On the NYT and the Yelp datasets (not shown here),
ClusType peaked at K=4000 and K=1500, respectively.

6. Testing on the size of seed mention set. Seed mentions
are used as labels (distant supervision) for typing other men-
tions. By randomly selecting a subset of seed mentions as
labeled data (sampling ratio from 0.1 to 1.0), Fig. 7(b) shows
ClusType and its variants are not very sensitive to the size
of seed mention set. Interestingly, using all the seed men-
tions does not lead to the best performance, likely caused
by the type ambiguity among the mentions.

7. Testing on the e↵ect of corpus size. Experimenting
on the same parameters for candidate generation and graph
construction, Fig. 7(c) shows the performance trend when
varying the sampling ratio (subset of documents randomly
sampled to form the input corpus). ClusType and its vari-
ants are not very sensitive to the changes of corpus size, but
NNPLB had over 17% drop in F1 score when sampling ratio
changed from 1.0 to 0.1 (while ClusType had only 5.5%).
In particular, they always outperform FIGER, which uses a
trained classifier and thus does not depend on corpus size.

5.4 Case Studies
1. Example output on two Yelp reviews. Table 7 shows the
output of ClusType, SemTagger and NNPLB on two Yelp
reviews: ClusType extracts more entity mention candidates
(e.g., “BBQ”, “ihop”) and predicts their types with better
accuracy (e.g., “baked beans”, “pulled pork sandwich”).

2. Testing on context sparsity. The type indicator of each
entity mention candidate is modeled in ClusType based on
the type indicator of its surface name and the type signa-
tures of its co-occurring relation phrases. To test the han-
dling of di↵erent relation phrase sparsity, two groups of 500
mentions are selected from Yelp: mentions in Group A co-
occur with frequent relation phrases (⇠4.6k occurrences in
the corpus) and those in Group B co-occur with sparse re-
lation phrases (⇠3.4 occurrences in the corpus). Fig. 8(a)
compares their F1 scores on the Tweet dataset. In general,
all methods obtained better performance when mentions co-
occurring with frequent relation phrases than with sparse
relation phrases. In particular, we found that ClusType and
its variants had comparable performance in Group A but
ClusType obtained superior performance in Group B. Also,
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Figure 8: Case studies on context sparsity and sur-
face name popularity on the Tweet dataset.

ClusType-TwoStep obtained larger performance gain over
ClusType-NoClus in Group B. This indicates that cluster-
ing relation phrases is critical for performance enhancement
when dealing with sparse relation phrases, as expected.

3. Testing on surface name popularity. We generated the
mentions in Group A with high frequency surface names
(⇠2.7k occurrences) and those in Group B with infrequent
surface names (⇠1.5). Fig. 8(b) shows the degraded perfor-
mance of all methods in both cases—likely due to ambigu-
ity in popular mentions and sparsity in infrequent mentions.
ClusType outperforms its variants in Group B, showing it
handles well mentions with insu�cient corpus statistics.

4. Example relation phrase clusters. Table 8 shows relation
phrases along with their corpus frequency from three exam-
ple relation phrase clusters for the NYT dataset (K = 4000).
We found that not only synonymous relation phrases, but
also both sparse and frequent relation phrases can be clus-
tered together e↵ectively (e.g., “want hire by” and “recruited
by”). This shows that ClusType can boost sparse relation
phrases with type information from the frequent relation
phrases with similar group memberships.

Table 8: Example relation phrase clusters and their
corpus frequency from the NYT dataset.
ID Relation phrase
1 recruited by (5.1k); employed by (3.4k); want hire by (264)
2 go against (2.4k); struggling so much against (54); run for

re-election against (112); campaigned against (1.3k)
3 looking at ways around (105); pitched around (1.9k); echo

around (844); present at (5.5k);

6. RELATED WORK
1. Entity Recognition: Existing work leverages various lev-
els of human supervision to recognize entities, from fully
annotated documents (supervised), seed entities (weakly su-
pervised), to knowledge bases (distantly supervised).
Traditional supervised methods [24, 21] use fully anno-

tated documents and di↵erent linguistic features to train
sequence labeling model. To obtain an e↵ective model, the
amount of labeled data is significant [24], despite of semi-
supervised sequence labeling [25].
Weakly-supervised methods utilize a small set of typed

entities as seeds and extract more entities of target types,
which can largely reduce the amount of required labeled
data. Pattern-based bootstrapping [9, 30] derives patterns
from contexts of seed entities and uses them to incremen-
tally extract new entities and new patterns unrestricted by
specific domains, but often su↵ers low recall [14] and seman-
tic drift [16]. Iterative bootstrapping, such as probabilistic
method [23] and label propagation [14, 31] softly assign mul-
tiple types to an entity name and iteratively update its type
distribution, yet cannot decide the exact type for each entity
mention based on its local context.

q Context sparsity:
q Group A:	  frequent relation phrases
q Group B:	  sparse relation phrases

q ClusType obtains superior performance over its variants on Group B
q à clustering relation phrase is critical for sparse relation phrases

q Surface name popularity:
q Group A: high frequency

surface name
q Group B: infrequent surface

name
q ClusType outperforms its

variants on Group B
q à Handles well mentions

with insufficientcorpus
statistics
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Conclusions and Future Work
q Study distantly-‐supervised entity recognition for domain-‐specific corpora and

propose a novel relation phrase-‐based framework
q A data-‐driven, domain-‐agnostic phrase mining algorithm for candidate entity

mentions and relation phrase generation
q Integrate relation phrase clusteringwith type propagationon heterogeneous

graphs, and solve it by a joint optimizationproblem.
Ongoing:
q Extend to role discovery for scientific conceptsà paper profiling (research/demo)
q Study of relation phrase clustering,	  such	  as
q joint entity/relation clustering
q synonymousrelation phrase canonicalization

q Study of joint entity and relation phrase extraction with phrase mining
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Ubiquitous Information Networks
q Graphs	  and	  substructures:	  Chemical	  compounds,	  visual	  objects,	  circuits,	  XML
q Biological	  networks
q Bibliographic	  networks:	  DBLP,	  ArXiv,	  PubMed,	  …
q Social	  networks:	  Facebook	  >100	  million	  active	  users
q World	  Wide	  Web	  (WWW):	  >	  3	  billion	  nodes,	  >	  50	  billion	  arcs
q Cyber-‐physical	  networks

Yeast  protein  
interaction  networkWorld-Wide Web Co-author  network Social  network  sites
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What Are Heterogeneous Information Networks?
q Information	  network:	  A	  network	  where	  each	  node	  represents	  an	  entity	  (e.g.,	  actor	  in	  a	  

social	  network)	  and	  each	  link	  (e.g.,	  tie)	  a	  relationship	  between	  entities
q Each	  node/link	  may	  have	  attributes,	  labels,	  and	  weights
q Link	  may	  carry	  rich	  semantic	  information

q Homogeneous	  vs.	  heterogeneous	  networks
q Homogeneous	  networks
q Single	  object	  type	  and	  single	  link	  type
q Single	  model	  social	  networks	  (e.g.,	  friends)
q WWW:	  A	  collection	  of	  linked	  Web	  pages

q Heterogeneous,	  multi-‐typed	  networks
q Multiple	  object	  and	  link	  types
q Medical	  network:	  Patients,	  doctors,	  diseases,	  contacts,	  treatments
q Bibliographic	  network:	  Publications,	  authors,	  venues	  (e.g.,	  DBLP	  >	  2	  million	  papers)
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Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Networks
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Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks
q Homogeneous	  networks	  can	  often	  be	  derived	  from	  their	  original	  

heterogeneous	  networks
q Ex.	  	  Coauthor	  networks	  can	  be	  derived	  from	  author-‐paper-‐conference	  

networks	  by	  projection	  on	  authors
q Paper	  citation	  networks	  can	  be	  derived	  from	  a	  complete	  bibliographic	  

network	  with	  papers	  and	  citations	  projected
q Heterogeneous	  networks	  carry	  richer	  information	  than	  their	  corresponding	  

projected	  homogeneous	  networks
q Typed	  heterogeneous	  network	  vs.	  non-‐typed	  heterogeneousnetwork	  (i.e.,	  

not	  distinguishing	  different	  types	  of	  nodes)
q Typed	  nodes	  and	  links	  imply	  more	  structures,	  leading	  to	  richer	  discovery

q Mining	  semi-‐structured heterogeneous	  information	  networks
q Clustering,	  ranking,	  classification,	  prediction,	  similarity	  search,	  etc.
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Examples of Heterogeneous Information Networks
q Bibliographic	  information	  networks:	  	  DBLP,	  ArXive,	  PubMed
q Entity	  types:	  paper	  (P),	  venue	  (V),	  author	   (A),	  and	  term	  (T)
q Relation	  type:	  authors	  write papers,	  venues	  publish papers,	  papers	  contain terms

q Twitter	  information	  network,	  and	  other	  social	  media	  network
q Objects	  types:	  user,	  tweet,	  hashtag,	  and	  term
q Relation/link	  types:	  users	  follow users,	  users	  post tweets,	  tweets	  reply tweets,	  

tweets	  use terms,	  tweets	  contain hashtags
q Flickr	  information	  network
q Object	  types:	  image,	  user,	  tag,	  group,	  and	  comment
q Relation	  types:	  users	  upload images,	  image	  contain tags,	  images	  belong	  to	  groups,	  

users	  post comments,	  and	  comments	  comment on	  images
q Healthcare	  information	  network
q Object	  types:	  doctor,	  patient,	  disease,	   treatment,	  and	  device
q Relation	  types:	  treatments	  used-‐for diseases,	  patients	  have diseases,	  patients	  visit

doctors
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Structures Facilitate Mining Heterogeneous Networks
q Network	  construction:	  generates	  structured	  networks	  from	  unstructured	  text	  data
q Each	  node:	  an	  entity;	  each	  link:	  a	  relationship	  between	  entities
q Each	  node/link	  may	  have	  attributes,	  labels,	  and	  weights
q Heterogeneous,	  multi-‐typed	  networks:	   e.g.,	  Medical	  network:	  Patients,	  doctors,	  

diseases,	  contacts,	  treatments

Venue Paper Author
DBLP	  Bibliographic	  Network The	  IMDB	  Movie	  Network

Actor
Movie

Director

Movie 
Studio

The	  Facebook	  Network
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What Can be Mined from Heterogeneous Networks?
q A	  homogeneous	  network	  can	  be	  derived	  from	  its	  “parent”	  heterogeneous	  network
q Ex.	  	  Coauthor	  networks	  from	  the	  original	  author-‐paper-‐conference	  networks

q Heterogeneous	  networks	  carry	  richer	  info.	  than	  the	  projected	  homogeneous	  networks
q Typed	  nodes	  &	  links	  imply	  more	  structures,	  leading	  to	  richer	  discovery
q Ex.:	  	  DBLP:	  	  A	  Computer	  Science	  bibliographic	  database	  (network)

Knowledge hidden	  in DBLP	  Network Mining	  Functions
Who	  are	  the	  leading researchers	  on	  Web	  search? Ranking
Who	  are the	  peer researchers	  of	   Jure	  Leskovec? Similarity	  Search
Whom will Christos	  Faloutsos collaborate	  with? Relationship	  Prediction
Which relationships are	  most	  influential for	  an	  author	  to	  decide	  her	  topics? Relation	  Strength	  Learning
How	  was	  the	  field	  of	  Data	  Mining	   emerged or	  evolving? Network Evolution
Which authors	  are	  rather	  different	  from	  his/her	  peers	  in	  IR? Outlier/anomaly	  detection
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Principles of Mining Heterogeneous Information Net
q Information	  propagation	  across	  heterogeneous	  nodes	  &	  links
q How	  to	  compute	  ranking	  scores,	  similarity	  scores,	  and	  clusters,	  and	  how	  to	  make	  

good	  use	  of	  class	  labels,	  across	  heterogeneous	  nodes	  and	  links
q Objects	  in	  the	  networks	  are	  interdependent	   and	  knowledge	  can	  only	  be	  mined	  

using	  the	  holistic	  information	  in	  a	  network
q Search	  and	  mining	  by	  exploring	  network	  meta	  structures
q Heter.	  info	  networks:	  	  semi-‐structured	  and	  typed
q Network	  schema:	  a	  meta	  structure,	  guidance	  of	  search	  and	  mining
q Meta-‐path	  based	  similarity	  search	  and	  mining	  

q User-‐guided	  exploration	  of	  information	  networks
q Automatically	  select	  the	  right	  relation	  (or	  meta-‐path)	  combinations	  with	  

appropriate	  weights	  for	  a	  particular	  search	  or	  mining	  task	  
q User-‐guided	  or	  feedback-‐based	  network	  exploration	  is	  a	  strategy
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Ranking-Based Clustering in Heterogeneous Networks

q Clustering	  and	  ranking:	  	  Two	  critical	  functions	  in	  data	  mining
q Clustering	  without	  ranking?	  	  Think	  about	  no	  PageRank	  dark	  time	  before	  Google
q Ranking	  will	  make	  more	  sense	  within	  a	  particular	  cluster
q Einstein	  in	  physics	  vs.	  Turing	  in	  computer	  science

q Why	  not	  integrate	  ranking	  with	  clustering	  &	  classification?	  
q High-‐ranked	  objects	  should	  be	  more	  important	  in	  a	  cluster	  than	  low-‐ranked	  ones
q Why	  treat	  every	  object	  the	  same	  weight	  in	  the	  same	  cluster?	  
q But	  how	  to	  get	  their	  weight?

q Integrate	  ranking	  with	  clustering/classification	  in	  the	  same	  process
q Ranking,	  as	  the	  feature,	  is	  conditional	  (i.e.,	  relative)	  to	  a	  specific	  cluster	  	  
q Ranking	  and	  clustering	  may	  mutually	  enhance	  each	  other
q Ranking-‐based	  clustering:	  RankClus [EDBT’09],	  NetClus [KDD’09]
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A Bi-Typed Network Model and Simple Ranking
q A	  bi-‐typed	  network	  model
q Let	  X	  represents	  type	  venue
q Y:	  Type	  author

q The	  DBLP	  network	  can	  be	  represented	  as	  matrix	  W
q Our	  task:	  Rank-‐based	  clustering	  of	  heterogeneous	  network	  W
q Simple	  Ranking
q Proportional	  to	  #	  of	  publications	  of	  an	  author	  and	  a	  venue
q Considers	  only	  immediate	  neighborhood in	  the	  network

But  what  about  an  author  publishing  many  papers  only  in  very  weak  venues?

A	  bi-‐typed	  network

XX XY

YX YY

W W
W

W W
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
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The RankClus Methodology

q Ranking	  as	  the	  feature of	  the	  cluster

q Ranking	  is	  conditional	  on	  a	  specific	  cluster

q E.g.,	  VLDB’s	  rank	  in	  Theory	  vs.	  its	  rank	  in	  the	  DB	  area

q The	  distributions	  of	  ranking	  scores	  over	  objects	  are	  different	  in	  each	  cluster	  

q Clustering	  and	  ranking	  are	  mutually	  enhanced

q Better	  clustering:	  Rank	  distributions	  for	  clusters	  are	  more	  distinguishing	  from	  
each	  other

q Better	  ranking:	  Better	  metric	  for	  objects	  is	  learned	  from	  the	  ranking

q Not	  every	  object	  should	  be	  treated	  equally	  in	  clustering!

q Y.	  Sun,	  et	  al.,	  “RankClus:	  Integrating	  Clustering	  with	  Ranking	  for	  Heterogeneous	  
Information	  Network	  Analysis”,	  EDBT'09
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Authority Ranking
q Methodology:	  	  Propagate the	  ranking	  scores	  in	  the	  network	  over	  different	  types
q Rule	  1:	  Highly	  ranked	  authors	  publish	  many	  papers	  in	  highly	  ranked	  venues

q Rule	  2:	  Highly	  ranked	  venues	  attract	  many	  papers	  from	  many	  highly	  ranked	  authors

q Rule	  3:	  The	  rank	  of	  an	  author	  is	  enhanced	  if	  he	  or	  she	  co-‐authors	  with	  many highly	  
ranked	  authors

q Other	  ranking	  functions	  are	  quite	  possible	  (e.g.,	  using	  domain	  knowledge)
q Ex.	  	  Journals	  may	  weight	  more	  than	  conferences	  in	  science
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Alternative Ranking Functions

q A	  ranking	  function	  is	  not	  only	  related	  to	  the	  link	  property,	  but	  also	  depends	  on	  
domain	  knowledge

q Ex:	  	  Journals	  may	  weight	  more	  than	  conferences	  in	  science
q Ranking	  functions	  can	  be	  defined	  on	  multi-‐typed	  networks
q Ex:	  PopRank takes	  into	  account	  the	  impact	  both	  from	  the	  same	  type	  of	  objects	  

and	  from	  the	  other	  types	  of	  objects,	  with	  different	  impact	  factors	  for	  different	  
types

q Use	  expert	  knowledge,	  for	  example,
q TrustRank semi-‐automatically	  separates	  reputable,	  good	  objects	  from	  spam	  ones
q Personalized	  PageRank	  uses	  expert	  ranking	  as	  query	  and	  generates	  rank	  

distributions	  w.r.t.	  such	  knowledge
q A	  research	  problem	  that	  needs	  systematic	  study
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The EM (Expectation Maximization) Algorithm

q The	  k-‐means	  algorithm	  has	  two	  steps	  at	  each	  iteration	  (in	  the	  E-‐M	  framework):	  
q Expectation	  Step (E-‐step):	  Given	  the	  current	  cluster	  centers,	  each	  object	  is	  

assigned	  to	  the	  cluster	  whose	  center	  is	  closest	  to	  the	  object:	  An	  object	  is	  expected	  
to	  belong	  to	  the	  closest	  cluster

q Maximization	  Step	  (M-‐step):	  Given	  the	  cluster	  assignment,	  for	  each	  cluster,	  the	  
algorithm	  adjusts	  the	  center so	  that	  the	  sum	  of	  distance from	  the	  objects	  assigned	  
to	  this	  cluster	  and	  the	  new	  center	  is	  minimized

q The	  (EM)	  algorithm: A	  framework	  to	  approach	  maximum	  likelihood	  or	  maximum	  a	  
posteriori	  estimates	  of	  parameters	  in	  statistical	  models.

q E-‐step	  assigns	  objects	  to	  clusters	  according	  to	  the	  current	  probabilistic	  clustering	  
or	  parameters	  of	  probabilistic	  clusters

q M-‐step	  finds	  the	  new	  clustering	  or	  parameters	  that	  minimize	  the	  sum	  of	  squared	  
error	  (SSE)	  or	  maximize	  the	  expected	  likelihood
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From Conditional Rank Distribution to E-M Framework
q Given	  a	  bi-‐typed	  bibliographic	  network,	  how	  can	  we	  use	  the	  conditional	  rank	  scores	  

to	  further	  improve	  the	  clustering	  results?	  
q Conditional	  rank	  distribution	  as	  cluster	  feature
q For	  each	  cluster	  Ck,	  the	  conditional	  rank	  scores,	  rX|CK and	  rY|CK,	  can	  be	  viewed	  as	  

conditional	  rank	  distributions	  of	  X	  and	  Y,	  which	  are	  the	  features	  for	  cluster	  Ck
q Cluster	  membership	  as	  object	  feature
q From	  p(k|oi)	  ∝ p(oi|k)p(k),	  the	  higher	  its	  conditional	  rank	  in	  a	  cluster	  (p(oi|k)),	  

the	  higher	  possibility	  an	  object	  will	  belong	  to	  that	  cluster	  (p(k|oi))
q Highly	  ranked	  attribute	  object	  has	  more	  impact	  on	  determining	  the	  cluster	  

membership	  of	  a	  target	  object
q Parameter	  estimation	  using	  the	  Expectation-‐Maximization	  algorithm
q E-‐step:	  Calculate	  the	  distribution	  p(z =	  k|yj,	  xi, Θ)	  based	  on	  the	  current	  value	  of	  Θ
q M-‐Step:	  Update	  Θ according	  to	  the	  current	  distribution
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RankClus: Integrating Clustering with Ranking
q An	  EM	  styled	  Algorithm
q Initialization	  
q Randomly	  partition

q Repeat
q Ranking
q Ranking	  objects	  in	  each	  sub-‐
network	  induced	  from	  each	  cluster

q Generating	  new	  measure	  space
q Estimate	  mixture	  model	  
coefficients for	  each	  target	  object

q Adjusting	  cluster
q Until change	  <	  threshold	  
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RankClus [EDBT’09]:	  Ranking	  and	  clustering	  mutually	  
enhancing	  each	  other	  in	  an	  E-‐M	  framework

An	  E-‐M	  framework	  for	  iterative	  enhancement
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Step-by-Step Running of RankClus

Initially,   ranking  
distributions  are  mixed  

together

Two  clusters  of  objects  
mixed  together,  but  
preserve  similarity  

somehow

Improved  a  little
Two  clusters are  almost  

well   separated

Improved  significantly

Stable

Well  separated

Clustering	  and	  ranking	  
of	  two	  fields:	  DB/DM	  
vs.	  HW/CA	  (hardware/	  
computer	  architecture)

Stable
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Clustering Performance (NMI)

q Compare	  the	  clustering	  accuracy:	  	  For	  N	  objects,	  K	  clusters,	  and	  two	  clustering	  
results,	  let	  n(i,	  j	  ),	  be	  #	  objects	  with	  cluster	  label	  i in	  the	  1st clustering	  result	  (say	  
generated	  by	  the	  new	  alg.)	  and	  that	  w.	  cluster	  label	  j	  in	  the	  2nd clustering	  result	  (say	  
the	  ground	  truth)

q Normalized	  Mutual	  Info.	  (NMI):	  
q joint	  distribution:	  	  p(i,	  j)	  =	  n(i,j )/N
q row	  distr.	  p1(j)	  =	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ,	  column	  distr.	  

D1:  med.  separated  &  med.  density
D2:  med.  separated  &  low  density
D3:  med.  Separated  &  high  density
D4:  highly  separated  &  med.  density
D5:  poorly  separated  &  med.  density
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RankClus: Clustering & Ranking CS Venues in DBLP

Top-10  conferences  in  5  clusters  using  RankClus in  DBLP  (when  k  =  15)
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Time Complexity: Linear to # of Links

q At	  each	  iteration,	  |E|:	  edges	  in	  network,	  m:	  #	  of	  target	  objects,	  K:	  #	  of	  clusters
q Ranking	  for	  sparse	  network
q ~O(|E|)

q Mixture	  model	  estimation
q ~O(K|E|+mK)

q Cluster	  adjustment
q ~O(mK^2)

q In	  all,	  linear	  to	  |E|
q ~O(K|E|)

q Note:	  SimRank will	  be	  at	  least	  quadratic	  at	  each	  iteration	  since	  it	  evaluates	  distance	  
between	  every	  pair	  in	  the	  network

Comparison  of  algorithms  on  execution  time
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NetClus: Ranking-Based Clustering with Star Network Schema

q Beyond	  bi-‐typed	  network:	  Capture	  more	  semantics	  with	  multiple	  types
q Split	  a	  network	  into	  multi-‐subnetworks,	  each	  a	  (multi-‐typed)	  net-‐cluster	  [KDD’09]

Research  
Paper

Term

AuthorVenue

Publish Write

Contain

P

T

AV

P

T

AV

……

P

T

AV
NetClus

Computer  Science

Database

Hardware

Theory

DBLP	  network:	  Using	  terms,	  venues,	  and	  authors	  
to	  jointly	  distinguish	  a	  sub-‐field,	  e.g.,	  database
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The NetClus Algorithm
q Generate	  initial	  partitions	  for	  target	  objects	  and	  induce	  initial	  net-‐clusters	  

from	  the	  original	  network	  

q Repeat	  	  	   //	  An	  E-‐M	  Framework

q Build	  ranking-‐based	  probabilistic	  generative	  model	  for	  each	  net-‐cluster	  

q Calculate	  the	  posterior	  probabilities	  for	  each	  target	  object	  

q Adjust	  their	  cluster	  assignment	  according	  to	  the	  new	  measure	  defined	  by	  
the	  posterior	  probabilities	  to	  each	  cluster	  

q Until the	  clusters	  do	  not	  change	  significantly	  

q Calculate	  the	  posterior	  probabilities	  for	  each	  attribute	  object	  in	  each	  net-‐
cluster
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NetClus on the DBLP Network
q NetClus initialization:	  G	  =	  (V,	  E,	  W),	  weight	  wxixj linking	  xi and	  xj
q V	  =	  A	  U	  C	  U	  D	  U	  T,	  where	  D	  (paper),	  A	  (author),	  C	  (conf.),	  T(term)

q Simple	  ranking:	  

q Authority	  ranking	  for	  type	  Y	  based	  on	  type	  X,	  through	  the	  center	  type	  Z:

q For	  DBLP:
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Multi-Typed Networks Lead to Better Results  

q The	  network	  cluster	  for	  database	  area:	  Conferences,	  Authors,	  and	  Terms
q NetClus leads	  to	  better	  clustering	  and	  ranking	  than	  RankClus

q NetClus vs.	  RankClus:	  16% higher	  accuracy	  on	  conference	  clustering
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NetClus: Distinguishing Conferences
q AAAI	  0.0022667	  0.00899168	  0.934024 0.0300042	  0.0247133	  
q CIKM	  0.150053	  0.310172	  0.00723807	  0.444524	  0.0880127	  
q CVPR	  0.000163812	  0.00763072	  0.931496 0.0281342	  0.032575	  
q ECIR	  3.47023e-‐05	  0.00712695	  0.00657402	  0.978391 0.00787288	  
q ECML	  0.00077477	  0.110922	  0.814362 0.0579426	  0.015999	  
q EDBT	  0.573362 0.316033	  0.00101442	  0.0245591	  0.0850319	  
q ICDE	  0.529522 0.376542	  0.00239152	  0.0151113	  0.0764334	  
q ICDM	  0.000455028	  0.778452 0.0566457	  0.113184	  0.0512633	  
q ICML	  0.000309624	  0.050078	  0.878757 0.0622335	  0.00862134	  
q IJCAI	  0.00329816	  0.0046758	  0.94288 0.0303745	  0.0187718	  
q KDD	  0.00574223	  0.797633 0.0617351	  0.067681	  0.0672086	  
q PAKDD	  0.00111246	  0.813473 0.0403105	  0.0574755	  0.0876289	  
q PKDD	  5.39434e-‐05	  0.760374 0.119608	  0.052926	  0.0670379	  
q PODS	  0.78935 0.113751	  0.013939	  0.00277417	  0.0801858	  
q SDM	  0.000172953	  0.841087 0.058316	  0.0527081	  0.0477156	  
q SIGIR	  0.00600399	  0.00280013	  0.00275237	  0.977783 0.0106604	  
q SIGMOD	  0.689348 0.223122	  0.0017703	  0.00825455	  0.0775055	  
q VLDB	  0.701899 0.207428	  0.00100012	  0.0116966	  0.0779764	  
q WSDM	  0.00751654	  0.269259	  0.0260291	  0.683646 0.0135497	  
q WWW	  0.0771186	  0.270635	  0.029307 0.451857 0.171082	  
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NetClus: Experiment on DBLP: Database System Cluster

q NetClus generates	  high	  quality	  
clusters	  for	  all	  of	  the	  three	  
participating	  types	  in	  the	  
DBLP	  network

q Quality	  can	  be	  easily	  judged	  
by	  our	  commonsense	  
knowledge

q Highly-‐ranked	  objects:	  Objects	  
centered	  in	  the	  cluster

database  0.0995511
databases  0.0708818
system  0.0678563
data  0.0214893
query  0.0133316
systems  0.0110413
queries  0.0090603

management  0.00850744
object  0.00837766
relational  0.0081175
processing  0.00745875
based  0.00736599
distributed  0.0068367
xml  0.00664958

oriented  0.00589557
design  0.00527672
web  0.00509167

information  0.0050518
model  0.00499396
efficient  0.00465707

Surajit Chaudhuri  0.00678065
Michael  Stonebraker 0.00616469
Michael  J.  Carey  0.00545769

C.  Mohan  0.00528346
David  J.  DeWitt  0.00491615

Hector  Garcia-Molina  0.00453497
H.  V.  Jagadish 0.00434289
David  B.  Lomet 0.00397865

Raghu  Ramakrishnan 0.0039278
Philip  A.  Bernstein  0.00376314
Joseph  M.  Hellerstein 0.00372064
Jeffrey  F.  Naughton 0.00363698
Yannis E.  Ioannidis  0.00359853
Jennifer  Widom 0.00351929
Per-Ake  Larson  0.00334911
Rakesh  Agrawal  0.00328274
Dan  Suciu 0.00309047

Michael  J.  Franklin  0.00304099
Umeshwar Dayal 0.00290143

Abraham  Silberschatz 0.00278185

VLDB  0.318495
SIGMOD  Conf.  0.313903

ICDE  0.188746
PODS  0.107943
EDBT  0.0436849

Term Venue Author
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Rank-Based Clustering: Works in Multiple Domains

RankCompete:	  Organize	  your	  photo	  album	  automatically!

MedRank:	  Rank	  treatments	  for	  AIDS	  from	  Medline

Use	  multi-‐typed	  image	  features	  to	  
build	  up	  heterogeneous	  networks

Explore	  multiple	  
types	  in	  a	  star	  
schema	  network



137 Net-‐cluster	  Hierarchy

iNextCube:	   Information	  Network-‐Enhanced	  Text	  Cube	  
(VLDB’09	  Demo)

Architecture	  of	  iNextCube

Dimension	  hierarchies	  generated	  by	  NetClus
Author/conference/	  
term	  ranking	   for	  each	  
research	  area.	  The	  
research	  areas	  can	  be	  
at	  different	  levels.

All

DB	  and	  IS Theory Architecture	  …

DB DM IR

XML Distributed	  DB	  	  …

Demo:   iNextCube.cs.uiuc.edu
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Impact of RankClus Methodology
q RankCompete [Cao	  et	  al.,	  WWW’10]
q Extend	  to	  the	  domain	  of	  web	  images

q RankClus in	  Medical	  Literature	  [Li	  et	  al.,	  Working	  paper]
q Ranking	  treatments	  for	  diseases

q RankClass [Ji	  et	  al.,	  KDD’11]
q Integrate	  classification	  with	  ranking

q Trustworthy	  Analysis	  [Gupta	  et	  al.,	  WWW’11]	   [Khac Le	  et	  al.,	  IPSN’11]
q Integrate	  clustering	  with	  trustworthiness	  score

q Topic	  Modeling	  in	  Heterogeneous	  Networks	  [Deng	  et	  al.,	  KDD’11]
q Propagate	  topic	  information	  among	  different	  types	  of	  objects

q …
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Classification: Knowledge Propagation Across 
Heterogeneous Typed Networks

q RankClass [Ji	  et	  al.,	  KDD’11]:	  
Ranking-‐based	  classification

q Highly	  ranked	  objects	  will	  
play	  more	  role	  in	  
classification

q Class	  membership	  and	  
ranking	  are	  statistical	  
distributions

q Let	  ranking	  and	  
classification	  mutually	  
enhance	  each	  other!

q Output:	  	  Classification	  
results	  +	  ranking	  list	  of	  
objects	  within	  each	  class

Classification:	  Labeled	  knowledge	  propagates	  through	  multi-‐typed	  
objects	  across	  heterogeneous	  networks	  [KDD’11]
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GNetMine: Methodology

q Classification	  of	  networked	  data	  can	  be	  essentially	  viewed	  as	  a	  process	  of	  
knowledge	  propagation,	  where	  information	  is	  propagated	  from	  labeled	  objects	  
to	  unlabeled	  ones	  through	  links	  until	  a	  stationary	  state	  is	  achieved

q A	  novel	  graph-‐based	  regularization	  framework	  to	  address	  the	  classification	  
problem	  on	  heterogeneous	  information	  networks

q Respect	  the	  link	  type	  differences	  by	  preserving	  consistency	  over	  each	  relation	  
graph	  corresponding	  to	  each	  type	  of	  links	  separately

q Mathematical	  intuition:	  Consistency	  assumption

q The	  confidence	  (f)of	  two	  objects	  (xip and	  xjq)	  belonging	  to	  class	  k should	  be	  
similar	  if	  xip↔	  xjq (Rij,pq >	  0)

q f	  	  should	  be	  similar	  to	  the	  given	  ground	  truth	  on	  the	  labeled	  data
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GNetMine: Graph-Based Regularization
q Minimize	  the	  objective	  function
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Smoothness	  constraints:	  objects	  linked	  together	  should	  share	  
similar estimations	  of	  confidence	  belonging	  to	  class	  k
Normalization	  term	  applied	  to	  each	  type	  of	  link	  separately:	  
reduce	  the	  impact	  of	  popularity	  of	  objects
Confidence	  estimation	  on	  labeled	  data	  and	  their	  pre-‐given	  
labels	  should	  be	  similar

User	  preference:	  how	  much	  do	  you	  
value	  this	  relationship	  /	  ground	  truth?
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RankClass: Ranking-Based Classification 

q Classification	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q Knowledge	  propagation:	  Class	  label	  knowledge	  propagated	  across	  multi-‐typed	  
objects	  through	  a	  heterogeneous	  network

q GNetMine [Ji	  et	  al.,	  PKDD’10]:	  	  Objects	  are	  treated	  equally

q RankClass [Ji	  et	  al.,	  KDD’11]:	  Ranking-‐based	  classification

q Highly	  ranked	  objects	  will	  play	  more	  role	  in	  classification

q An	  object	  can	  only	  be	  ranked	  high	  in	  some	  focused	  classes

q Class	  membership	  and	  ranking	  are	  stat.	  distributions

q Let	  ranking	  and	  classification	  mutually	  enhance	  each	  other!

q Output:	  	  Classification	  results	  +	  ranking	  list	  of	  objects	  within	  each	  class
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From RankClus to GNetMine & RankClass

q RankClus [EDBT’09]:	  Clustering	  and	  ranking	  working	  together

q No	  training,	  no	  available	  class	  labels,	  no	  expert	  knowledge

q GNetMine [PKDD’10]:	  Incorp.	  label	  information	  in	  networks

q Classification	  in	  heterog.	  networks,	  but	  objects	  treated	  equally

q RankClass [KDD’11]:	  Integration	  of	  ranking	  and	  classification	  in	  heterogeneous	  
network	  analysis

q Ranking:	  informative	  understanding	  &	  summary	  of	  each	  class

q Class	  membership	  is	  critical	  information	  when	  ranking	  objects

q Let	  ranking	  and	  classification	  mutually	  enhance	  each	  other!

q Output:	  	  Classification	  results	  +	  ranking	  list	  of	  objects	  within	  each	  class
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Why Rank-Based Classification?

q Different	  objects	  within	  one	  class	  have	  different	  importance/visibility!
q The	  ranking	  of	  objects	  within	  one	  class	  serves	  as	  an	  informative	  understanding	  and	  

summary	  of	  the	  class

6

11

7

9
8

10
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Motivation

q Why	  not	  do	  ranking	  after	  classification,	  or	  vice	  versa?
q Because	  they	  mutually	  enhance	  each	  other,	  not	  unidirectional.

q RankClass:	  iteratively	  let	  ranking	  and	  classification	  mutually	  enhance	  each	  other

Ranking Classification
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RankClass: Ranking-Based Classification
Class:	  a	  group	  of	  multi-‐typed	  nodes	  sharing	  the	  same	  topic	  +	  within-‐class	  ranking

node class

The	  RankClass	  
Framework
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Comparing Classification Accuracy on the DBLP Data
q Class:	  Four	  research	  areas:	  

DB,	  DM,	  AI,	  IR
q Four	  types	  of	  objects
q Paper(14376),	  Conf.(20),	  

Author(14475),	  
Term(8920)

q Three	  types	  of	  relations
q Paper-‐conf.,	  paper-‐

author,	  paper-‐term
q Algorithms	  for	  comparison
q LLGC	  [Zhou	  et	  al.	  NIPS’03]
q wvRN)	  [Macskassy et	  al.	  

JMLR’07]
q nLB [Lu	  et	  al.	  ICML’03,	  

Macskassy et	  al.	  
JMLR’07]
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Object Ranking in Each Class: Experiment
q DBLP:	  4-‐fields	  data	  set	  (DB,	  DM,	  AI,	  IR)	  forming	  a	  heterog.	  info.	  Network
q Rank	  objects	  within	  each	  class	  (with	  extremely	  limited	  label	  information)
q Obtain	  high	  classification	  accuracy	  and	  excellent	  ranking	  within	  each	  class

Database Data	  Mining AI IR

Top-‐5	  ranked	  
conferences

VLDB KDD IJCAI SIGIR

SIGMOD SDM AAAI ECIR

ICDE ICDM ICML CIKM

PODS PKDD CVPR WWW

EDBT PAKDD ECML WSDM

Top-‐5	  ranked	  
terms

data mining learning retrieval

database data knowledge information

query clustering reasoning web

system classification logic search

xml frequent cognition text
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Similarity Search in Heterogeneous Networks 
q Similarity	  measure/search	  is	  the	  base	  for	  cluster	  analysis
q Who	  are	  the	  most	  similar	  to	  Christos	  Faloutsos based	  on	  the	  DBLP	  network?
q Meta-‐Path:	  	  Meta-‐level	  description of	  a	  path	  between	  two	  objects
q A	  path	  on	  network	  schema
q Denote	  an	  existing	  or	  concatenated	  relation between	  two	  object	  types

q Different	  meta-‐paths	  tell	  different	  semantics

Christos’	  students	  or	  close	  collaborators Work	  in	  similar	  fields	  with	  similar	  reputation

Meta-‐Path:	  Author-‐Paper-‐Author Meta-‐Path:	  Author-‐Paper-‐Venue-‐Paper-‐Author

Co-‐authorship	  
Meta-‐path:	  A-‐P-‐A
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Existing Popular Similarity Measures for Networks
q Random	  walk	  (RW):	  
q The	  probability	  of	  random	  walk	  starting	  at	  x and	  ending	  at	  y,	  with	  

meta-‐path	  P

q Used	  in	  Personalized	  PageRank	  (P-‐Pagerank)	   (Jeh and	  Widom 2003)
q Favors	  highly	  visible	  objects	  (i.e.,	  objects	  with	  large	  degrees)

q Pairwise	  random	  walk	  (PRW):	  
q The	  probability	  of	  pairwise	  random	  walk	  starting	  at	  (x,	  y)	  and	  ending	  

at	  a	  common	  object	  (say	  z),	  following	  a	  meta-‐path	  (P1,	  P2)

q Used	  in	  SimRank (Jeh and	  Widom 2002)
q Favors	  pure objects	  (i.e.,	  objects	  with	  highly	  skewed	  distribution	  in	  
their	  in-‐links	  or	  out-‐links)

( , ) ( )
p P

s x y prob p
∈

=∑

1 2 1 2
1 2( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( ) ( )
p p P P

s x y prob p prob p
∈

=∑

X Y
P

X Y

P1

P2-‐1

Z

Note:  P-PageRank  
and  SimRank do  
not  distinguish  
object  type  and  
relationship  type
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Which Similarity Measure Is Better for Finding Peers? 

q Meta-‐path:	  APCPA
q Mike	  publishes	  similar	  #	  of	  papers	  as	  Bob	  

and	  Mary
q Other	  measures	  find	  Mike	  is	  closer	  to	  Jim

Author\Conf. SIGMOD VLDB ICDM KDD

Mike 2 1 0 0

Jim 50 20 0 0

Mary 2 0 1 0

Bob 2 1 0 0

Ann 0 0 1 1

Measure\Author Jim Mary Bob Ann

P-‐PageRank 0.376 0.013 0.016 0.005

SimRank 0.716 0.572 0.713 0.184

Random	  Walk 0.8983 0.0238 0.0390 0

Pairwise	  R.W. 0.5714 0.4440 0.5556 0

PathSim (APCPA) 0.083 0.8 1 0

Who	  is	  more	  
similar	  to	  
Mike?

Comparison	  of	  Multiple	  Measures:	  A	  Toy	  Example

q PathSim:	  Favors	  peers
q Peers:	  Objects	  with	  

strong	  connectivity	  and	  
similar	  visibility	  with	  a	  
given	  meta-‐path

x y
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Example with DBLP: Find Academic Peers by PathSim

q Anhai Doan
q CS,	  Wisconsin
q Database	  area
q PhD:	  2002

q Jun	  Yang
q CS,	  Duke
q Database	  area
q PhD:	  2001

q Amol Deshpande
q CS,	  Maryland
q Database	  area
q PhD:	  2004

q Jignesh Patel
q CS,	  Wisconsin
q Database	  area
q PhD:	  1998

Meta-Path:  Author-Paper-Venue-Paper-Author
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Some Meta-Path Is “Better” Than Others

q Which	  pictures	  are	  most	  similar	  to	  this	  one?	  	  	  

Image

Group

UserTag

Meta-Path:  Image-Tag-Image Meta-Path:  Image-Tag-Image-Group-Image-Tag-Image

Evaluate	  the	  similarity	  
between	  images	  according	  
to	  tags	  and	  groups

Evaluate	  the	  similarity	  
between	  images	  according	  
to	  their	  linked	  tags
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Comparing Similarity Measures in DBLP Data

Favor	  highly	  
visible	  objects

Are	  these	  tiny	  forums	  
most	  similar	  to	  SIGMOD?

Which	  venues	  are	  most	  
similar	  to	  DASFAA?

Which	  venues	  are	  most	  
similar	  to	  SIGMOD?
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Long Meta-Path May Not Carry the Right Semantics

q Repeat	  the	  meta-‐path	  2,	  4,	  and	  infinite	  times	  for	  conference	  similarity	  query	  
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Co-Clustering-Based Pruning Algorithm
q Meta-‐Path	  based	  similarity	  computation	  can	  be	  costly

q The	  overall	  cost	  can	  be	  reduced	  by	  storing	  commuting	  matrices	  
for	  short	  path	  schemas	  and	  computing	  top-‐k queries	  on	  line

q Framework

q Generate	  co-‐clusters	  for	  materialized	  commuting	  

matrices	  for	  feature	  objects	  and	  target	  objects

q Derive	  upper	  bound	  for	  similarity	  between	  object	  and	  

target	  cluster	  and	  between	  object	  and	  object

q Safely	  prune	  target	  clusters	  and	  objects	  if	  the	  upper	  bound	  
similarity	  is	  lower	  than	  current	  threshold

q Dynamically	  update	  top-‐k threshold
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Meta-Path: A Key Concept for Heterogeneous Networks

q Meta-‐path	  based	  mining
q PathPredict [Sun	  et	  al.,	  ASONAM’11]
q Co-‐authorship	  prediction	  using	  meta-‐path	  based	  similarity

q PathPredict_when [Sun	  et	  al.,	  WSDM’12]
q When	  a	  relationship	  will	  happen

q Citation	  prediction	  [Yu	  et	  al.,	  SDM’12]
q Meta-‐path	  +	  topic

q Meta-‐path	  learning
q User	  Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  Selection	  [Sun	  et	  al.,	  KDD’12]
q Meta-‐path	  selection	  +	  clustering
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Relationship Prediction vs. Link Prediction
q Link	  prediction	  in	  homogeneous	  networks	  	  [Liben-‐Nowell and	  Kleinberg,	  2003,	  

Hasan et	  al.,	  2006]

q E.g.,	  friendship	  prediction

q Relationship	  prediction	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q Different	  types	  of	  relationships	  need	  different	  prediction	  models

q Different	  connection	  paths	  need	  to	  be	  treated	  separately!

q Meta-‐path-‐based	  approach	  to	  define	  topological	  features

vs.

vs.
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Why Prediction Using Heterogeneous Info Networks?

q Rich	  semantics	  contained	  in	  structured,	  text-‐rich	  heterogeneous	  networks
q Homogeneous	  networks,	  such	  as	  coauthor	  networks,	  miss	  too	  much	  criticially

important	  information
q Schema-‐guided	  relationship	  prediction
q Semantic	  relationships	  among	  similar	  typed	  links	  share	  similar	  semantics	  and	  are	  

comparable	  and	  inferable
q Relationships	  across	  different	  typed	  links	  are	  not	  directly	  comparable	  but	  their	  

collective	  behavior	  will	  help	  predict	  particular	  relationships
q Meta-‐paths:	  encoding	  topological	  features
q E.g.,	  citation	  relations	  between	  authors:	  	  	  	  A	  	  — P	  	  	  →	  	  P	  — A

q Y.	  Sun,	  R.	  Barber,	  M.	  Gupta,	  C.	  Aggarwal	  and	  J.	  Han,	  "Co-‐Author	  Relationship	  
Prediction	  in	  Heterogeneous	  Bibliographic	  Networks",	  ASONAM'11	  

cite writewrite
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PathPredict: Meta-Path Based Relationship Prediction

q Who	  will	  be	  your	  new	  coauthors	  in	  the	  next	  5	  years?
q Meta	  path-‐guided	  prediction	  of	  links	  and	  relationships	  

q Philosophy:	  Meta	  path	  relationships	  among	  similar	  typed	  links	  share	  
similar	  semantics	  and	  are	  comparable	  and	  inferable

q Co-‐author	  prediction	  (A—P—A)	  [Sun	  et	  al.,	  ASONAM’11]
q Use	  topological	  features	  encoded	  by	  meta	  paths,	  e.g.,	  citation	  

relations	  between	  authors	  (A—P→P—A)

vs.

Meta-‐paths	  
between	  
authors	  of	  
length	  ≤	  4

Meta-‐
Path

Semantic	  
Meaning
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Logistic Regression-Based Prediction Model
q Training	  and	  test	  pair:	  <xi,	  yi>	  =	  <history	  feature	  list,	  future	  relationship	  label>

q Logistic	  Regression	  Model
q Model	  the	  probability	  for	  each	  relationship	  as

q 𝛽 is	  the	  coefficients	  for	  each	  feature	  (including	  a constant	  1)
q MLE	  estimation	  
q Maximize	  the	  likelihood	  of	  observing	  all	  the	  relationships	  in	  the	  training	  data

A—P—A—P—A A—P—V—P—A A—P—T—P—A A—P→P—A A—P—A

<Mike,	  Ann> 4 5 100 3 Yes	  =	  1
<Mike,	  Jim> 0 1 20 2 No	  =	  0
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Selection among Competitive Measures
We	  study	  four	  measures	  that	  defines	  a	  relationship	  R encoded	  by	  a	  meta	  path

q Path	  Count:	  	  Number	  of	  path	  instances	  between	  authors	  following	  R	  

q Normalized	  Path	  Count:	  Normalize	  path	  count following	  R	  by	  the	  “degree”	  
of	  authors	  

q Random	  Walk:	  Consider	  one	  way	  random	  walk	  following	  R	  

q Symmetric	  Random	  Walk:	  Consider	  random	  walk	  in	  both	  directions	  	  
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Performance Comparison: Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous 
Topological Features 

q Homogeneous	  features
q Only	  consider	  co-‐author	  sub-‐network	  (common	  neighbor;	  rooted	  PageRank)
q Mix	  all	  types	  together	  (homogeneous	  path	  count)

q Heterogeneous	  feature
q Heterogeneous	  path	  count

Notation:  HP2hop:  highly  productive  source  
authors  with  2-hops  reaching  target  authors
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Comparison among Different Topological Features
q Hybrid	  heterogeneous	  topological	  feature	  is	  the	  best

Notations
(1)	  	  the	  path	  count	  (PC)
(2) the	  normalized	  path	  count	  (NPC)	  
(3)	  the	  random	  walk	  (RW)
(4)	  the	  symmetric	  random	  walk	  (SRW)

PC1:	  homogeneous	  common	  neighbor
PCSum: homogeneous	  path	  count
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The Power of PathPredict: Experiment on DBLP
q Explain	  the	  prediction	  power	  of	  each	  

meta-‐path
q Wald	  Test	  for	  logistic	  regression

q Higher	  prediction	  accuracy	  than	  using	  
projected	  homogeneous	  network

q 11%	  higher	  in	  prediction	  accuracy

Co-‐author	  prediction	  for	  Jian Pei:	  Only	  42	  among	  4809	  
candidates	  are	  true	  first-‐time	  co-‐authors!
(Feature	  collected	  in	  [1996,	  2002];	  Test	  period	  in	  [2003,2009])

Evaluation	  of	  the	  prediction	  
power	  of	  different	  meta-‐paths

Prediction	  of	  new	  coauthors	  
of	  Jian	  Pei	  in	  [2003-‐2009]

Social	  relations	  
play	  more	  
important	  role?
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When Will It Happen?
q From	  “whether”	  to	  “when”
q “Whether”:	  Will	  Jim rent	  the	  movie	  “Avatar”	   in	  Netflix?

q “When”:	  When	  will	  Jim rent	  the	  movie	  “Avatar”?

q What	  is	  the	  probability	  Jim	  will	  rent	  “Avatar”	  within	  2	  months?	  𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 2)

q By	  when Jim	  will	  rent	  “Avatar”	  with	  90%	  probability?	  𝑡: 𝑃 𝑌 ≤ 𝑡 = 0.9

q What	  is	  the	  expected	  time it	  will	  take	  for	  Jim	  to	  rent	  “Avatar”?	  𝐸(𝑌)

May	  provide	  useful	  
information	  to	  supply	  
chain	  management

Output:	  P(X=1)=?

Output:	  A	  distribution	  of	  time!
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Generalized	  Linear	  Model
under	  Weibull Distribution	  Assumption

The Relationship Building Time Prediction Model
q Solution
q Directly	  model	  relationship	  building	  time:	  P(Y=t)
q Geometric	  distribution,	  Exponential	  distribution,	  Weibull distribution

q Use	  generalized	  linear	  model
q Deal	  with	  censoring	  (relationship	  builds	  beyond	  the	  observed	  time	  interval)

Training	  Framework

T:	  Right	  
Censoring
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Author Citation Time Prediction in DBLP
q Top-‐4	  meta-‐paths	  for	  author	  citation	  time	  prediction

q Predict	  when	  Philip	  S.	  Yu	  will	  cite	  a	  new	  author

Social	  relations	  are	  less	  important	  in	  author	  citation	  
prediction	  than	  in	  co-‐author	  prediction

Under	  Weibull distribution	  assumption

Study	  the	  same	  topic

Co-‐cited	  by	  the	  same	  paper

Follow	  co-‐authors’	  citation

Follow	  the	  citations	  of	  authors	  
who	  study	  the	  same	  topic
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Enhancing the Power of Recommender Systems by Heterog. 
Info. Network Analysis

q Heterogeneous	  relationships	  complement	  each	  other
q Users	  and	  items	  with	  limited	  feedback	  can	  be	  connected	  to	  the	  network	  by	  

different	  types	  of	  paths
q Connect	  new	  users	  or	  items	  in	  the	  information	  network

q Different	  users	  may	  require	  different	  models:	  Relationship	  heterogeneity	  makes	  
personalized	  recommendation	  models	  easier	  to	  define

Avatar TitanicAliens Revolutionary	  
Road

James	  
Cameron

Kate	  
Winslet

Leonardo	  
Dicaprio

Zoe	  
Saldana

Adventure
Romance

Collaborative	  filtering	  methods	  suffer	  from	  
the	  data	  sparsity	  issue

#	  of	  users	  or	  items

A	  small	  set	  
of	  users	  &	  
items	  have	  a	  
large	  number	  
of	  ratings

Most users & items have a
small numberof ratings

#	  
of
	  ra

tin
gs

Personalized	  recommendation	  with	  heterog.	  
Networks	  [WSDM’14]
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Relationship Heterogeneity Based Personalized 
Recommendation Models

Different	  users	  may	  have	  different	  behaviors	  or	  preferences

Aliens

James	  Cameron	  fan

80s	  Sci-‐fi	  fan

Sigourney	  Weaver	  fan

Different	  users	  may	  be	  
interested	  in	  the	  same	  
movie	  for	  different	  reasons

q Two	  levels	  of	  personalization
q Data	  level
q Most	  recommendation	  methods	  use	  one	  

model for	  all	  users	  and	  rely	  on	  personal	  
feedback	  to	  achieve	  personalization

q Model	  level
q With	  different	  entity	  relationships,	  we	  can	  

learn	  personalized	  models	  for	  different	  
users	  to	  further	  distinguish	  their	  differences
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Preference Propagation-Based Latent Features

Alice

Bob

Kate	  Winslet

Naomi	  Watts

Titanic

revolutionary	  
road

skyfall

King	  Konggenre:	  drama

Sam	  Mendes

tag:	  Oscar	  NominationCharlie

Generate	  L different	  
meta-‐path (path	  
types)	  connecting	  
users	  and	  items

Propagate	  user	  
implicit	  feedback	  
along	  each	  meta-‐

path

Calculate	  latent-‐features	  
for	  users	  and	  items	  for	  
each	  meta-‐path	  with	  
NMF related	  method

Ralph	  Fiennes
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Luser-‐cluster	  similarity

Recommendation Models

Observation	  1:	  Different	  meta-‐paths	  may	  have	  different	  importance

Global	  Recommendation	  Model

Personalized	  Recommendation	  Model
Observation 2: Different users may require different models

ranking	  score

the	  q-‐th meta-‐path

features	  for	  user i and	  item	  j

c	  total	  soft	  user	  clusters

(1)

(2)
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Parameter Estimation

• Bayesian personalized ranking (Rendle UAI’09)

• Objective function

min
2
	  

sigmoid	  function

for	  each	  correctly	  ranked	  item	  pair
i.e.,	  𝑢5 gave	  feedback	  to	  𝑒7 but	  not	  𝑒8

Soft	  cluster	  users	  with	  
NMF	  +	  k-‐means

For	  each	  user	  
cluster,	  learn	  

one	  model	  with	  
Eq.	  (3)

Generate	  
personalized	  model	  
for	  each	  user	  on	  the	  

fly	  with	  Eq.	  (2)

(3)

Learning	  Personalized	  Recommendation	  Model
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Experiments:  Heterogeneous Network Modeling 
Enhances the Quality of Recommendation 

q Datasets

q Comparison	  methods
q Popularity: recommend the most popular items to users
q Co-‐click: conditional probabilitiesbetween items
q NMF: non-‐negativematrix factorization on user feedback
q Hybrid-‐SVM: use Rank-‐SVM with plain features (utilize both user feedback and

informationnetwork)
HeteRec personalized	  
recommendation	  
(HeteRec-‐p)	  leads	  to	  
the	  best	  
recommendation
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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Why User Guidance in Clustering?
q Different	  users	  may	  like	  to	  get	  different	  clusters	  for	  different	  clustering	  goals
q Ex.	  Clustering	  authors	  based	  on	  their	  connections	  in	  the	  network

{1,2,3,4}
{5,6,7,8} {1,3,5,7}

{2,4,6,8}

{1,3}  
{2,4}  
{5,7}  
{6,8}

Which	  meta-‐
path(s)	  to	  choose?
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User Guidance Determines Clustering Results
q Different	  user	  preferences	  (e.g.,	  by	  

seeding	  desired	  clusters)	  lead	  to	  the	  
choice	  of	  different	  meta-‐paths

{1}
{5} {1,2,3,4}

{5,6,7,8}+

{1}  
{2}  
{5}  
{6}

{1,3}  
{2,4}  
{5,7}  
{6,8}

+

Seeds Meta-‐path(s) Clustering

Seeds Meta-‐path(s) Clustering

q Problem:	  	  User-‐guided	  clustering	  
with	  meta-‐path	  selection

q Input:	  	  
q The	  target	  type	  for	  clustering	  T
q #	  of	  clusters	  k
q Seeds	  in	  some	  clusters:	  L1,	  …,	  Lk
q Candidate	  meta-‐paths:	  P1,	  …,	  PM

q Output:	  
q Weight	  of	  each	  meta-‐path:	  w1,	  …,	  

wm

q Clustering	  results	  that	  are	  
consistent	  with	  the	  user	  guidance
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PathSelClus: A Probabilistic Modeling Approach

q Part	  1:	  Modeling	  the	  Relationship	  Generation	  

q A	  good	  clustering	  result	  should	  lead	  to	  high	  likelihood	  in	  observing	  existing	  
relationships

q Higher	  quality	  relations	  should	  count	  more	  in	  the	  total	  likelihood

q Part	  2:	  Modeling	  the	  Guidance	  from	  Users

q The	  more	  consistent	  with	  the	  guidance,	  the	  higher	  probability	  of	  the	  clustering	  
result

q Part	  3:	  Modeling	  the	  Quality	  Weights	  for	  Meta-‐Paths

q The	  more	  consistent	  with	  the	  clustering	  result,	  the	  higher	  quality	  weight
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Part 1: Modeling the Relationship Generation

q

188
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Part 2: Modeling the Guidance from Users 
q

189
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Part 3: Modeling the Quality Weights for Meta-Paths

q

190

Dirichlet	  Distribution
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The Learning Algorithm
q

191
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Effectiveness of Meta-Path Selection
q Experiments	  on	  Yelp	  data

q Object	  Types:	  Users,	  Businesses,	  Reviews,	  Terms
q Relation	  Types:	  UR,	  RU,	  BR,	  RB,	  TR,	  RT

q Task:	  	  Candidate	  meta-‐paths:	  B-‐R-‐U-‐R-‐B,	  B-‐R-‐T-‐R-‐B
q Target	  objects:	  restaurants
q #	  of	  clusters:	  6

q Output:
q PathSelClus vs.	  others	  
q High	  accuracy	  

q Restaurant	  vs.	  shopping
q For	  restraunts,	  meta-‐path	  B-‐R-‐U-‐R-‐B	  weighs	  only	  0.1716	  
q For	  clustering	  shopping,	  B-‐R-‐U-‐R-‐B	  weighs	  0.5864

Users	  try	  different	  
kinds	  of	  food
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Outline
q Motivation:Why	  Mining	  Information	  Networks?

q Part	  I: Clustering,	  Ranking	  and	  Classification

q Clustering	  and	  Ranking	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Classification	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Part	  II:	  Meta-‐Path	  Based	  Exploration	  of	  Information	  Networks

q Similarity	  Search	  in	  Information	  Networks	  

q Relationship	  Prediction	  in	  Information	  Networks

q Recommendation	  with	  Heterogeneous	  Information	  Networks

q User-‐Guided	  Meta-‐Path	  based	  clustering	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks

q ClusCite:	  Citation	  recommendation	  in	  heterogeneous	  networks
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The Citation Recommendation Problem
Given	  a	  newly	  written	  manuscript (title, abstract and/or content)	  and	  its	  attributes
(authors, target venues),	  suggests a small number of papers	  as	  high	  quality	  references.
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Why ClusCite for Citation Recommendation? 

q Xiang	  Ren,	  Jialu Liu,	  Xiao	  Yu,	  Urvashi Khandelwal,	  Quanquan Gu,	  LidanWang,
Jiawei	  Han,	  	  “ClusCite:	  Effective Citation	  Recommendation	  by Information
Network-‐Based Clustering”,	  KDD’14

q Research papers need to cite relevant and important previouswork
à Help	  readers	  understand its background, context and innovation

q Already large, rapidly growing body of scientific literature
à automatic recommendations of high quality citations

q Traditional literature search systems
à infeasible to cast users’ rich information needs
into queries consistingof just a few keywords
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Consider Distinct Citation Behavioral Patterns

Basic idea: Paper’s	  citations	  can be	  organized	  into	  different	  groups,	  each	  
having its own behavioral pattern to identify references of interest
q A principledway to capture paper’s citation behaviors
q More accurate approach: Paper-‐specific recommendationmodel

Most existing studies: assume	  all papers	  adopt same	  criterion and	  follow
same	  behavioral	  pattern	  in	  citing	  other	  papers:
q Context-‐based [He et al., WWW’10; Huang et al., CIKM’12]
q Topical similarity-‐based [Nallapati et al., KDD’08; Tang et al., PAKDD’09]
q Structural similarity-‐based [Liben-‐Nowell et al., CIKM’03; Strohman et al.,

SIGIR’07]
q Hybridmethods [Bethard et al., CIKM’10; Yu et al., SDM’12]
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Observation: Distinct Citation Behavioral Patterns

Each group followdistinct
behavioral patterns and
adopt different criteria in
deciding relevance and
authority of a candidate
paper
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Heterogeneous Bibliographic Network

A	  unified	  data model	  for	  bibliographicdataset (papers and their attributes)
• Captures paper-‐paper relevance of different semantics
• Enables authority propagation between different types of objects

KDD

literature search

WSDM

Network Schema
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Citation Recommendation in Heterogeneous Networks
Given heterogeneous bibliographic network; terms, authors and target
venues of a query manuscript q,we aim to build a recommendation model
specifically for q,and recommend a small subset of papers as high quality
references for q

Heterogeneous bibliographic network
Query (to the system)
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The ClusCite Framework
We	  explore the principle that: citations tend to be softly clustered into different
interest groups, based on the heterogeneousnetwork structures

Paper-‐specific recommendation:
by integrating learned models of
query’s related interest groups

Phase I: Joint Learning (offline)

Phase II: Recommendation (online)

For different interest groups, learn
distinctmodels on finding relevant
papers and judgingauthority of papers

Derive group membership for
query manuscript
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ClusCite: An Overview of the Proposed Model

query’s groupmembership relative citation	  score (how likely q
will cite p) within each group

How likely a query manuscript q will cite a candidate paper p (suppose K interest groups):

It is desirable to suggest papers that have high relative citation scores across
multiple related interest groups of the query manuscript

paper relative	  relevance
(query-‐candidate paper)

paper relative	  authority
(candidate paper)
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Proposed Model I: Group Membership

q Learn each query’s groupmembership: scalability & generalizability
q Leverage the groupmembershipsof related attribute objects to approximate

query’s group membership

Different types of attribute	  
objects (X =

authors/venues/terms)

Query’s related (linked)
objects of type-‐X

Attribute object’s group
membership (to learn)
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Proposed Model II: Paper Relevance

meta path-‐based relevance score (l-‐th feature)

Network schema
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Proposed Model II: Paper Relevance
Relevance features play
different roles in
different interest groups

weights on different meta path-‐based features
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Proposed Model III: Object Relative Authority

Paper relative authority:	  A paper may have quite different visibility/authority
among different groups, even it is overall highly cited

Relative authority propagation over the network

KDDWSDM
Relative authority in Group A

Relative authority in Group B
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Proposed Model III: Object Relative Authority

Paper relative authority:	  A paper may have quite different visibility/authority
among different groups, even it is overall highly cited

compute scores between query and target papers to make a
recommendation. Formally, we define the citation recom-
mendation problem as follows.

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a hetero-
geneous bibliographic network G, and the terms, authors and
target venues for a query manuscript q ∈ Q, we aim to build
a recommendation model specifically for q, and recommend a
small subset of target papers p ∈ P as high quality references
for q, by ranking the papers with the score function s(q, p).

3. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
At a high level, the proposed cluster-based citation rec-

ommendation framework consists of two major steps:

1. Learning the model parameters based on known citations
by solving a joint optimization problem (Sec. 4).

2. Making paper-specific recommendations for each query
manuscript based on the learned ClusCite model, which
is introduced in detail in this section.

3.1 Model Overview
We first provide an overview of the proposed model by

defining the major components in the score function s(q, p).
Given a query manuscript q, its citations will focus on

several interest groups each having its own behavioral pat-
terns in finding relevant and high authority work (Fig. 1).
It is desirable to recommend papers that are highly ranked
in multiple interest groups of the query, since they best cap-
ture diverse information needs. We propose a cluster-based
score function to decide relative relevance and importance
of target papers in the context of each interest group. It
assigns a final recommendation score by integrating scores
computed with respect to different interest groups.

Mathematically, suppose paper citations can be softly clus-
tered into K interest groups, based on multiple types of rela-
tionships between objects in the heterogeneous bibliographic
network, then we define the score function s(q, p) as follows:

s(q, p) =
K
!

k=1

θ(k)q ·
"

r(k)(q, p) + f (k)
P (p)

#

. (1)

Function s(q, p) measures how likely a query manuscript
q ∈ Q is to cite a target paper p ∈ P . It is decomposed into
a set of cluster-based functions: the cluster-based relevance
function r(k)(q, p) : Q× P "→ R measures the relatedness be-
tween q and p according to the k-th interest group, and pa-
per relative authority function f(k)

P (p) : P "→ R computes the
relative importance of p within the k-th interest group. The
weighted combination of these functions defines the final rec-
ommendation score with respect to the group membership
indicators of q, i.e., {θ(k)q : θ(k)q > 0}, which represent how
likely query q is to belong to the K different interest groups.

3.2 Feature Weights for Paper Relevance
As mentioned in Sec. 2, one can compute a rich set of meta

path-based features to describe paper relevance under vari-
ous relation semantics. Each meta path-based feature, could
play a distinct role in identifying relevant work in different
interest groups.

In Fig. 1, incorporating meta path P − V − P along with
textual similarity P−T−P can effectively suggest related pa-
pers under the interest “link prediction (problem)” because
only a compact set of venues (e.g., KDD, ICML and ICDM)

Table 2: Learned weights on seven different meta
paths for four mined interest groups (K = 40).

Meta path Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

P − V − P 0.0024 0.0113 0.0158 0.3076∗

P − A− P 0.0054 0.0006 0.0192 0.1243
P − A− P → P 0.6133∗∗ 0.2159∗ 0.2254 0.0213

P − T − P 0.1227 0.0947 0.1579 0.1095
P − T − P → P 0.0442 0.5448∗∗ 0.3250∗ 0.0231
P − T − P ← P 0.1938∗ 0.0870 0.3578∗∗ 0.2409∗∗

study this problem. However, if the interest switches to “L-
BFGS (algorithm)”, using P − V − P probably will hurt the
results since a much broarder set of venues involve studying
this algorithm, and thus, sharing a venue with the query
provides very weak evidence for paper relevance.

In order to capture the biased significance of different rele-
vance features for different interest groups, we assign feature
weights for each interest group individually, leading to the
definition of a cluster-based relevance function as follows:

r(k)(q, p) =
L
!

l=1

w(l)
k · φ(l)(q, p). (2)

For each interest group k, we use a set of weights {w(l)
k :

w(l)
k > 0} to measure the significance of the L different meta

path-based features {φ(l)(q, p)} for the group.
These K feature weights are estimated through a joint

optimization problem (Sec. 4). We demonstrate in Table 2
the learned feature patterns over 7 meta paths for 4 example
interest groups (* and ** highlight first and second most
significant values), using the random walk-based similarity
measure on DBLP. All 4 groups show distinct weights on
the 7 meta paths, justifying the claim that different interest
groups hold different feature weights. In particular, we find
meta paths which impose textual similarity (e.g., P−T−P ←
P ) as well as references of co-author’s papers (P−A−P → P )
play critical roles in finding relevant papers in these 4 groups,
which matches human intuitions very well.

3.3 Object Relative Authority
A paper may have very different visibility or authority

among different interest groups even if it has many citations.
In the DBLP dataset [25], paper ObjectRank [3] (132 cita-
tions) got 47 citations from VLDB but only 12 from WWW,
while RankSVM [14] (250 citations) obtained only 27 cita-
tions from VLDB but 109 from WWW, implying the bias of
authority in different interest groups.

Instead of learning object’s group membership and de-
riving relative authority separately, we propose to estimate
them jointly using graph regularization, which preserves con-
sistency over each subgraph. By doing so, paper relative
authority serves as a feature for learning interest groups,
and better estimated groups can in turn help derive relative
authority more accurately (Fig. 3).

We adopt the semi-supervised learning framework [8] that
leads to iteratively updating rules as authority propagation
between different types of objects.

FP = GP

$

FP , FA, FV ;λA, λV

%

,

FA = GA

$

FP

%

and FV = GV

$

FP

%

. (3)

We denote relative authority score matrices for paper, au-
thor and venue objects by FP ∈ R

K×n, FA ∈ RK×|A| and
FV ∈ RK×|V|. Generally, in an interest group, relative im-
portance of one type of object could be a combination of the
relative importance from different types of objects [23].
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Model Learning: A Joint Optimization Problem
A	  joint	  optimization	  problem:

3.4 Paper-Specific Citation Recommendation
In practice, to derive interest group memberships for new-

ly emerged queries, one has to re-estimate the model using
these queries and training data, which is highly inefficient.
Moreover, as the number of papers grows rapidly, the size of
the model parameter space will increase a lot, making the
model learning even more unscalable.

To tackle these two challenges, we leverage group member-
ships of the query’s related attribute objects, i.e., authors,
terms and target venues, to approximately represent group
membership of the query manuscript.

Intuitively, terms of the query manuscript describe its in-
formation needs based on paper content, whereas its au-
thor(s) and venue complement the content with research in-
terests and other conceptual information. Specifically, we
represent the query’s group membership θ(k)q by weighted
integration of group memberships of its attribute objects.

θ(k)q =
!

X∈{A,V,T }

!

x∈NX (q)

θ(k)x

|NX (q)|
. (4)

We use NX (q) to denote type X neighbors for query q,
i.e., its attribute objects. How likely a type X object is to
belong to the k-th interest group is represented by θ(k)x .

Paper-specific citation recommendation can be efficiently
conducted for each query manuscript q by applying Eq. (1)
along with definitions in Eqs. (2), (3) and (4).

4. MODEL LEARNING
This section introduces the learning algorithm for the pro-

posed citation recommendation model in Eq. (1).
There are three sets of parameters in our model: group

memberships for attribute objects; feature weights for inter-
est groups; and object relative authority within each inter-
est group. A straightforward way is to first conduct hard-
clustering of attribute objects based on the network and
then derive feature weights and relative authority for each
cluster. Such a solution encounters several problems: (1)
one object may have multiple citation interests, (2) mined
object clusters may not properly capture distinct citation
interests as we want, and (3) model performance may not
be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization prob-
lem to estimate all model parameters simultaneously, which
minimizes prediction error as well as graph regularization.
By doing so, we can softly cluster attribute object in terms
of their citation interests and guarantee the learned model
can yield good performance on training data.

We explain the joint optimization problem in Sec. 4.1 and
design an efficient algorithm to solve it in Sec. 4.2 along with
its computational complexity analysis in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 The Joint Optimization Problem
To learn model parameters, we use a citation network as

training data, where value 1 indicates observed citation re-
lationships while value 0 represents a mixture of negatives
(should not cite) or unobserved (unaware and may cite in
the future) examples. Traditional learning methods adopt
classification [30] or learning-to-rank [1] objective functions
and usually treat all 0s in training data as negative exam-
ples, which does not fit the real cases.

Motivated by [12], our loss function adopts weighted square
error on the citation matrix to measure the prediction per-

formance, which is defined as follows:

L =
n
"

i,j=1
Mij

#

Yij −
K
"

k=1

L
"

l=1
θ(k)pi w(l)

k S(i)
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(5)
We define the weight indicator matrix M ∈ R

n×n for the
citation matrix, where Mij takes value 1 if the citation rela-
tionship between pi and pj is observed and 0 in other cases.
By doing so, the model can focus on positive examples and
get rid of noise in the 0 values. One can also impose a de-
gree of confidence by setting different weights on different
observed citations, but we leave this to future study.

For ease of optimization, the loss can be further rewrit-
ten in a matrix form, where matrix P ∈ R

(|T |+|A|+|V|)×K is
group membership indicator for all attribute objects while
Ri ∈ R

n×((|T |+|A|+|V|)) is the corresponding neighbor indica-

tor matrix such thatRiP =
!

X∈{A,V,T }

!
x∈NX (pi)

θ
(k)
x

|NX (pi)|
.

Feature weights for each interest group are represented by
each row of the matrixW ∈ R

K×L, i.e., Wkl = w(l)
k . Hadamard

product ⊙ is used for the matrix element-wise product.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3, to achieve authority learning

jointly, we adopt graph regularization to preserve consisten-
cy over the paper-author and paper-venue subgraphs, which
takes the following form:
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(6)

The intuition behind the above two terms is natural: Linked
objects in the heterogeneous network are more likely to share
similar relative authority scores [14]. To reduce impact of
node popularity, we apply a normalization technique on au-
thority vectors, which helps suppress popular objects to keep
them from dominating the authority propagation. Each
element in the diagonal matrix D(PA) ∈ R

n×n is the de-
gree of paper pi in subgraph R(A) while each element in
D(AP) ∈ R

|A|×|A| is the degree of author aj in subgraph
R(A) Similarly, we can define the two diagonal matrices for
subgraph R(V).

Integrating the loss in Eq. (5) with graph regularization in
Eq. (6), we formulate a joint optimization problem follow-
ing the graph-regularized semi-supervised learning frame-
work [9]:

min
P,W,FP ,FA,FV

1
2
L+R+

cp
2
∥P∥2F +

cw
2
∥W∥2F

s.t. P ≥ 0; W ≥ 0. (7)

To ensure stability of the obtained solution, Tikhonov reg-
ularizers are imposed on variables P and W [4], and we use
cp, cw > 0 to control the strength of regularization. In ad-
dition, we impose non-negativity constraints to make sure
learned group membership indicators and feature weights
can provide semantic meaning as we want.

4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute

3.4 Paper-Specific Citation Recommendation
In practice, to derive interest group memberships for new-

ly emerged queries, one has to re-estimate the model using
these queries and training data, which is highly inefficient.
Moreover, as the number of papers grows rapidly, the size of
the model parameter space will increase a lot, making the
model learning even more unscalable.

To tackle these two challenges, we leverage group member-
ships of the query’s related attribute objects, i.e., authors,
terms and target venues, to approximately represent group
membership of the query manuscript.

Intuitively, terms of the query manuscript describe its in-
formation needs based on paper content, whereas its au-
thor(s) and venue complement the content with research in-
terests and other conceptual information. Specifically, we
represent the query’s group membership θ(k)q by weighted
integration of group memberships of its attribute objects.

θ(k)q =
!

X∈{A,V,T }

!

x∈NX (q)

θ(k)x

|NX (q)|
. (4)

We use NX (q) to denote type X neighbors for query q,
i.e., its attribute objects. How likely a type X object is to
belong to the k-th interest group is represented by θ(k)x .

Paper-specific citation recommendation can be efficiently
conducted for each query manuscript q by applying Eq. (1)
along with definitions in Eqs. (2), (3) and (4).

4. MODEL LEARNING
This section introduces the learning algorithm for the pro-

posed citation recommendation model in Eq. (1).
There are three sets of parameters in our model: group

memberships for attribute objects; feature weights for inter-
est groups; and object relative authority within each inter-
est group. A straightforward way is to first conduct hard-
clustering of attribute objects based on the network and
then derive feature weights and relative authority for each
cluster. Such a solution encounters several problems: (1)
one object may have multiple citation interests, (2) mined
object clusters may not properly capture distinct citation
interests as we want, and (3) model performance may not
be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization prob-
lem to estimate all model parameters simultaneously, which
minimizes prediction error as well as graph regularization.
By doing so, we can softly cluster attribute object in terms
of their citation interests and guarantee the learned model
can yield good performance on training data.

We explain the joint optimization problem in Sec. 4.1 and
design an efficient algorithm to solve it in Sec. 4.2 along with
its computational complexity analysis in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 The Joint Optimization Problem
To learn model parameters, we use a citation network as

training data, where value 1 indicates observed citation re-
lationships while value 0 represents a mixture of negatives
(should not cite) or unobserved (unaware and may cite in
the future) examples. Traditional learning methods adopt
classification [30] or learning-to-rank [1] objective functions
and usually treat all 0s in training data as negative exam-
ples, which does not fit the real cases.

Motivated by [12], our loss function adopts weighted square
error on the citation matrix to measure the prediction per-

formance, which is defined as follows:
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We define the weight indicator matrix M ∈ R

n×n for the
citation matrix, where Mij takes value 1 if the citation rela-
tionship between pi and pj is observed and 0 in other cases.
By doing so, the model can focus on positive examples and
get rid of noise in the 0 values. One can also impose a de-
gree of confidence by setting different weights on different
observed citations, but we leave this to future study.

For ease of optimization, the loss can be further rewrit-
ten in a matrix form, where matrix P ∈ R

(|T |+|A|+|V|)×K is
group membership indicator for all attribute objects while
Ri ∈ R

n×((|T |+|A|+|V|)) is the corresponding neighbor indica-

tor matrix such thatRiP =
!

X∈{A,V,T }

!
x∈NX (pi)

θ
(k)
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|NX (pi)|
.

Feature weights for each interest group are represented by
each row of the matrixW ∈ R

K×L, i.e., Wkl = w(l)
k . Hadamard

product ⊙ is used for the matrix element-wise product.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3, to achieve authority learning

jointly, we adopt graph regularization to preserve consisten-
cy over the paper-author and paper-venue subgraphs, which
takes the following form:
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The intuition behind the above two terms is natural: Linked
objects in the heterogeneous network are more likely to share
similar relative authority scores [14]. To reduce impact of
node popularity, we apply a normalization technique on au-
thority vectors, which helps suppress popular objects to keep
them from dominating the authority propagation. Each
element in the diagonal matrix D(PA) ∈ R

n×n is the de-
gree of paper pi in subgraph R(A) while each element in
D(AP) ∈ R

|A|×|A| is the degree of author aj in subgraph
R(A) Similarly, we can define the two diagonal matrices for
subgraph R(V).

Integrating the loss in Eq. (5) with graph regularization in
Eq. (6), we formulate a joint optimization problem follow-
ing the graph-regularized semi-supervised learning frame-
work [9]:

min
P,W,FP ,FA,FV

1
2
L+R+

cp
2
∥P∥2F +

cw
2
∥W∥2F

s.t. P ≥ 0; W ≥ 0. (7)

To ensure stability of the obtained solution, Tikhonov reg-
ularizers are imposed on variables P and W [4], and we use
cp, cw > 0 to control the strength of regularization. In ad-
dition, we impose non-negativity constraints to make sure
learned group membership indicators and feature weights
can provide semantic meaning as we want.

4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute

3.4 Paper-Specific Citation Recommendation
In practice, to derive interest group memberships for new-

ly emerged queries, one has to re-estimate the model using
these queries and training data, which is highly inefficient.
Moreover, as the number of papers grows rapidly, the size of
the model parameter space will increase a lot, making the
model learning even more unscalable.

To tackle these two challenges, we leverage group member-
ships of the query’s related attribute objects, i.e., authors,
terms and target venues, to approximately represent group
membership of the query manuscript.

Intuitively, terms of the query manuscript describe its in-
formation needs based on paper content, whereas its au-
thor(s) and venue complement the content with research in-
terests and other conceptual information. Specifically, we
represent the query’s group membership θ(k)q by weighted
integration of group memberships of its attribute objects.

θ(k)q =
!

X∈{A,V,T }

!

x∈NX (q)

θ(k)x

|NX (q)|
. (4)

We use NX (q) to denote type X neighbors for query q,
i.e., its attribute objects. How likely a type X object is to
belong to the k-th interest group is represented by θ(k)x .

Paper-specific citation recommendation can be efficiently
conducted for each query manuscript q by applying Eq. (1)
along with definitions in Eqs. (2), (3) and (4).

4. MODEL LEARNING
This section introduces the learning algorithm for the pro-

posed citation recommendation model in Eq. (1).
There are three sets of parameters in our model: group

memberships for attribute objects; feature weights for inter-
est groups; and object relative authority within each inter-
est group. A straightforward way is to first conduct hard-
clustering of attribute objects based on the network and
then derive feature weights and relative authority for each
cluster. Such a solution encounters several problems: (1)
one object may have multiple citation interests, (2) mined
object clusters may not properly capture distinct citation
interests as we want, and (3) model performance may not
be best optimized by the mined clusters.

In our solution, we formulate a joint optimization prob-
lem to estimate all model parameters simultaneously, which
minimizes prediction error as well as graph regularization.
By doing so, we can softly cluster attribute object in terms
of their citation interests and guarantee the learned model
can yield good performance on training data.

We explain the joint optimization problem in Sec. 4.1 and
design an efficient algorithm to solve it in Sec. 4.2 along with
its computational complexity analysis in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 The Joint Optimization Problem
To learn model parameters, we use a citation network as

training data, where value 1 indicates observed citation re-
lationships while value 0 represents a mixture of negatives
(should not cite) or unobserved (unaware and may cite in
the future) examples. Traditional learning methods adopt
classification [30] or learning-to-rank [1] objective functions
and usually treat all 0s in training data as negative exam-
ples, which does not fit the real cases.

Motivated by [12], our loss function adopts weighted square
error on the citation matrix to measure the prediction per-

formance, which is defined as follows:
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We define the weight indicator matrix M ∈ R

n×n for the
citation matrix, where Mij takes value 1 if the citation rela-
tionship between pi and pj is observed and 0 in other cases.
By doing so, the model can focus on positive examples and
get rid of noise in the 0 values. One can also impose a de-
gree of confidence by setting different weights on different
observed citations, but we leave this to future study.

For ease of optimization, the loss can be further rewrit-
ten in a matrix form, where matrix P ∈ R
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Feature weights for each interest group are represented by
each row of the matrixW ∈ R

K×L, i.e., Wkl = w(l)
k . Hadamard

product ⊙ is used for the matrix element-wise product.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3, to achieve authority learning

jointly, we adopt graph regularization to preserve consisten-
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The intuition behind the above two terms is natural: Linked
objects in the heterogeneous network are more likely to share
similar relative authority scores [14]. To reduce impact of
node popularity, we apply a normalization technique on au-
thority vectors, which helps suppress popular objects to keep
them from dominating the authority propagation. Each
element in the diagonal matrix D(PA) ∈ R

n×n is the de-
gree of paper pi in subgraph R(A) while each element in
D(AP) ∈ R

|A|×|A| is the degree of author aj in subgraph
R(A) Similarly, we can define the two diagonal matrices for
subgraph R(V).

Integrating the loss in Eq. (5) with graph regularization in
Eq. (6), we formulate a joint optimization problem follow-
ing the graph-regularized semi-supervised learning frame-
work [9]:
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P,W,FP ,FA,FV

1
2
L+R+
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2
∥P∥2F +

cw
2
∥W∥2F

s.t. P ≥ 0; W ≥ 0. (7)

To ensure stability of the obtained solution, Tikhonov reg-
ularizers are imposed on variables P and W [4], and we use
cp, cw > 0 to control the strength of regularization. In ad-
dition, we impose non-negativity constraints to make sure
learned group membership indicators and feature weights
can provide semantic meaning as we want.

4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute
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4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute
objects and relevance features with respect to interest groups,
and authority propagation between different objects. Dur-
ing an iteration, different learning components will mutually
enhance each other (Fig. 3): Feature weights and relative
authority can be more accurately derived with high quality
interest groups while in turn they serve a good feature for
learning high quality interest groups.

First, to learn group membership for attribute objects,
we take the derivative of the objective function in Eq. (7)
with respect to P while fixing other variables, and apply
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition to im-
pose the non-negativity constraint [7]. With some simple
algebraic operations, a multiplicative update formula for P
can be derived as follows:
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where matrices LP0, LP1 and LP2 are defined as follows:
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In order to preserve non-negativity throughout the update,
LP1 is decomposed into L−

P1 and L+
P1 where A+

ij = (|Aij | +

Aij)/2 and A−
ij = (|Aij | − Aij)/2. Similarly, we decompose

LP2 into L−
P2 and L+

P2, but note that the decomposition is
applied to each of the three components of LP2, respectively.
We denote the masked Yi as Ỹi, which is the Hadamard
product of Mi and Yi. Similarly, S̃(i) and F̃(i)

P denote row-
wise masked S(i) and FP by Mi.

Second, to learn feature weights for interest groups, the
multiplicative update formula for W can be derived follow-
ing a similar derivation as that of P, taking the form:
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where we have LW =

!n
i=1 P

TRT
i RiPFP S̃(i).

Similarly, to preserve non-negativity of W, LW is decom-
posed into L+

W
and L−

W
, which can be computed same be-

fore.
Finally, we derive the authority propagation functions in

Eq. (3) by optimizing the objective function in Eq. (7) with
respect to the authority score matrices of papers, authors
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Figure 3: Correlation between paper relative au-
thority and # ground truth citations, during differ-
ent iterations.

and venues. Specifically, we take the derivative of the ob-
jective function with respect to FP , FA and FV , and follow
traditional semi-supervised learning frameworks [8] to derive
the update rules, which take the form:

FP = GP(FP ,FA,FV ;λA,λV)
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FA = GA(FP) = FPSA; (11)

FV = GV(FP) = FPSV . (12)

where we have normalized adjacency matrices and the paper
authority guidance terms defined as follows:

SA = (D(PA))−1/2R(A)(D(AP))−1/2

SV = (D(PV))−1/2R(V)(D(VP))−1/2
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Using normalized adjacency matrices SA and SV to prop-
agate relative authority can suppress popular objects in the
network. In this way, they will not dominate the author-
ity propagation. At each iteration, the guidance term LFP

adjusts paper relative authority such that the model can fit
known citations in a more accurate way.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the ClusCite algorithm. For con-
vergence analysis, ClusCite essentially applies block coordi-
nate descent on the optimization problem in Eq. (7). The
proof procedure in [26] can be adopted to prove convergence
for ClusCite (to the local minimum). For lack of space, we
do not include it here.

Fig. 3 illustrates the quality change of estimated paper rel-
ative authority. Given an interest group, citations from test
set to training papers serve as our ground truth for the rel-
ative authority of this group. We study the change of corre-
lation between estimated relative authority and the ground
truth, during different iterations. The initialization (global
citation count) shows poor quality based on the correlation.
As the algorithm iterates, we observe significant enhance-
ment on the correlation, which justifies the effectiveness of
the proposed authority propagation approach.

4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the computational complex-

ity of the proposed ClusCite algorithm. Let d denote the
total number of attribute objects and |E| the total num-
ber of links in the heterogeneous network. First, it takes
O(K(n+ d)) time to initialize all the variables and O(|E|L)
time to pre-compute the constants in the update formula.
In addition, we apply the fact that:
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n BT
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An) vec(X) = vec(C), in our imple-
mentation so that we can avoid summations over all papers
by pre-computing several matrix Kronecker products (

"
).

This step takes totally O(L2|E|2/n+ L|E|3/n2) time.
We then study the time complexity at each iteration of

ClusCite with pre-computed matrices. Learning the group
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4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute
objects and relevance features with respect to interest groups,
and authority propagation between different objects. Dur-
ing an iteration, different learning components will mutually
enhance each other (Fig. 3): Feature weights and relative
authority can be more accurately derived with high quality
interest groups while in turn they serve a good feature for
learning high quality interest groups.

First, to learn group membership for attribute objects,
we take the derivative of the objective function in Eq. (7)
with respect to P while fixing other variables, and apply
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition to im-
pose the non-negativity constraint [7]. With some simple
algebraic operations, a multiplicative update formula for P
can be derived as follows:
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In order to preserve non-negativity throughout the update,
LP1 is decomposed into L−

P1 and L+
P1 where A+

ij = (|Aij | +

Aij)/2 and A−
ij = (|Aij | − Aij)/2. Similarly, we decompose

LP2 into L−
P2 and L+

P2, but note that the decomposition is
applied to each of the three components of LP2, respectively.
We denote the masked Yi as Ỹi, which is the Hadamard
product of Mi and Yi. Similarly, S̃(i) and F̃(i)

P denote row-
wise masked S(i) and FP by Mi.

Second, to learn feature weights for interest groups, the
multiplicative update formula for W can be derived follow-
ing a similar derivation as that of P, taking the form:
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TRT
i RiPFP S̃(i).

Similarly, to preserve non-negativity of W, LW is decom-
posed into L+

W
and L−

W
, which can be computed same be-

fore.
Finally, we derive the authority propagation functions in

Eq. (3) by optimizing the objective function in Eq. (7) with
respect to the authority score matrices of papers, authors
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thority and # ground truth citations, during differ-
ent iterations.

and venues. Specifically, we take the derivative of the ob-
jective function with respect to FP , FA and FV , and follow
traditional semi-supervised learning frameworks [8] to derive
the update rules, which take the form:
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where we have normalized adjacency matrices and the paper
authority guidance terms defined as follows:
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Using normalized adjacency matrices SA and SV to prop-
agate relative authority can suppress popular objects in the
network. In this way, they will not dominate the author-
ity propagation. At each iteration, the guidance term LFP

adjusts paper relative authority such that the model can fit
known citations in a more accurate way.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the ClusCite algorithm. For con-
vergence analysis, ClusCite essentially applies block coordi-
nate descent on the optimization problem in Eq. (7). The
proof procedure in [26] can be adopted to prove convergence
for ClusCite (to the local minimum). For lack of space, we
do not include it here.

Fig. 3 illustrates the quality change of estimated paper rel-
ative authority. Given an interest group, citations from test
set to training papers serve as our ground truth for the rel-
ative authority of this group. We study the change of corre-
lation between estimated relative authority and the ground
truth, during different iterations. The initialization (global
citation count) shows poor quality based on the correlation.
As the algorithm iterates, we observe significant enhance-
ment on the correlation, which justifies the effectiveness of
the proposed authority propagation approach.

4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the computational complex-

ity of the proposed ClusCite algorithm. Let d denote the
total number of attribute objects and |E| the total num-
ber of links in the heterogeneous network. First, it takes
O(K(n+ d)) time to initialize all the variables and O(|E|L)
time to pre-compute the constants in the update formula.
In addition, we apply the fact that:
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4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute
objects and relevance features with respect to interest groups,
and authority propagation between different objects. Dur-
ing an iteration, different learning components will mutually
enhance each other (Fig. 3): Feature weights and relative
authority can be more accurately derived with high quality
interest groups while in turn they serve a good feature for
learning high quality interest groups.

First, to learn group membership for attribute objects,
we take the derivative of the objective function in Eq. (7)
with respect to P while fixing other variables, and apply
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition to im-
pose the non-negativity constraint [7]. With some simple
algebraic operations, a multiplicative update formula for P
can be derived as follows:
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Aij)/2 and A−
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LP2 into L−
P2 and L+

P2, but note that the decomposition is
applied to each of the three components of LP2, respectively.
We denote the masked Yi as Ỹi, which is the Hadamard
product of Mi and Yi. Similarly, S̃(i) and F̃(i)

P denote row-
wise masked S(i) and FP by Mi.
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ent iterations.

and venues. Specifically, we take the derivative of the ob-
jective function with respect to FP , FA and FV , and follow
traditional semi-supervised learning frameworks [8] to derive
the update rules, which take the form:
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where we have normalized adjacency matrices and the paper
authority guidance terms defined as follows:
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Using normalized adjacency matrices SA and SV to prop-
agate relative authority can suppress popular objects in the
network. In this way, they will not dominate the author-
ity propagation. At each iteration, the guidance term LFP

adjusts paper relative authority such that the model can fit
known citations in a more accurate way.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the ClusCite algorithm. For con-
vergence analysis, ClusCite essentially applies block coordi-
nate descent on the optimization problem in Eq. (7). The
proof procedure in [26] can be adopted to prove convergence
for ClusCite (to the local minimum). For lack of space, we
do not include it here.

Fig. 3 illustrates the quality change of estimated paper rel-
ative authority. Given an interest group, citations from test
set to training papers serve as our ground truth for the rel-
ative authority of this group. We study the change of corre-
lation between estimated relative authority and the ground
truth, during different iterations. The initialization (global
citation count) shows poor quality based on the correlation.
As the algorithm iterates, we observe significant enhance-
ment on the correlation, which justifies the effectiveness of
the proposed authority propagation approach.

4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the computational complex-

ity of the proposed ClusCite algorithm. Let d denote the
total number of attribute objects and |E| the total num-
ber of links in the heterogeneous network. First, it takes
O(K(n+ d)) time to initialize all the variables and O(|E|L)
time to pre-compute the constants in the update formula.
In addition, we apply the fact that:
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An) vec(X) = vec(C), in our imple-
mentation so that we can avoid summations over all papers
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This step takes totally O(L2|E|2/n+ L|E|3/n2) time.
We then study the time complexity at each iteration of

ClusCite with pre-computed matrices. Learning the group

Algorithm 1 Model Learning by ClusCite

Input: adjacency matrices {Y,SA,SV}, neighbor indicator
R, mask matrix M, meta path-based features {S(i)}, pa-
rameters {λA,λV , cw, cp}, number of interest groups K
Output: group membership P, feature weights W, relative
authority {FP ,FA,FV}

1: Initialize P, W with positive values, and {FP ,FA,FV}
with citation counts from training set

2: repeat
3: Update group membership P by Eq. (8)
4: Update feature weights W by Eq. (9)
5: Compute paper relative authority FP by Eq. (10)
6: Compute author relative authority FA by Eq. (11)
7: Compute venue relative authority FV by Eq. (12)
8: until objective in Eq. (7) converges

membership matrix P by Eq. (8) takesO(L|E|3/n3+L2|E|2/n2

+ Kdn) time. Learning the feature weights W by Eq. (9)
takes O(L|E|3/n3 + L2|E|2/n2 + Kdn) time. Updating all
three relative authority matrices takes O(L|E|3/n3 + |E|+
Kdn) time. Let the number of iterations to compute Clus-
Cite be T (T ≪ n). The total time complexity is O(L|E|3/n2+
L2|E|2/n + T |E| + TKdn). In our experiments, ClusCite
usually converges within 50 iterations.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the recommendation perfor-

mance of the proposed method on real world data and con-
duct case studies to demonstrate its effectiveness.

5.1 Data Preparation
In the experiments, two different bibliographic datasets

are used: the DBLP dataset2 [25] and the PubMed dataset3.
Statistics of the two constructed heterogeneous bibliographic
networks are summarized in Table 3.

5.1.1 Heterogeneous Bibliographic Networks
Tang et al. [25] extracted citation information and built a

DBLP citation dataset. We generated a subset of the afore-
mentioned dataset by filtering out papers with incomplete
meta information or less than 5 citations. Keywords and key
phrases are extracted from paper titles and abstracts using
the TF-IDF measure and the TextBlob noun phrase extrac-
tor4. The PubMed Central dataset is processed by the same
method as described above to generate a subset5. We con-
verted both datasets into heterogeneous bibliographic net-
works according to the network schema in Fig. 2.

5.1.2 Training and Evaluation Sets
We split the network to generate training, validation and

testing subsets according to the paper publication year. We
considered three time intervals T0, T1 and T2. The sub-
network associated with papers in T0 was used for model
training. Papers in T1 were then used as the validation set
for parameter tuning and papers in T2 were used as the test
set for evaluations. Tables 4(a) and 4(b) summarize the
statistics of the subsets. During evaluation, we consider ci-
tations from the evaluation sets (T1 and T2) to the training

2http://arnetminer.org/DBLP_Citation
3http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
4http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
5https://github.com/shanzhenren2/PubMed_subset

Table 3: Statistics of two bibliographic networks.

Data sets DBLP PubMed

# papers 137,298 100,215
# authors 135,612 212,312
# venues 2,639 2,319
# terms 29,814 37,618
# relationships ∼2.3M ∼3.6M
Paper avg citations 5.16 17.55

Table 4: Training, validation and testing paper sub-
sets from the DBLP and PubMed datasets

(a) The DBLP dataset

Subsets Train Validation Test
Years T0=[1996, 2007] T1=[2008] T2=[2009, 2011]
# papers 62.23% 12.56% 25.21%

(b) The PubMed dataset

Subsets Train Validation Test
Years T0=[1966, 2008] T1=[2009] T2=[2010, 2013]
# papers 64.50% 7.81% 27.69%

set (T0) as the ground truth. Such an evaluation practice
is more realistic because a citation recommendation system
only knows the related attribute objects of a newly writ-
ten manuscript. Also, it predicts future citations based on
models which are learned from past citations.

5.1.3 Feature Generation
In the experiments, without loss of generality, we selected

15 different meta-paths between paper objects including (P−
X − P )y, P − X − P → P and P − X − P ← P where
X = {A, V, T} and y = {1, 2, 3}. Note that (P − X − P )2

denotes P−X−P−X−P . We used two different structural
similarity measures: PathSim [22] measure and the random-
walk based measure [27]. We applied the random-walk based
measure to all meta-paths and the PathSim measure to only
symmetric meta-paths due to its requirement. This provides
us with 24 meta-path based relevance features. Note that
all the “cited” and “citing” relations in the meta-paths were
only measured between papers in the training set.

5.2 Experimental Settings
We provide details on the experimental settings for con-

ducting evaluations on all the methods.

5.2.1 Compared Methods
We compared the proposed method (ClusCite) with its

variation which considered only relevance features (ClusCite-
Rel). Several widely deployed or state-of-the-art citation
recommendation approaches were also implemented, includ-
ing content-based methods, link-based methods and hybrid
methods. All compared methods were first tuned on valida-
tion set to pick the tuning parameters.

BM25: BM25 is a text-based method, which computes
similarity scores using only text information.

PopRank [19]: PopRank is a link-based method which
derives an object’s importance based on authority propaga-
tion in the heterogeneous bibliographic network.

TopicSim: We measure similarity between papers with
topic modeling technique (LDA) and return the papers with
the most similar topic distribution compared with the query.

Link-PLSA-LDA [18]: Link-PLSA-LDA6 is a hybrid
method that leverages both document text and citation links

6https://sites.google.com/site/rameshnallapati/
software
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Learning Algorithm
q Convergence	  (to	  local	  minimum):

q Guaranteed	  by	  an	  analysis	  similar	  to	  block	  coordinate	  descent	  
q Empirically	  converges	  in	  50	  iterations

q Mutually enhancing:	  
q The	  mode	  learning	  does	  two	  things	  simultaneously	  and	  iteratively:	  (1)	  co-‐

clustering	  of	  attribute	  objects;	  (2)	  authority	  propagation	  within	  groups
q Authority/relevance features can be better learned with high-‐quality groups

derived
q Good features help deriving high-‐quality groups
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Experimental Setup
q Datasets

– DBLP: 137k papers; ~2.3M relationships; Avg # citations/paper: 5.16
– PubMed: 100k papers; ~3.6M relationships; Avg # citations/paper: 17.55

q Evaluations

Algorithm 1 Model Learning by ClusCite

Input: adjacency matrices {Y,SA,SV}, neighbor indicator
R, mask matrix M, meta path-based features {S(i)}, pa-
rameters {λA,λV , cw, cp}, number of interest groups K
Output: group membership P, feature weights W, relative
authority {FP ,FA,FV}

1: Initialize P, W with positive values, and {FP ,FA,FV}
with citation counts from training set

2: repeat
3: Update group membership P by Eq. (8)
4: Update feature weights W by Eq. (9)
5: Compute paper relative authority FP by Eq. (10)
6: Compute author relative authority FA by Eq. (11)
7: Compute venue relative authority FV by Eq. (12)
8: until objective in Eq. (7) converges

membership matrix P by Eq. (8) takesO(L|E|3/n3+L2|E|2/n2

+ Kdn) time. Learning the feature weights W by Eq. (9)
takes O(L|E|3/n3 + L2|E|2/n2 + Kdn) time. Updating all
three relative authority matrices takes O(L|E|3/n3 + |E|+
Kdn) time. Let the number of iterations to compute Clus-
Cite be T (T ≪ n). The total time complexity is O(L|E|3/n2+
L2|E|2/n + T |E| + TKdn). In our experiments, ClusCite
usually converges within 50 iterations.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the recommendation perfor-

mance of the proposed method on real world data and con-
duct case studies to demonstrate its effectiveness.

5.1 Data Preparation
In the experiments, two different bibliographic datasets

are used: the DBLP dataset2 [25] and the PubMed dataset3.
Statistics of the two constructed heterogeneous bibliographic
networks are summarized in Table 3.

5.1.1 Heterogeneous Bibliographic Networks
Tang et al. [25] extracted citation information and built a

DBLP citation dataset. We generated a subset of the afore-
mentioned dataset by filtering out papers with incomplete
meta information or less than 5 citations. Keywords and key
phrases are extracted from paper titles and abstracts using
the TF-IDF measure and the TextBlob noun phrase extrac-
tor4. The PubMed Central dataset is processed by the same
method as described above to generate a subset5. We con-
verted both datasets into heterogeneous bibliographic net-
works according to the network schema in Fig. 2.

5.1.2 Training and Evaluation Sets
We split the network to generate training, validation and

testing subsets according to the paper publication year. We
considered three time intervals T0, T1 and T2. The sub-
network associated with papers in T0 was used for model
training. Papers in T1 were then used as the validation set
for parameter tuning and papers in T2 were used as the test
set for evaluations. Tables 4(a) and 4(b) summarize the
statistics of the subsets. During evaluation, we consider ci-
tations from the evaluation sets (T1 and T2) to the training

2http://arnetminer.org/DBLP_Citation
3http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
4http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
5https://github.com/shanzhenren2/PubMed_subset

Table 3: Statistics of two bibliographic networks.

Data sets DBLP PubMed

# papers 137,298 100,215
# authors 135,612 212,312
# venues 2,639 2,319
# terms 29,814 37,618
# relationships ∼2.3M ∼3.6M
Paper avg citations 5.16 17.55

Table 4: Training, validation and testing paper sub-
sets from the DBLP and PubMed datasets

(a) The DBLP dataset

Subsets Train Validation Test
Years T0=[1996, 2007] T1=[2008] T2=[2009, 2011]
# papers 62.23% 12.56% 25.21%

(b) The PubMed dataset

Subsets Train Validation Test
Years T0=[1966, 2008] T1=[2009] T2=[2010, 2013]
# papers 64.50% 7.81% 27.69%

set (T0) as the ground truth. Such an evaluation practice
is more realistic because a citation recommendation system
only knows the related attribute objects of a newly writ-
ten manuscript. Also, it predicts future citations based on
models which are learned from past citations.

5.1.3 Feature Generation
In the experiments, without loss of generality, we selected

15 different meta-paths between paper objects including (P−
X − P )y, P − X − P → P and P − X − P ← P where
X = {A, V, T} and y = {1, 2, 3}. Note that (P − X − P )2

denotes P−X−P−X−P . We used two different structural
similarity measures: PathSim [22] measure and the random-
walk based measure [27]. We applied the random-walk based
measure to all meta-paths and the PathSim measure to only
symmetric meta-paths due to its requirement. This provides
us with 24 meta-path based relevance features. Note that
all the “cited” and “citing” relations in the meta-paths were
only measured between papers in the training set.

5.2 Experimental Settings
We provide details on the experimental settings for con-

ducting evaluations on all the methods.

5.2.1 Compared Methods
We compared the proposed method (ClusCite) with its

variation which considered only relevance features (ClusCite-
Rel). Several widely deployed or state-of-the-art citation
recommendation approaches were also implemented, includ-
ing content-based methods, link-based methods and hybrid
methods. All compared methods were first tuned on valida-
tion set to pick the tuning parameters.

BM25: BM25 is a text-based method, which computes
similarity scores using only text information.

PopRank [19]: PopRank is a link-based method which
derives an object’s importance based on authority propaga-
tion in the heterogeneous bibliographic network.

TopicSim: We measure similarity between papers with
topic modeling technique (LDA) and return the papers with
the most similar topic distribution compared with the query.

Link-PLSA-LDA [18]: Link-PLSA-LDA6 is a hybrid
method that leverages both document text and citation links

6https://sites.google.com/site/rameshnallapati/
software
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Experimental Setup
q Feature	  generation:	  meta	  paths

– (P	  – X – P)y,	  	  where	  X =	  {A,	  V,	  T}	  and	  y	  =	  {1,	  2,	  3}
§ E.g.,	  (P	  – X	  – P)2 =	  P	  – X	  – P	  – X	  – P

– P	  – X	  – P	  à P
– P	  – X	  – P	  ß P

q Feature	  generation:	  similarity	  measures
– PathSim [VLDB’11]:	  symmetric	  measure
– Random	  walk-‐based	  measure	  [SDM’12]:	  can	  be	  asymmetric

q Combining	  meta	  paths	  with	  different	  measures,	  in	  total	  we	  have	  24 meta	  path-‐
based	  relevance	  features
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Example Output: Relative Authority Ranking 
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Figure 8: Case studies on citation behavioral pat-
terns among different interest groups. We show the
averaged number of citations on four venues and
four authors, which represent different information
needs, for two groups of papers.

results demonstrate that the derived interest groups certain-
ly show two different behavioral patterns on citations, and
justify that mined interest groups can capture different in-
formation needs.

Second, we study the effectiveness of the relative authority
propagation process in the proposed ClusCite algorithm. By
setting the number of interest groups as K = 40, we apply
ClusCite on the training data and obtain relative authority
scores for authors (FA) and venues (FV). We can list the
top ranked objects based on their relative authority scores
within different interest groups. Table 6 shows the ranked
lists for two example interest groups. One can easily identify
the research areas that these two interest groups belong to:
Group I is on database and information system while Group
II is on computer vision and multimedia. There is a high
degree of consensus between the ranking list generated by
ClusCite and the top venues and reputed authors in each
research area. This demonstrates that the relative authority
propagation can generate meaningful authority scores with
respect to different interest groups.

Table 6: Top-5 authority venues and authors from
two example interest groups derived by ClusCite.

Rank Venue Author
Group I (database and information system)

1 VLDB 0.0763 Hector Garcia-Molina 0.0202
2 SIGMOD 0.0653 Christos Faloutsos 0.0187
3 TKDE 0.0651 Elisa Bertino 0.0180
4 CIKM 0.0590 Dan Suciu 0.0179
5 SIGKDD 0.0488 H. V. Jagadish 0.0178

Group II (computer vision and multimedia)
1 TPAMI 0.0733 Richard Szeliski 0.0139
2 ACM MM 0.0533 Jitendra Malik 0.0122
3 ICCV 0.0403 Luc Van Gool 0.0121
4 CVPR 0.0401 Andrew Blake 0.0117
5 ECCV 0.0393 Alex Pentland 0.0114

5.6 Parameter Study
In this section, we study the impact of four parameters:

cp and cw in ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel, and λA and λV in
ClusCite, on validation sets. The number of interest groups
are set as K = 200. MixFea, the best baseline, is the only
one used here. For conciseness, only DBLP dataset results
are presented in Fig. 9, where the x-axes are in log scale.

In the joint optimization problem in Eq. (7), cp and cw
control the strength of Tikhonov regularizers on group mem-
bership indicators and relevance feature weights. A larger
value imposes a higher penalty on the magnitude of variable
values. We vary one of these two parameters while fixing the
other as zero. For ClusCite, we set λA = λV = 0.1. Both
ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel show robust performance over a
large range of cw (Fig. 9(a)) and achieve significant improve-
ment compared to MixFea. We observe a similar trend when

varying cw (Fig. 9(b)) but ClusCite performs slightly better
when cw = 10−7. Such changes are because W plays a role
in balancing relevance and authority scores for the ClusCite
model while scaling of P will not affect the ranking results.

ClusCite has two more parameters λA and λV , which
control relative importance of authority information from
authors and venues, respectively. By setting one to zero
and varying the other, we aim to see a performance change
when only one information source is utilized in the authori-
ty propagation process. Using ClusCite-Rel and MixFea as
baselines, one can see that both information sources help
improve the performance of ClusCite significantly. ClusCite
achieves the best performance when λA = 0.3 (Fig. 9(c))
and λV = 0.3 (Fig. 9(d)). In particular, we found that ap-
plying venue information to authority propagation led to
better results.

6. RELATED WORK
6.1 Citation Recommendation

Existing work leverages different kinds of information to
recommend citations for a query manuscript, from paper
content, known citations to authors and venues of a paper.

Traditional keyword-based approaches have difficulty in
finding conceptually similar work due to the ambiguity of
short-text queries [23, 5]. One can notice that the perfor-
mance of BM25 in our experiments is much worse than those
of the hybrid methods like L2-LR. Using citation local con-
texts, i.e., text surrounding the citation positions, context-
based methods can capture diverse information needs more
precisely [27, 13]. He et al. [11] utilize out-link local contexts
to express ideas of a paper’s related work and in-link local
contexts to summarize ideas that a paper covers for citation
recommendations. However, the local context might be ir-
relevant to the ideas of cited paper. Moreover, picking the
size of each context window is non-trivial. Also, it will be
interesting to study different intents and purposes behind
the citation contexts to leverage them more accurately.

On the other hand, citation information can be used to
measure paper structural similarity. Traditional link predic-
tion techniques [19, 18, 2] and collaborative filtering tech-
niques [12] encounter cold-start issue since in practice little
or no citations are provided for query manuscript. Het-
erogenous link prediction techniques[20, 6, 17] tackle this
issue by taking advantages of multiple types of relationships
between papers, authors and venues. However, these link-
based methods cannot achieve satisfactory results without
considering content-based features. Therefore, recent stud-
ies start integrating both content and structure information
to augment the performance [23]. Latent topic models are
used to predict citations for new documents by modeling c-
itation links jointly[21, 27]. However, topical similarity may
be too coarse to serve as good evidence for citation predic-
tion and experimental results on TopicSim and Link-PLSA-
LDA show their limited performance. Yu et al. [30] derive
a rich set of meta-path based features from heterogeneous
bibliographic networks in modeling citation recommenda-
tion, which can capture text-based similarity, conceptual
relevance as well as several types of social relatedness.

Aforementioned methods consider only paper relevance
but ignore another critical information for citation recom-
mendation, namely the importance and quality of target pa-
pers [23]. Bethard and Jurafsky [5] built a literature search
system by learning a linearly weighted model over both rel-
evance and authority features.

Our work considers diverse citation interests by imposing
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Experimental Results
q Case study on citation	  behavioral	  patterns

Each paper
is assigned
to the group
with highest
group
membership
score
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Experimental Results
q Quality	  change	  of	  estimated	  paper	  relative	  authority	  ranking

learned group membership indicators and feature weights
can provide semantic meaning as we want.

4.2 The ClusCite Algorithm
Directly solving Eq (7) is not easy because the objective

function is non-convex. We develop an alternative mini-
mization algorithm, called ClusCite, which alternatively
optimizes the problem with respect to each variable.

The learning algorithm essentially accomplishes two things
simultaneously and iteratively: Co-clustering of attribute
objects and relevance features with respect to interest groups,
and authority propagation between different objects. Dur-
ing an iteration, different learning components will mutually
enhance each other (Fig. 3): Feature weights and relative
authority can be more accurately derived with high quality
interest groups while in turn they serve a good feature for
learning high quality interest groups.

First, to learn group membership for attribute objects,
we take the derivative of the objective function in Eq. (7)
with respect to P while fixing other variables, and apply
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition to im-
pose the non-negativity constraint [7]. With some simple
algebraic operations, a multiplicative update formula for P
can be derived as follows:

Pjk ← Pjk

! n
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i=1
RT

i ỸiS
(i)WT + L+

P1 + L−
P2

#

jk
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jk

, (8)

where matrices LP0, LP1 and LP2 are defined as follows:
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n
$

i=1
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n
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RT
i RiPFP S̃

(i)WT .

In order to preserve non-negativity throughout the update,
LP1 is decomposed into L−

P1 and L+
P1 where A+

ij = (|Aij | +

Aij)/2 and A−
ij = (|Aij | − Aij)/2. Similarly, we decompose

LP2 into L−
P2 and L+

P2, but note that the decomposition is
applied to each of the three components of LP2, respectively.
We denote the masked Yi as Ỹi, which is the Hadamard
product of Mi and Yi. Similarly, S̃(i) and F̃(i)

P denote row-
wise masked S(i) and FP by Mi.

Second, to learn feature weights for interest groups, the
multiplicative update formula for W can be derived follow-
ing a similar derivation as that of P, taking the form:

Wkl ←Wkl
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(9)
where we have LW =

!n
i=1 P

TRT
i RiPFP S̃(i).

Similarly, to preserve non-negativity of W, LW is decom-
posed into L+

W
and L−

W
, which can be computed same be-

fore.
Finally, we derive the authority propagation functions in

Eq. (3) by optimizing the objective function in Eq. (7) with
respect to the authority score matrices of papers, authors
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Figure 3: Correlation between paper relative au-
thority and # ground truth citations, during differ-
ent iterations.

and venues. Specifically, we take the derivative of the ob-
jective function with respect to FP , FA and FV , and follow
traditional semi-supervised learning frameworks [8] to derive
the update rules, which take the form:

FP = GP(FP ,FA,FV ;λA,λV)

=
1

λA + λV

%

λAFAST
A + λVFVS

T
V + LFP

&

(10)

FA = GA(FP) = FPSA; (11)

FV = GV(FP) = FPSV . (12)

where we have normalized adjacency matrices and the paper
authority guidance terms defined as follows:

SA = (D(PA))−1/2R(A)(D(AP))−1/2

SV = (D(PV))−1/2R(V)(D(VP))−1/2

LFP
=

n
$

i=1

PTRT
i

'

Ỹi −RiP
(

WS̃(i) + F̃(i)
P

)

*

Using normalized adjacency matrices SA and SV to prop-
agate relative authority can suppress popular objects in the
network. In this way, they will not dominate the author-
ity propagation. At each iteration, the guidance term LFP

adjusts paper relative authority such that the model can fit
known citations in a more accurate way.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the ClusCite algorithm. For con-
vergence analysis, ClusCite essentially applies block coordi-
nate descent on the optimization problem in Eq. (7). The
proof procedure in [26] can be adopted to prove convergence
for ClusCite (to the local minimum). For lack of space, we
do not include it here.

Fig. 3 illustrates the quality change of estimated paper rel-
ative authority. Given an interest group, citations from test
set to training papers serve as our ground truth for the rel-
ative authority of this group. We study the change of corre-
lation between estimated relative authority and the ground
truth, during different iterations. The initialization (global
citation count) shows poor quality based on the correlation.
As the algorithm iterates, we observe significant enhance-
ment on the correlation, which justifies the effectiveness of
the proposed authority propagation approach.

4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the computational complex-

ity of the proposed ClusCite algorithm. Let d denote the
total number of attribute objects and |E| the total num-
ber of links in the heterogeneous network. First, it takes
O(K(n+ d)) time to initialize all the variables and O(|E|L)
time to pre-compute the constants in the update formula.
In addition, we apply the fact that:

!
n AnXBn = C is

equivalent to (
!

n BT
n
"

An) vec(X) = vec(C), in our imple-
mentation so that we can avoid summations over all papers
by pre-computing several matrix Kronecker products (

"
).

This step takes totally O(L2|E|2/n+ L|E|3/n2) time.
We then study the time complexity at each iteration of

ClusCite with pre-computed matrices. Learning the group

Correlation between	  paper	  relative	  authority	  score	  and	  #	  ground	  truth	  
citations,	  during	  different	  iterations
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Performance Comparison: Methods Compared
q Compared	  methods:

1. BM25: content-based
2. PopRank [WWW’05]: heterogeneous link-based authority
3. TopicSim: topic-based similarity by LDA
4. Link-PLSA-LDA [KDD’08]: topic and link relevance
5. Meta-path based relevance:

1. L2-LR  [SDM’12,  WSDM’12]:  logistics  regression  with  L2  regularization
2. RankSVM [KDD’02]

6. MixSim: relevance, topic distribution, PopRank scores, using RankSVM
7. ClusCite: the proposed full fledged model
8. ClusCite-Rel: with only relevance component
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Performance Comparison on DBLP and PubMed
q 17.68% improvement in Recall@50;

9.57% inMRR, over	  the	  best	  performing	  
compared	  method,	  on DBLP

Table 5: Recommendation performance comparisons on DBLP and PubMed datasets in terms of Precision,
Recall and MRR. We set the number of interest groups to be 200 (K = 200) for ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel.

Method DBLP PubMed

P@10 P@20 R@20 R@50 MRR P@10 P@20 R@20 R@50 MRR
BM25 0.1260 0.0902 0.1431 0.2146 0.4107 0.1847 0.1349 0.1754 0.2470 0.4971

PopRank 0.0112 0.0098 0.0155 0.0308 0.0451 0.0438 0.0314 0.0402 0.0814 0.2012
TopicSim 0.0328 0.0273 0.0432 0.0825 0.1161 0.0761 0.0685 0.0855 0.1516 0.3254

Link-PLSA-LDA 0.1023 0.0893 0.1295 0.1823 0.3748 0.1439 0.1002 0.1589 0.2015 0.4079
L2-LR 0.2274 0.1677 0.2471 0.3547 0.4866 0.2527 0.1959 0.2504 0.3981 0.5308

RankSVM 0.2372 0.1799 0.2733 0.3621 0.4989 0.2534 0.1954 0.2499 0.382 0.5187
MixFea 0.2261 0.1689 0.2473 0.3636 0.5002 0.2699 0.2025 0.2519 0.4021 0.5041

ClusCite-Rel 0.2402 0.1872 0.2856 0.4015 0.5156 0.2786 0.2221 0.2753 0.4305 0.5524
ClusCite 0.2429 0.1958 0.2993 0.4279 0.5481 0.3019 0.2434 0.3129 0.4587 0.5787
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Figure 4: Performance comparisons measured by
Recall and Precision at different positions.

when modeling topics. The candidates were ranked in terms
of the conditional probability of citations from the query
manuscript to the candidate papers.

L2-LR [27]: This technique changes the problem into
classification with a linearly weighted combination of meta
path-based relevance features. Positive examples are ob-
served citations and negative examples are randomly sam-
pled paper pairs.

RankSVM [14]: RankSVM considers the preference be-
tween paper-paper relationships, instead of assuming all un-
observed relationships are negative examples.

MixFea: the candidates were ranked by a linear com-
bination of meta path-based relevance features, topic dis-
tributions and PopRank’s features. We used RankSVM to
estimate feature weights.

ClusCite: candidates were ranked based on the scores
computed by Eq. (1). We set the number of interest groups
K = 200, cp = 10−6, cw = 10−7, λA = λV = 0.3 after
tuning them on validation sets (Fig. 5 and Sec. 5.6).

ClusCite-Rel: candidates were ranked based on the pro-
posed model with only meta path-based relevance features,
i.e., by dropping FP in Eq. (1). It used the same settings
on K, cp and cw as those of ClusCite.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics
We employed Precision and Recall at position M (P@M

and R@M) as the evaluation metrics. Recall@M is de-
fined as the percentage of original citing papers that ap-
pear in the top-M recommended list. A high recall with a
lower M indicates a better citation recommendation system.
Precision@M was also used to measure the effectiveness of
the recommendation system by checking whether the origi-
nal citing papers were ranked high for the query manuscript.

Furthermore, it is desirable that ground truth papers should
appear earlier in the top-M recommended list. Therefore,
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) was also employed over the
target papers, which is defined as MRR = 1

|QT |

!

q∈QT

1
rank(q) ,

where QT is the testing set and rank(q) denotes the rank of
its first ground truth paper (positive example).

5.3 Performance Comparison
We now compare the proposed recommendation model

(ClusCite) with its variation (ClusCite-Rel) and other base-
lines in terms of the citation recommendation performance.

First, we compare the proposed methods with seven dif-
ferent baselines using Precision@10, 20, Recall@20, 50 and
MRR. Table 5 summarizes the comparison results on both
DBLP and PubMed datasets. Overall, the proposed Clus-
Cite method and its variation ClusCite-Rel outperform other
methods on all metrics. In particular, ClusCite obtains a
17.68% improvement in Recall@50 and 9.57% improvement
in MRR compared to the best baseline on the DBLP dataset.
On the PubMed dataset, it improves Recall@20 by 20.19%
and MRR by 14.79% compared to MixFea. Even though
MixFea has incorporated a rich set of features, ClusCite ob-
tained superior performance because it not only explores
citation behaviors by learning group-based feature weights
over different relation semantics, but also integrates relative
paper authority to augment the recommendation process.

The ClusCite-Rel method outperforms all other baselines
and improves Recall@50 by 10.42% compared to the best
baseline, MixFea, on the DBLP dataset. Comparing ClusCite-
Rel with methods such as RankSVM and L2-LR, one can
clearly notice the performance gain from distinguishing rel-
evance feature weights for different interest groups. Clus-
Cite always outperforms ClusCite-Rel, improving MRR by
12.21% and Recall@50 by 6.57% on the DBLP dataset. The
enhancement mainly comes from utilizing paper relative au-
thority with respect to different interest groups. Also, the
derived relative authority can assist recommendation since
it is jointly learned through the unified optimization.

MixFea is another method that incorporates paper au-
thority information, but it does not distinguish paper au-
thority in different interest groups. However, it still obtained
better results than RankSVM and L2-LR did in most cases.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of paper authority in-
formation in the citation recommendation process. Further-
more, poor performance of PopRank shows that using only
global authority is not sufficient to conduct good citation
recommendation. Different from the conclusions in [10], We
found that Link-PLSA-LDA and TopicSim can only achieve
0.0893 and 0.0273 for Precision@20 (compared to 0.1677
with L2-LR), respectively. Also, BM25 outperformed both
of the topic-based methods in all cases. This shows that
topic-based features are not good enough for finding rele-
vant papers, since the features may be of coarse granularity.

For more comprehensive comparisons, we computed the
precision and recall at different positions (5 to 100) to study
the trends in performance changes. Due to space limits,
Fig. 4 only shows the comparison results of Recall on DBLP
and comparison results of Precision on PubMed, respec-

q 20.19% improvement in Recall@20;
14.79% in MRR, over	  the	  best	  performing	  
compared	  method,	  on PubMed
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Performance  Analysis:  Number of Interest Groups
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Performance  Analysis:  Number of Attributes Each
Query Manuscript Has

Partition	  the	  test	  set	  
into	  six	  subsets:

Group	  1	  has	  least	  Avg#
attribute objects

Group	  6	  has	  most Avg#
attribute objects

When	  more	  attribute	  
available	  for	  the	  query	  
manuscript,	  our	  model	  can	  
do	  better	  recommendation
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Performance Analysis: Model Generalization
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Figure 5: Performance change (Recall@50) on val-
idation sets, with respect to number of interest
groups (K) (MixFea as baseline).

tively. For both precision and recall, the performance gap
between ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel gets slightly larger as
more candidates are returned. This indicates that authority
information played a critical role in identifying papers with
moderate relevance to the query (people may cite relevant
papers even though they are new and less reputed, but they
prefer authoritative ones among the less relevant papers).

5.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of ClusCite,

ClusCite-Rel and MixFea in different recommendation sce-
narios. We ran the following experiments on both datasets
and observed similar performance changes in both. How-
ever, in the interest of brevity, we only present results from
the PubMed dataset for some analyses.

First, we studied performance change with respect to the
number of interest groups for ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel.
As presented in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), although not very sensi-
tive to K, these two methods did perform differently when
the number of groups were varied. Also, the performance
changes were more notable at smaller K, i.e.K < 100. This
indicates that the proposed methods cannot determine cita-
tion behavior well when the number of groups is small. On
the other hand, a large K (e.g.K > 300) caused a perfor-
mance drop due to the insufficiency of training data in de-
riving interest groups. We found that ClusCite achieved the
best performance when the number of groups was K = 200
while ClusCite-Rel obtained the best performance with a
large number K = 300. This shows that biomedical domain
has more diverse citation behavior patterns.

In ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel, the paper-specific recom-
mendation makes a prediction for a query based on its at-
tribute objects. Therefore, we want to examine their perfor-
mance change by studying the correlation between recom-
mendations of the two proposed methods and the number of
attribute objects in the query manuscript. We divided the
test set into 6 groups with respect to the number of attribute
objects. The resulting query groups had an average num-
ber of attribute objects ranging from 6.46 (group 1) to 18.98
(group 6). The results by MRR are summarized in Fig. 6(a).
Overall, ClusCite outperformed ClusCite-Rel, and both out-
performed MixFea. The proposed methods achieved a larger
performance improvement when the number of attribute ob-
jects increased (e.g.from 0.02 in group 1 to 0.08 in group 6)
while the performance of MixFea seemed less sensitive be-
tween different query groups. This demonstrates that with
more attribute objects provided by the query manuscript,
the proposed method can make better paper-specific recom-
mendations because richer attribute objects provide better
estimation on group membership of the query manuscript.

Finally, we tested the model generalization by evaluat-
ing performance on test papers from different time periods.
We generated four test subsets using papers in T2 of the
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Figure 6: Performance change with number of at-
tribute objects and time periods of query papers.

PubMed dataset where each subset consists of papers from
one specific year. By applying the methods on each subset,
we want to study how the model, learned from papers in
T0, can predict citations for future papers. The study re-
sults are shown in Fig. 6(b). Overall, the performance of
both methods dropped when recommending for newer pa-
pers but ClusCite always outperformed MixFea. Recall@50
of MixFea decreased by 16.42% from year 2010 to 2013 while
Recall@50 of ClusCite dropped only about 7.72%, which in-
dicates the better generalization of the proposed method.

5.5 Case Studies
To demonstrate the effectiveness of mining hidden interest

groups, we conduct two sets of case studies on the DBLP
dataset to show citation behavioral patterns (Fig. 7) and
relative authority ranking of authors and venues, (Table 6)
within an example of mined interest groups.

First, we show that the learned interest groups have dis-
tinct citation behavioral patterns and can satisfy different
information needs. We apply K-means clustering on all ob-
jects’ group membership indicators and derive their most
likely groups (we set K = 40). Two representative groups
were picked where group A contained 8,345 papers and 208
venues and group B contained 10,922 papers and 291 venues.
We found that major venues in group A were database venues
(e.g., “SIGMOD” and “VLDB”) and those in group B were
computer vision venues (e.g., “TPAMI” and “IJCV”). To
study how the four venues were cited by papers in the two
interest groups, we calculated the average number of cita-
tions from papers in group A and B to the four venues,
respectively. The results are in Fig. 7(a). One can see that
papers in group A prefer to cite database papers while those
in group B cite computer vision papers more frequently.

Following a similar procedure, we selected two more repre-
sentative groups and studied their papers’ citations on four
different authors: data mining researchers “Pillip S. Yu”and
“Rakesh Agrawal” from group A and programming language
researchers “Thomas W. Reps” and “Ken Kenndedy” from
group B. The average number of citations for these four au-
thors are summarized in Fig. 7(b). Similar behavioral pat-
terns were observed that papers in group A cite data mining
researchers more frequently while papers in group B pre-
fer programming language researchers. The derived interest
groups show two different behavioral patterns on citations,
and justify that they can capture different citation interests.

Second, we study the effectiveness of the relative authority
propagation process in the proposed ClusCite algorithm. By
setting the number of interest groups as K = 40, we apply
ClusCite on the training data and obtain relative authority
scores for authors (FA) and venues (FV). We can list the
top ranked objects based on their relative authority scores
within different interest groups. Table 6 shows the ranked
lists for two example interest groups. One can easily identify
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Figure 5: Performance change (Recall@50) on val-
idation sets, with respect to number of interest
groups (K) (MixFea as baseline).

tively. For both precision and recall, the performance gap
between ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel gets slightly larger as
more candidates are returned. This indicates that authority
information played a critical role in identifying papers with
moderate relevance to the query (people may cite relevant
papers even though they are new and less reputed, but they
prefer authoritative ones among the less relevant papers).

5.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of ClusCite,

ClusCite-Rel and MixFea in different recommendation sce-
narios. We ran the following experiments on both datasets
and observed similar performance changes in both. How-
ever, in the interest of brevity, we only present results from
the PubMed dataset for some analyses.

First, we studied performance change with respect to the
number of interest groups for ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel.
As presented in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), although not very sensi-
tive to K, these two methods did perform differently when
the number of groups were varied. Also, the performance
changes were more notable at smaller K, i.e.K < 100. This
indicates that the proposed methods cannot determine cita-
tion behavior well when the number of groups is small. On
the other hand, a large K (e.g.K > 300) caused a perfor-
mance drop due to the insufficiency of training data in de-
riving interest groups. We found that ClusCite achieved the
best performance when the number of groups was K = 200
while ClusCite-Rel obtained the best performance with a
large number K = 300. This shows that biomedical domain
has more diverse citation behavior patterns.

In ClusCite and ClusCite-Rel, the paper-specific recom-
mendation makes a prediction for a query based on its at-
tribute objects. Therefore, we want to examine their perfor-
mance change by studying the correlation between recom-
mendations of the two proposed methods and the number of
attribute objects in the query manuscript. We divided the
test set into 6 groups with respect to the number of attribute
objects. The resulting query groups had an average num-
ber of attribute objects ranging from 6.46 (group 1) to 18.98
(group 6). The results by MRR are summarized in Fig. 6(a).
Overall, ClusCite outperformed ClusCite-Rel, and both out-
performed MixFea. The proposed methods achieved a larger
performance improvement when the number of attribute ob-
jects increased (e.g.from 0.02 in group 1 to 0.08 in group 6)
while the performance of MixFea seemed less sensitive be-
tween different query groups. This demonstrates that with
more attribute objects provided by the query manuscript,
the proposed method can make better paper-specific recom-
mendations because richer attribute objects provide better
estimation on group membership of the query manuscript.

Finally, we tested the model generalization by evaluat-
ing performance on test papers from different time periods.
We generated four test subsets using papers in T2 of the
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tribute objects and time periods of query papers.

PubMed dataset where each subset consists of papers from
one specific year. By applying the methods on each subset,
we want to study how the model, learned from papers in
T0, can predict citations for future papers. The study re-
sults are shown in Fig. 6(b). Overall, the performance of
both methods dropped when recommending for newer pa-
pers but ClusCite always outperformed MixFea. Recall@50
of MixFea decreased by 16.42% from year 2010 to 2013 while
Recall@50 of ClusCite dropped only about 7.72%, which in-
dicates the better generalization of the proposed method.

5.5 Case Studies
To demonstrate the effectiveness of mining hidden interest

groups, we conduct two sets of case studies on the DBLP
dataset to show citation behavioral patterns (Fig. 7) and
relative authority ranking of authors and venues, (Table 6)
within an example of mined interest groups.

First, we show that the learned interest groups have dis-
tinct citation behavioral patterns and can satisfy different
information needs. We apply K-means clustering on all ob-
jects’ group membership indicators and derive their most
likely groups (we set K = 40). Two representative groups
were picked where group A contained 8,345 papers and 208
venues and group B contained 10,922 papers and 291 venues.
We found that major venues in group A were database venues
(e.g., “SIGMOD” and “VLDB”) and those in group B were
computer vision venues (e.g., “TPAMI” and “IJCV”). To
study how the four venues were cited by papers in the two
interest groups, we calculated the average number of cita-
tions from papers in group A and B to the four venues,
respectively. The results are in Fig. 7(a). One can see that
papers in group A prefer to cite database papers while those
in group B cite computer vision papers more frequently.

Following a similar procedure, we selected two more repre-
sentative groups and studied their papers’ citations on four
different authors: data mining researchers “Pillip S. Yu”and
“Rakesh Agrawal” from group A and programming language
researchers “Thomas W. Reps” and “Ken Kenndedy” from
group B. The average number of citations for these four au-
thors are summarized in Fig. 7(b). Similar behavioral pat-
terns were observed that papers in group A cite data mining
researchers more frequently while papers in group B pre-
fer programming language researchers. The derived interest
groups show two different behavioral patterns on citations,
and justify that they can capture different citation interests.

Second, we study the effectiveness of the relative authority
propagation process in the proposed ClusCite algorithm. By
setting the number of interest groups as K = 40, we apply
ClusCite on the training data and obtain relative authority
scores for authors (FA) and venues (FV). We can list the
top ranked objects based on their relative authority scores
within different interest groups. Table 6 shows the ranked
lists for two example interest groups. One can easily identify

Divide	  test	  set	  by	  year

Test	  the	  performance	  
change	  over	  different	  
query	  subsets

From	  2010	  to	  2013,	  
MixSimdrops	  
16.42%	  vs.	  ClusCite
drops	  only	  7.72%

q ClusCite framework:	  organize	  paper	  citations	  into	  interest	  groups,	  and	  design	  
cluster-‐based	  models,	  yielding	  paper-‐specific	  recommendation

q Experimental	  results	  demonstrate	  significant	  improvement	  over	  state-‐of-‐the-‐art	  
methods
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Conclusions
q Heterogeneous	  information	  networks	  are	  ubiquitous
q Most	  datasets	  can	  be	  “organized”	  or	  “transformed”	  into	  “structured”	  multi-‐typed	  

heterogeneous	  info.	  networks
q Examples:	  DBLP,	  IMDB,	  Flickr,	  Google	  News,	  Wikipedia,	  …

q Surprisingly	  rich	  knowledge	  can	  be	  mined	  from	  structured	  heterogeneous	  info.	  
networks

q Clustering,	  ranking,	  classification,	  path	  prediction,	  ……
q Knowledge	  is	  power,	  but	  knowledge	  is	  hidden	  in	  massive,	  but	  “relatively	  structured”	  

nodes	  and	  links!
q Key	  issue:	  Construction	  of	  trusted,	  semi-‐structured	  heterogeneous	  networks	  from	  

unstructured	  data
q From	  data	  to	  knowledge:	  Much	  more	  to	  be	  explored	  but	  heterogeneous	  network	  

mining	  has	  shown	  high	  promise!
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